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This special issue of IJRC includes papers selected from the
17th Reconfigurable Architectures Workshop (RAW 2010)
held in Atlanta, GA, USA, in April 29-30, 2010. RAW 2010
was associated with the 24th Annual International Parallel
& Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS 2010) and was
sponsored by the IEEE Computer Society Technical Com-
mittee on Parallel Processing. The workshop is one of the
major meetings for researchers and practitioners to present
ideas, results, and ongoing research, on both theoretical and
practical advances in reconfigurable computing.

The program of RAW 2010 provided a venue to facilitate
creative and productive interaction between most disciplines
of reconfigurable computing. High-quality research papers,
focusing models and architectures, devices, algorithms and
applications, and design technologies and tools were pre-
sented. This special issue aims at providing an important
venue to show most of the best RAW’s 2010 scientific
contributions to reconfigurable computing, here in extended
and improved versions. This special issue includes extended
and improved papers selected from the peer-reviewed papers
that were presented at RAW 2010 and consists of the seven
following papers.

The paper “A Vector-like reconfigurable floating-point
unit for the logarithm,” by N. Alachiotis and A. Stamatakis,
presents a pipelined datapath for calculating the logarithm
function of data represented in single and double-precision
floating point in FPGAs. A vector-like extension is also
presented, which is capable of calculating two results/cycle.
They compare the performance of the architectures with

the software implementations of GNU and Intel Math Kernel
Library (MKL). Their approach is able to accelerate the log-
arithm function even when comparing to highly optimized
software solutions running in current microprocessors.

The paper “A streaming high-throughput linear sorter
system with contention buffering,” by J. Ortiz and D.
Andrews, presents a sorting unit consisting of multiple linear
sorters and implemented in an FPGA. The linear sorters run
in parallel to achieve higher throughput. The architecture
presented in this paper is able to process multiple data
values per clock cycle and presents speedups over a quicksort
software solution running in a MicroBlaze softcore.

The paper “The potential for a GPU-like overlay archi-
tecture for FPGAs,” by J. Kingyens and J. G. Steffan, proposes
a soft processor inspired by GPUs. The architecture supports
multithreading, vector operations, predication, and pipelin-
ing. They highlight the mechanisms for managing threads
and register files that maximize data-level and instruction-
level parallelism. An efficient approach to overcome the
challenges of port limitations of the FPGA block memories
is also presented in this paper. The proposed architecture can
be programmed in the same programming model of GPUs
and can be an interesting option for accelerating applications
suitable to be mapped to GPU-like architectures.

The paper “Boosting parallel applications performance
on applying DIM technique in a multiprocessing environ-
ment,” by Mateus Rutzig et al., extends the DIM (dynamic
instruction merging) approach to be used in a multipro-
cessor scenario. They present experimental evidence that
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the acceleration achieved by the parallelism met using multi-
core architectures can be effectively improved by augmenting
the ILP (instruction-level parallelism) in each core.

The paper “High-level synthesis of in-circuit assertions
for verification, debugging, and timing analysis,” by J. Curreri
et al., presents an approach to support the integration of
ANSI-C assertions when synthesizing C code to FPGAs.
The approach enables the implementation of assertions in
hardware. This can be important to verify and debug circuits
generated by high-level synthesis. Furthermore, the approach
also supports timing assertions and thus, can be used to
verify timing properties.

The paper “Floorplacement for partial reconfigurable
FPGA-based systems,” by A. Montone et al., presents a
framework for floorplacement which is aware of resources
and configuration tailored for Xilinx V4 and V5 FPGAs.
Their approach identifies reconfigurable functional units
that can share the same area of the FPGA and highlights
the reduction of external wirelengths and the reuse of
communication links compared to using purely area-driven
approaches.

The paper “Operating system for runtime reconfigurable
multiprocessor systems,” by D. Göhringer et al., presents an
operating system able to do scheduling, resource allocation,
and reconfiguration and to manage accesses to the internal
configuration access port (ICAP). The operating system
is used in the context of RAMPSoC, a runtime adaptive
multiprocessor system-on-chip. In this SoC, the hardware
tasks are transferred to the reconfigurable hardware via
the configuration access port, and the software tasks can
be loaded into the local memory of each microprocessor
by using also a configuration access port or the on-chip
communication infrastructure.
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The use of reconfigurable computing for accelerating floating-point intensive codes is becoming common due to the availability
of DSPs in new-generation FPGAs. We present the design of an efficient, pipelined floating-point datapath for calculating the
logarithm function on reconfigurable devices. We integrate the datapath into a stand-alone LUT-based (Lookup Table) component,
the LAU (Logarithm Approximation Unit). We extended the LAU, by integrating two architecturally independent, LAU-based
datapaths into a larger component, the VLAU (vector-like LAU). The VLAU produces 2 results/cycle, while occupying the same
amount of memory as the LAU. Under single precision, one LAU is 12 and 1.7 times faster than the GNU and Intel Math
Kernel Library (MKL) implementations, respectively. The LAU is also 1.6 times faster than the FloPoCo reconfigurable logarithm
architecture. Under double precision, one LAU is 20 and 2.6 times faster than the respective GNU and MKL functions and 1.4 times
faster than the FloPoCo logarithm. The VLAU is approximately twice as fast as the LAU, both under single and double precision.

1. Introduction

The use of FPGAs as accelerators for compute-intensive
codes is driven by their potential for implementing deeply
pipelined architectures and for executing hundreds of oper-
ations in parallel. As the devices become larger, new fabrics,
in particular DSPs, allow for a wider range of applications,
in particular floating-point intensive codes, to be efficiently
executed/accelerated on FPGAs.

A large number of scientific applications rely on the
frequent and efficient computation of the logarithm func-
tion. For instance, multimedia codes need to estimate log-
likelihood scores for Gaussian mixture models [1], or bioin-
formatics programs for evolutionary reconstruction under
the maximum likelihood model [2] need to compute log-
likelihood scores of evolutionary trees. The logarithm is also
commonly used to avoid numerical underflow (especially in
statistics) by replacing multiplications via additions.

Many of the applications that rely on the logarithm are
either highly compute intensive, such as the phylogenetic
likelihood function which represents an important compu-
tational kernel in computational Biology [3, 4], or exhibit

real-time constraints, such as real-time image processing
applications [5] or skin segmentation algorithms [6]. Irre-
spective of the specific type of application, the deployment
of reconfigurable logic (FPGAs) represents a common tech-
nique to either speed up applications, prototype hardware
designs, or to meet real-time requirements of time-critical
applications.

When an FPGA is used for accelerating floating-point
intensive applications, a thorough exploration of the perfor-
mance and precision tuning parameter space for the required
arithmetic operators can eventually lead to significant per-
formance improvements. In fact, implementations of simple
floating-point operators like adders or multipliers may
require fairly complex reconfigurable architectures. Further-
more, the amount of hardware resources used by a floating-
point operator generally increases with precision/accuracy
requirements. However, accuracy requirements of a specific
operator may depend on the application at hand.

In previous work on calculating the logarithm function
[7] using reconfigurable logic, we focused on the design
of a pipelined Logarithm Approximation Unit (LAU). We
demonstrated that the LAU is sufficiently accurate for
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Figure 1: Parallel placement of logarithm units for the calculation
of the log-likelihood score for a phylogenetic tree topology.

computing the phylogenetic maximum likelihood (ML)
function on a reconfigurable coprocessor for RAxML [8].
RAxML is a widely used bioinformatics code for reconstruc-
ting evolutionary trees (evolutionary histories or simply phy-
logenies) from DNA or protein data under the ML criterion.
The LAU architecture utilizes look up tables (LUTs) for
calculating the logarithm and can be conveniently adjusted
to provide the desired/required application-specific accuracy.
The LAU is based on the ICSILog approximation method
(Vinyals and Friedland in [9]) that is available as open-
source code. If not stated otherwise, in this paper, we use the
term LUT for referring to the look up table required by the
ICSILog approximation method rather than to the low-level
hardware LUTs on the FPGA device.

As already mentioned, several computational units must
be placed on the FPGA and operate in parallel to efficiently
exploit the available computational resources. Thus, the
resource requirements of a component/unit (e.g., a sim-
ple floating-point operator or a more complex arithmetic
function) need to be minimized to allow for placing several
instances on the chip that will then operate in parallel. The
input/output (I/O) requirements can be accommodated by
parallel I/O ports, for instance, by organizing the embedded
memory blocks of a device into several smaller parallel blocks
that can provide a sufficient throughput with respect to the
arrangement of the parallel components. In Figure 1, we
provide a representative example for the potential arrange-
ment of logarithm components and the respective parallel
execution of the logarithm function. The block diagram
depicts a fine-grain parallelization of log-likelihood score
computations for a given evolutionary tree topology under a
likelihood-based model (used, e.g., in maximum likelihood
or Bayesian phylogeny programs).

In the current paper, we present a significantly extended
and optimized vector-like LAU implementation. The vector-
like Logarithm Approximation Unit (VLAU) can calculate
two logarithms within the same clock cycle. Using the
VLAU is more resource-efficient compared to instantiat-
ing and using two simple independent LAUs in parallel.

The underlying idea of the VLAU consists of exploiting
the dual-port configuration option of embedded memory
blocks. This implementation option allows for sharing LUTs
between two, otherwise completely independent, LAU-based
pipelines. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of resources re-
quirements and performance impact with respect to the
latency of the LAU has been conducted for the single
and double precision versions. We also extended the C
implementation of the ICSILog algorithm (International
Computer Science Institute) to support double precision
(DP) arithmetics.

Throughout the paper, we denote IEEE-754 single pre-
cision arithmetics as SP and IEEE-754 double precision
arithmetics as DP. We denote the single precision software
implementation of ICSILog (version 0.6 beta) as SP-ICSILog
and our DP software implementation as DP-ICSILog. By SP-
LAU, DP-LAU, SP-VLAU, and DP-VLAU we denote the SP
and DP FPGA implementations of the LAUs and VLAUs,
respectively.

The DP-ICSILog C code as well as the hardware descrip-
tions for the LAUs and the VLAUs (including all available
latency variants) are available as an open source code for
download at http://wwwkramer.in.tum.de/exelixis/logFPGA
.tar.bz2. The default hardware configuration that supports
both, Virtex 4 and Virtex 5 FPGAs uses an LUT with
4,096 entries. We also provide several COE files for different
LUT sizes, such that the LAU/VLAU can be conveniently
reconfigured and adapted to the precision required by the
respective target application.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the underlying ideas of the ICSILog
algorithm. In Section 3, we review related work on loga-
rithmic units for FPGAs. The LAU architecture is described
in Section 4, and the VLAU architecture is introduced in
Section 5. In the following Section 6, we present speed and
accuracy measurements for LAUs and VLAUs with a LUT-
size of 4,096 and provide a detailed evaluation of LAU
implementations with latencies ranging between 5 and 22
clock cycles. We also analyze performance and resource
utilization of the FPLog implementations and assess the
numerical stability of RAxML in software using DP-ICSILog.
We conclude in Section 7.

2. The ICSILog Algorithm

The underlying idea of the ICSILog algorithm consists of
increasing the speed of the logarithm computation by using
an LUT that resides entirely in the CPU cache. The algorithm
exploits the floating point number representation of the
IEEE-754 standard. An IEEE floating-point number consists
of three fields: the sign (sgn), the exponent (exp), and
the mantissa (man). The decimal floating-point value of a
number (num) is represented by the sign, followed by the
product of the mantissa and the factor 2exp:

num = (±)2exp ∗man. (1)
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In order to calculate the logarithm of num, one can use
the multiplicative property of the logarithmic function and
decompose the computation as follows:

log(num) = log(2exp ∗man)

= log(2exp) + log(man)

= exp∗ log(2) + log(man).

(2)

Since the real-valued logarithm is only defined for
positive numbers, the sign bit can be discarded. The factor
by which exp is multiplied is a constant and only depends on
the base of the logarithm; one may use loge(2), log2(2), or
log10(2) for instance. Thus, the calculation of the logarithm
for an arbitrary base x only requires the constant logx(2)
and an appropriately initialized full-size LUT (comprising all
values) for the base x.

The calculation of the first part of the sum exp∗ log(2)
requires the floating-point representation for the decimal
value of the exponent field. One can use the Xilinx floating-
point operator (FPO) [10] to obtain this value. However, we
use a faster LUT-based method (this is a separate LUT that
is exclusively used for this conversion) to obtain the floating
point value which is described in Section 4. In Section 6, we
provide a performance comparison between the Floating-
Point Operator provided by Xilinx and our approach. Once
the floating point value of the exponent is available, the first
operand of the final addition is calculated by conducting the
multiplication with the constant floating-point value.

The calculation of the second part of the sum, that is,
the logarithm of the mantissa, requires the use of an LUT. A
naı̈ve LUT will thus need to contain all precomputed values
for log(man) which requires 32 MB of memory for the SP
number range. Vinyals and Friedland found that, the usage of
a 32 MB full-size LUT only yields insignificant performance
improvements with respect to the GNU implementation [9].
To improve performance and reduce LUT size, they deploy a
quantized mantissa that entirely fits into cache memory. In
Figure 2, we provide a schematic outline of the Vinyals and
Friedland algorithm at the bit level.

The mantissa LUT is indexed by using the 23 − q most
significant bits of the mantissa under SP and the 52− q most
significant bits under DP, respectively. The variable q is the
number of least significant bits of the mantissa that will be
ignored by the quantization process. Thus, the variable q
can be used to appropriately adapt the accuracy and LUT

size to the specific requirements of an application. A detailed
study of the accuracy loss that is induced by quantizing the
mantissa can be found in [9]. The tradeoff between accuracy
and embedded memory hardware resources used will be
discussed in Section 6.

3. Related Work

A thorough bibliographical search revealed that alternative
implementations of fast logarithm algorithms mostly repre-
sent special purpose solutions that are tailored to a specific
application or hardware platform, that is, there is a lack of a
generally applicable solution.

Dedicated software implementations that entail approx-
imation algorithms for the logarithmic function have been
developed for accelerating multimedia applications [9, 11].
In 2001, de Soras proposed and made available an algorithm
called fast log [11]. This algorithm computes a 3rd order
Taylor series approximation of the logarithm for any given
IEEE-754 floating-point number. The algorithm is fast but
lacks accuracy in certain cases/number ranges [9]. The
LUT-based approach of ICSILog, which we implemented in
reconfigurable logic in the LAU and VLAU components, is as
fast as fast log but provides better accuracy [9].

De Dinechin et al. have developed FloPoCo (floating-
point cores), an open-source arithmetic core generator for
FPGAs [12]. The logarithmic unit generated by FloPoCo
(FPLog) supports SP (SP-FPLog), DP (DP-FPLog), and user-
defined number formats. The FPLog units can be configured
to yield exactly the same results as the respective GNU
functions; hence, accuracy comparisons between our LAU
and FPLog are identical to comparisons between the LAU
and the GNU library. The algorithms and implementation
techniques that are deployed in FloPoCo for generating the
FPLog unit are described in [13, 14].

Section 6 includes a direct comparison between the LAU
and FPLog units (using the most recent version 2.0.0 of
FloPoCo) in terms of speed and resource utilization on a
Virtex 5 FPGA. Note that the FPLog input format slightly
differs from the IEEE-754 standard. Two additional bits in
every input number indicate whether the input should be
treated as special number (zero, nan, (+/−) inf ) or as normal
number. Thus, in order to integrate the FPLog component
into a design that complies with the IEEE-754 standard,
this dedicated input number format specification requires
additional logic (which can also be separately generated by
FloPoCo) to appropriately set these bits. Furthermore, a
common FPGA design paradigm is event-driven architec-
tures. Unfortunately, the FPLog interface does not provide
any additional ports for validity input signals, that is, signals
that indicate whether the current values at the input and
output ports are valid or not. Consequently, FPLog is harder
to integrate with event-driven architectures.

National instruments [15] have designed a high-
throughput natural logarithm function for FPGAs. The
specific design is only available commercially, and only a
limited amount of information is provided regarding unit
performance. The implementation only supports fixed-point
arithmetics, and the input arguments must be unsigned
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(input number range: [1/e, 1)). For numbers outside this
input range, the unit generates undefined results. The
interface of the logarithm component provides all necessary
ports for validity input signals for easy integration with and
use in event-driven environments. The CORDIC algorithm
(COordinate Rotation DIgital Computer [16]) is deployed
for the specific implementation, and the user can set the
desired accuracy level by defining the number of iterations in
the CORDIC algorithm. Because this logarithm implementa-
tion is not available (not even for a short evaluation period),
we were not able to conduct a respective performance
comparison with the LAU/VLAU architectures.

Tropea [17] has also presented an area-optimized FPGA
implementation to compute the base-N logarithm function.
An important aspect of the specific implementation is that
it can be mapped on FPGAs from any vendor. Performance
results for Xilinx [18] and Actel [19] FPGAs are provided in
[17]. The error analysis section in [17] reveals that highly
accurate results can be obtained, while only using a small
fraction of the overall hardware resources. The unit utilizes
the multiplicative normalization method [20] to calculate the
logarithm, and several configurations with various precision
levels are evaluated.

Recently, Chrysos et al. [21] presented a general recon-
figurable architecture for a Bioinformatics algorithm that
uses Interpolated Markov Models (IMMs) for gene finding,
known as the Glimmer algorithm. The Glimmer algorithm
also requires logarithm calculations. The respective hardware
architecture contains 6 logarithm unit instances that operate
in parallel. The design of the logarithm component in the
Glimmer architecture [21] deploys a similar strategy as the
LAU.

In 2008, Raygoza-Panduro et al. [22] presented an
automatically generated mathematical unit. The hardware
description is automatically generated by a JAVA program
and can be synthesized. The framework supports a wide
range of complex arithmetic operations. The mathematical
unit was used to implement a sliding mode controller for
a magnetic levitation system. The sytem provides operators
for the natural logarithm and the base-10 logarithm. The
automatically generated mathematical unit was mapped to a
Virtex II FPGA; the logarithm functions (natural and base-
10) only occupy 1% of available FPGA slices and 1% of
available LUTs on the device. The resource-efficiency of the
unit appears to be mainly induced by the usage of bit-width
reduced floating-point arithmetics, that is, only 3 bits are
used for the exponent field and only 14 bits for the mantissa
field, respectively.

4. The LAU Architecture

In the following, we describe the design of a reconfigurable
architecture for the ICSILog algorithm. In Figure 3, we
provide the block diagram of the top-level unit.

The leftmost module is the special case detector. As the
name suggests, this module assesses whether the LAU input
is valid or not. Special cases are negative numbers, nan,
−inf, and inf as defined by the IEEE standard. Since the
logarithm is not defined on negative numbers, the result is
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Figure 3: Block diagram of LAU.

nan. For nan and −inf inputs, the result is defined as nan
as well. For an inf input, the unit will return inf again. The
module consists of comparators, logic gates, and pipeline
registers that detect the special case inputs and produce the
corresponding output. The module also outputs a selection
signal for the final 2 to 1 multiplexer (bottom left in Figure 3)
that is connected to the output port of the LAU.

To the right of the special case detector in Figure 3, we
have integrated a group of modules that operate on the
exponent bits of the input. These modules compute the first
operand of the addition that returns the approximation of
the logarithm.

Initially, the decimal value of the exponent field needs to
be transformed into a floating-point number. The straight-
forward approach to implement this operation is to use
the Xilinx FPO [10] (fixed-to-float) operator. However, we
deploy an LUT-based approach to carry out this transforma-
tion more efficiently. The exp LUT lookup table in Figure 3
is used for this purpose. Note that this LUT is a special
component of our hardware implementation and should not
be confused with the mantissa LUT of the ICSILog algorithm
(man LUT). Details about the performance and resource
tradeoffs between our approach and the alternative design
using the Xilinx FPO are provided in Section 6.4.

Internally, all operations are conducted under SP. For the
SP-LAU, the exp LUT contains 128 entries (28−1), while for
the DP-LAU, there are 1,024 entries (211−1), where 8 and
11 are the number of bits that represent the exponent field
of an SP and a DP value, respectively. The reason why the
size of the exp LUT can be reduced by 50% is explained in
the next paragraph. Each entry of the exp LUT contains a
total of 9 bits in the SP-LAU and 13 bits in the DP-LAU. The
first 3 bits under SP and the first 4 bits under DP are the
least significant bits of the exponent field of the floating-
point number representation we intend to construct. The
remaining 6 (SP) and 9 bits (DP) are the most significant
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bits of the mantissa. The remaining bits of the exponent field
are always set to 10000 for SP and 1000 for DP. Note that, at
this point, an SP value is being constructed for the DP-LAU
as well. The remaining bits of the mantissa are all set to zero.

One can observe that there is a correspondence between
the decimal values of the exponent field and the exponents
themselves. For DP, while the decimal value ranges from 0
to 2,047, the exponent ranges from −1,023 to 1,024. This
correspondence can be used to reduce the size of exp LUT by
50%, via only storing the bits required to represent floating-
point numbers in the range 0−1,023. To support the full
range (0–2,047), we use additional logic. More specifically,
the 11-bit mantissa is transformed into a 10-bit index for
exp LUT by subtracting the 11-bit value from 2,046. For
example, an 11-bit index with a decimal value X in which
the most significant bit is set indexes a lookup table entry
>1,023. Hence, X − 1, 023 provides the distance from the last
entry of the lookup table with 1,024 entries. Thus, 1, 023 −
(X − 1, 023) = 2, 046 − X will yield the correct 10-bit index
for a exp LUT with half the size. The most significant bit
of the exponent field (discarded from the index) becomes
the sign of the newly constructed floating-point value. After
this transformation, the resulting floating-point number
becomes the first operand of the multiplication; the second
operand is a constant value. The overall result produced by
this part of the architecture is the first operand of the final
addition: exp∗ log(2) + log(man).

The man LUT module in Figure 3 is the standard
quantized LUT of the ICSILog algorithm and contains pre-
calculated values of logarithms. We therefore used ICSILog to
generate the contents of man LUT. As previously described,
the most significant bits of the mantissa are used for indexing
the man LUT. Each entry of the table (for SP and DP
values) consists of an SP floating-point number. As outlined
in Section 6, one can increase the accuracy of the LAU by
increasing the size of man LUT. For example, in a man LUT
of size 4,096, only the 12 most significant bits of the mantissa
field of the input value will be used for indexing. Both
lookup tables (exp LUT and man LUT) are enhanced by a
construct sp fp value unit. These units consist of logic gates,
registers, and multiplexers which are used to construct the
correct floating-point representations from the respective
LUT entries. Finally, the sum of the two values generated by
exp LUT, man LUT, and the respective construct sp fp value
units will return an approximation of the logarithm that is
identical to the ICSILog software.

As already mentioned, all operations are conducted
under SP. Thus, for the SP-LAU, the result is simply the
output of the final adder. For DP, the result is transformed
into DP by appropriately adapting the bit indices of the SP
representation. The least significant bits of the mantissa are
set to zero, and a bit extension for the most significant bits of
the exponent is conducted while maintaining its sign.

The usage of SP arithmetic, even for the DP-LAU,
does not affect the precision of the output because of the
approximation strategy that is being used. DP will only
be affected if a man LUT with more than 223 entries is
used (23 is the number of bits in the mantissa field of SP
numbers in the IEEE standard). In this case, the mantissa

LUT would require 32 MB of memory. Currently, there is
no FPGA available with such a large amount of embedded
memory. Clearly, the savings in terms of FPGA resources
(embedded memory and DSP slices) by internally using SP
for our LAU design are significant. Note that, in our DP-
ICSILog software implementation, we transformed the entire
algorithm to DP, because the SP algorithm with a type casting
operation from float to double in C was slower than a
direct implementation under DP.

5. The VLAU Architecture

An additional optimization can be applied to the LAU
architecture (Section 4), when several parallel LAUs shall
be placed on an FPGA device. This optimization is based
on a special feature of embedded memory blocks in new-
generation FPGAs, which can be configured as so-called
dual-port memories.

Each memory block provides two fully independent
ports that yield access to a shared memory space. An
appropriate reconfiguration of the LAU look up tables
(exp LUT, man LUT) for usage as dual-port ROMs (Read
Only Memories) allows two independent LAUs to use the
same memory blocks for lookups.

Figure 4 depicts the optimized VLAU architecture
(vector-like LAU). The shared memory area in the middle
of Figure 4 (denoted as shared LUTs) contains the exp LUT
and man LUT look up tables. The two LAU-based pipelines
are located to the left and the right of the shared LUTs in
Figure 4. These two pipelines are exact copies of the LAU
architecture (Section 4), but the LUTs have been moved
to a shared memory area. The individual LAU pipelines
are architecturally completely independent from each other,
since they only share a read-only memory area. Each LAU
pipeline only accesses one of the two ports of the shared
LUTs.

The VLAU architecture is well suited for vector-
processing, since it can accommodate the computation of
two logarithms in one cycle. Because the same pipeline
design is used for the LAU and VLAU, a two-unit VLAU is
as fast as two independent LAUs. The main advantage of a
two-unit VLAU over two independent LAUs is that the VLAU
only requires 50% of the memory blocks.

The FPGA-based coprocessor for gene finding by
Chrysos et al. [21] represents an example of an architecture
that could potentially benefit from the memory-efficient
VLAU implementation. The Glimmer architecture is mem-
ory intensive and the attained level of parallelism was limited
by the number of available embedded memory blocks in the
device (personal communication with G. Chrysos; June 14th,
2010). The deployment of VLAUs can thus help to reduce
the number of memory blocks required for computing the
logarithm and thereby increase the degree of parallelism in
the Glimmer architecture.

6. Experimental Results

Initially, we verified the functionality of the LAU/VLAU
architectures (Section 6.1). In the following two sections, we
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Figure 4: Top-level design of the VLAU architecture.

investigate the behavior of RAxML [8] using DP-ICSILog
(Section 6.2) and assess the accuracy of the implementation
(Section 6.3). Thereafter, Section 6.4 provides a detailed
resource usage and performance evaluation for LAUs with
various latencies and also for the VLAU architecture. We
also compare performance and resource utilization with the
FloPoCo logarithm [12]. A thorough run time comparison
between the LAU/VLAU architectures and respective soft-
ware implementations (GNU and MKL [23]) is presented in
Section 6.5. Note that all results in Section 6 refer to Xilinx
reports as obtained after the implementation process (post-
place and route).

6.1. Verification. In order to verify the correctness of the
proposed architectures, we conducted extensive post-place
and route simulations as well as tests on an actual FPGA.
As a simulation tool, we used Modelsim 6.3f by Mentor
Graphics. For hardware verification, we used the HTG-V5-
PCIE development platform equipped with a Xilinx Virtex 5
SX95T-1 FPGA.

Initially, the advanced verification tool Chipscope Pro
Analyzer was used to monitor the output ports of the SP/DP-
LAUs and SP/DP-VLAUs, and the expected signals for given
input numbers were tracked. Thereafter, an experimental
PC-FPGA platform was set up. We use Gigabit Ethernet
to communicate between the PC and the FPGA board
based on the optimized unit for direct UDP/IP-based PC-
FPGA communication that we recently made available
[24]. A JAVA test application was used on the PC side
to generate random SP and DP input values (using the
standard java.util.Random class), organize the numbers
into bytes, and transmit them to the FPGA. On the FPGA
side, the floating-point representations were reconstructed

Table 1: Log-likelihood score deviation with DP-ICSILog.

Dataset DP-GNU DP-ICSILog

44 organisms −11231.35 −11231.29

90 organisms −54078.01 −54078.18

150 organisms −39606.31 −39606.60

218 organisms −134173.86 −134167.56

140 organisms −124777.22 −124780.10

from the incoming bytes and forwarded to the LAU/VLAU
components. The logarithms of the inputs were then sent
back to the JAVA test application on the PC from the FPGA
and printed to screen.

6.2. DP-ICSILog in a Real-World Application. We integrated
DP-ICSILog into RAxML [8], which is a widely used tool for
inferring phylogenies (evolutionary trees) from molecular
data that has been developed in our group. The vast
majority of logarithm invocations is conducted when the log
likelihood scores of alternative tree topologies are computed.
We found that an LUT with 4,096 entries is sufficient to
guarantee numerical stability of RAxML and yield accurate
results (see below). Table 1 indicates the respective log likeli-
hood scores for tree searches using the GNU and DP-ICSILog
implementations on various DNA datasets with 40, 90, 150,
and 218 organisms (sequences) as well as a protein dataset
with 140 organisms. Based on standard statistical significance
tests for comparing log likelihood scores of phylogenetic
trees as implemented in the CONSEL tool suite [25], we
found that the score differences among the respective trees
are not statistically significant. In other words, the trees
computed (under the same starting conditions) using the
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GNU implementation and the DP-ICSILog (LUT size: 4,096)
cannot be statistically distinguished from each other. Hence,
DP-ICSILog with an LUT size of 4,096 provides sufficient
application- and domain-specific accuracy for RAxML.

6.3. Accuracy Assessment. Initially, we used the standard C
rand() function to generate benchmarks with 2 ∗ 107

random numbers in order to measure the average error
introduced by the logarithm approximation as a function
of LUT size with respect to the GNU function. The results
are provided in Table 2. We used the ICSILog software
to generate the contents of man LUT, such that it yields
exactly the same results as ICSILog. From Table 2, we deduce
that an LUT with 4,096 entries represents a good tradeoff
between accuracy and LUT size for our purposes (developing
a hardware architecture for RAxML), since an LUT of this
size only requires 3 block rams (36 Kb each). For a medium-
size new-generation FPGA, like the Xilinx Virtex 5 SX95T, 3
block rams correspond to only 1% of the total block memory
available. As discussed in [9], the size of the LUT increases
exponentially for every additional correct bit in the mantissa.
Clearly, a specific target application as well as a global view
of the entire reconfigurable system that will use the LAU
is required to determine the ideal man LUT size. Since the
software implementation is available as open-source code,
it is easy to assess the required mantissa LUT size a priori,
that is, before modifying the reconfigurable architecture. For
instance, the overall RAxML hardware architecture requires a
huge amount of memory and reconfigurable fabric for other
purposes. Therefore, we chose to minimize the hardware
resources consumed for the logarithmic function to the
largest possible extent.

Finally, for a man LUT with 4,096 entries, we also
measured the minimum, maximum, average, and mean
squared error between the GNU SP and DP library functions,
the respective logarithmic approximation implementations
(SP-/DP-ICSILog, DP-LAU), and the SP-/DP-MKL library
functions. Table 3 provides these errors for 106 random input
numbers ranging from 10−20 to 1020.

6.4. Performance Assessment versus Hardware. The LAUs and
VLAUs were mapped to a Xilinx Virtex 5 SX95T-2 FPGA. In
Figure 5, we provide resource usage and performance data
for LAU (SP on the left and DP on the right) implemen-
tations with different latencies. We tested different latency-
specific configuration settings for the Xilinx Floating-Point
adders and multipliers that are generated. The variation of
these settings allowed us to generate LAU implementations
with latencies that range between 5 and 22 clock cycles. Note
that, all measurements in this Section refer to LAUs and
VLAUs with a man LUT size of 4,096 entries.

The respective clock frequencies of the LAUs were
obtained using the Xilinx Tools (ADVANCED 1.53 speed
file) and are also provided in Figure 5. The clock frequencies
are obtained from the static timing report, and the default
Xilinx Balanced optimization strategy was selected. All
implementations (SP-LAU, DP-LAU, SP-VLAU, and DP-
VLAU) are fully pipelined with a throughput of one result
per clock cycle and per pipeline datapath. Since the LAU only

Table 2: Average LAU error and man LUT # of block rams.

# Block rams (18 Kb) LUT entries Average error

1 512 0.000352

2 1,024 0.000176

3 2,048 0.000088

6 4,096 0.000044

12 8,192 0.000022

24 16,384 0.000011

48 32,768 0.000005

Table 3: Min, max, average, and mean squared error of logarithm
implementations with respect to GNU functions.

Program/unit Min Max Avg MSE

SP-ICSILog 4.228e − 7 1.210e − 4 4.438e − 5 2.689e − 9

DP-ICSILog 3.140e − 9 1.205e − 4 4.437e − 5 2.688e − 9

LAU/VLAU 4.228e − 7 1.210e − 4 4.437e − 5 2.690e − 9

SP-MKL 0.0e − 0 3.815e − 6 5.003e − 7 1.65e − 14

DP-MKL 0.0e − 0 4.44e − 16 4.52e − 22 4.93e − 38

comprises a single pipeline datapath, a throughput of one
result per clock cycle is achieved, while the VLAU (with two
independent pipeline datapaths) can compute two results per
clock cycle.

In Figure 6, we provide the clock frequencies of the SP-
LAU and DP-LAU for man LUT sizes ranging between 512
and 32,768 entries. The frequency reduction with increasing
LUT size is due to the additional logic (mostly block rams
for the LUT) that is required by the LAU. The number of
block rams required increases exponentially for every bit that
is added to the mantissa field, which is used as an index
for man LUT. The increase of other reconfigurable resources
is significantly lower, that is, a LAU with a 32,768 entry
man LUT size occupies 700% more 36 Kb block rams than a
LAU with a 4,096 entry man LUT size, while only 15% more
slices and 9% more slice LUTs are required.

In Table 4, we compare the hardware resources used by
our custom LUT-based module and the Xilinx FPO [10]
(configured in fixed-to-float mode) for transforming the
exponent value into a floating point value. The numbers
in parentheses next to the names in the first line of Table 4
represent the latency (number of clock cycles) for alternative
configurations. Since the LUT-based approach has a latency
of two cycles, we configured the floating point operator
to have the same latency and integrated it into the LAU.
We also added an 11-bit subtractor, such that the LAU
produces correct results. The clock frequency of the LAU
using the floating-point operator was 60 MHz lower than for
our LUT-based approach. The LUT-based module occupies
1 BRAM (18 Kb) while the FPO solution does not use BRAM
memory. For some applications, trading some memory for
a substantially higher clock speed is acceptable, since it can
yield a higher overall clock frequency and thereby improved
overall system performance. When the FPO is configured
with the maximum latency of 6 cycles, the LAU is only 5 MHz
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Figure 5: Resources and performance of alternative SP and DP LAU implementations.

Table 4: Resource usage by the LUT-based approach (latency of
two cycles) and Xilinx FPO (latency of two and six cycles) for
transformation of exponent to SP number.

Resources LUT(2) FPO(2) FPO(6)

Slice registers 32 46 115

Slice LUTs 19 64 88

Occupied slices 20 19 42

# of LUT-flip flop pairs 48 45 126

# of BRAMS (18 Kb) 1 0 0

DP-LAU frequency (MHz) 334 274 339

DP-LAU latency (cycles) 22 22 26

faster than with our LUT-based approach. However, the total
latency of the LAU increases by 4 cycles, and the FPO requires
a larger amount (see Table 4) of hardware resources.

To the best of our knowledge, the only other open-
source logarithm for FPGAs is provided by FloPoCo [12]
framework. All FloPoCo operators can be fully parameter-
ized, that is, the user can select the desired precision of
the result and define desired performance parameters. To
conduct a fair comparison between LAU/VLAU and FPLog
units, we used the latest release of FloPoCo (version 2.0.0)
and mapped the LAUs/VLAUs and FPLogs to the same FPGA
(Virtex 5 SX95T-2). Table 5 provides a performance and
resource usage comparison after the implementation process
(post-place and route). The reduced FPLog implementations
(denoted as (red.) in the table) offer the same accuracy as the

LAU/VLAU implementations, while the full (precise) FPLog
implementations (denoted as (full)) yield the same results as
the GNU function.

In addition, all available Xilinx optimization strategies
were explored to determine the most efficient strategy for
each implementation. The available optimization strategies
for Virtex 5 devices are Balanced, Area Reduction,
Minimum, Runtime, Power Optimization, and Timing
Performance. For each implementation/architecture, we
only provide the data for the best optimization strategy
with respect to clock frequencies in Table 5. The SP-LAU
occupies slightly less hardware than the full (high precision)
SP-FPLog, while DP-LAU requires significantly less resources
than the full DP-FPLog. When the SP/DP FPLogs are
configured to yield the same accuracy as the SP/DP LAUs,
the FPLog implementations are more resource efficient
but exhibit significantly lower maximum clock frequencies.
Thus, reduced-precision FPLog units are more likely to lie
on the critical path, when embedded into a larger, more
complex architecture that needs to calculate logarithms. The
VLAUs outperform all other implementations in terms of
throughput, since they can produce 2 results per cycle. To
achieve performance that is comparable to the VLAU with
the FPLog(red.) implementation, two FPLog(red.) instances
are required. Therefore, a single VLAU is more resource
efficient than two FPLog(red.) units, since the total number
of occupied slices and the number of slice LUTs used by
the VLAU is smaller than the total amount required for
two FPLog(red.) instances. At the same time, the resource
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Table 5: Resources, performance, and accuracy of LAUs, VLAUs, and FPLogs.

Resources total
SP DP

LAU VLAU FPLog (red.) FPLog (full) LAU VLAU
FPLog
(red.)

FPLog
(full)

Slice registers
58,800

932 1,864 782 992 970 1,912 809 2,568

Slice LUTs-58,800 551 1,099 712 873 634 1,107 735 1,910

Occupied
slices-14,720

298 569 294 330 341 576 307 711

# 36 k block
RAM-244

3 3 1 2 3 3 1 2

# 18 k block
RAM-488

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 21

# DSP48Es-640 3 6 3 5 3 6 3 14

Frequency (MHz) 370 351 233 240 334 330 233 198

Latency 22 22 18 20 22 22 18 34

Results/cycle 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1

Error 2−17 2−17 2−17 2−23 2−17 2−17 2−17 2−52

consumption for all other resources, that is, slice registers,
brams, and DSPs, is the same. Nevertheless, the single VLAU
still outperforms the two FPLog(red.) instances with respect
to clock frequency.

As far as the LAU implementation by Chrysos et al.
[21] is concerned, two LUTs are deployed, but the LUTs are
not initialized as efficiently as in our LAU. Consequently,
additional operations, that is, a concatenation, a floating-
point multiplication, a float-to-fixed operation, and a fixed-
point subtraction, are required for calculating the LUT
index. The respective LUT entry is then used to calculate
the final output which also represents an approximation of
the logarithm function. Since the paper by Chrysos et al.
[21] focuses on the overall architecture for Glimmer, only a
limited amount of information is provided with respect to
implementation and performance of the logarithm unit.

Finally, the configurations presented in [17] by Tropea
were mapped to a Virtex 4 LX15-12 FPGA by Tropea. The
highest clock frequency reported in [17] is 191 MHz (the
architecture has not been made available by the author).
Thus, to conduct a fair comparison, we also mapped the LAU
to a Virtex4 LX15-12 FPGA. We obtained a clock frequency
of 345 MHz for the SP version and of 344 MHz for the DP
version.

6.5. Performance Assessment versus Software. We also com-
pared LAU and VLAU performance to a wide range of
software implementations: the SP-/DP-GNU logarithms:
logf()/log(), the SP-/DP-MKL logarithms: vsLn()/
vdLn(), and the SP-/DP-ICSILog algorithms. As hardware
platform, we used a V5SX95T-2 FPGA (speed grade −2)
with one arithmetic component, that is, only one LAU
and only one VLAU were instantiated, respectively. The
software implementations were executed on an Intel Core2
Duo T9600 processor running at 2.8 GHz with 6 MB of
L2 Cache. All software (SP-/DP-ICSILog) and hardware

Table 6: Execution times (in ms) of GNU, ICSILog, LAU, and
VLAU SP implementations for 103 up to 108 invocations.

# samples GNU ICSILog LAU VLAU

103 0.03290 0.00620 0.0027 0.0015

106 32.40 6.31 2.7 1.42

108 3315 595 270.2 142.45

implementations (SP-/DP-LAU) we tested used a mantissa
LUT with 4,096 entries.

For software tests, we used the GNU gcc compiler
(version 4.3.2) as well as the Intel icc compiler (version 11.1)
in order to fully exploit the capabilities of the Intel CPU.
We only used −O1 for optimization with gcc because with
more aggressive optimizations (−O2 and −O3) the current
SP-ICSILog version yields an average error that is 105 times
larger than the error obtained by compiling the code with
−O1. Thus, the aggressive gcc compiler optimizations applied
under −O2 and −O3 yield numerically unstable code. When
icc is used, SP-ICSILog produces the expected average error,
which is in the range of 10−5 for all optimization levels
(−O1, −O2, −O3). When −O2 or −O3 is used with icc, SP-
ICSILog is only 1.09 times faster on average than the GNU
math library. However, when −O1 is used, SP-ICSILog is on
average 4.5 times faster.

Initially, we used the GNU gcc compiler (version 4.3.2,
with −O1) and measured the execution times for 103 up to
108 invocations of the GNU library SP function as well as
SP-ICSILog. Note that we used the most recent version of
the SP-ICSILog algorithm, which is faster than the initial
release of the ICSILog software. According to the benchmark
that is made available by the authors, the current version is
approximately 1.7 times faster than the initial version (when
compiled with gcc and −O1). Table 6 shows the execution
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Table 7: Execution times (in ms) of GNU, ICSILog, LAU, and
VLAU DP implementations for 103 to 108 invocations.

# samples GNU ICSILog LAU VLAU

103 0.0722 0.0119 0.003 0.0016

106 58.40 9.47 2.99 1.51

108 5909 899 299.4 151.5

Table 8: Execution times (in ms) of MKL, ICSILog, LAU, and
VLAU SP implementations (The icc compiler is used.)

# samples MKL ICSILog LAU VLAU

106 4.7 5.3 2.7 1.42

107 46.9 50.2 27.0 14.25

108 342.9 486.6 270.2 142.45

Table 9: Execution times (in ms) of MKL, ICSILog, LAU, and
VLAU DP implementations (The icc compiler is used.)

# samples MKL ICSILog LAU VLAU

106 8.0 8.8 2.99 1.51

107 77.2 85.1 29.94 15.15

108 668.4 839.7 299.4 151.5

times for the GNU implementation, SP-ICSILog, the SP-
LAU, and the SP-VLAU. The SP LAU is 12 times faster than
the GNU function and 2.2 times faster than SP-ICSILog,
while the SP-VLAU is 23 times faster than the GNU functions
and 4.1 times faster than SP-ICSILog.

As already mentioned, the standard release of ICSILog
only provides an SP logarithm function. Furthermore, it does
not provide built-in error detection/correction for special-
case inputs like nan, inf, −inf , or negative numbers which
is critical for applications like RAxML. In order to conduct
a fair performance evaluation of the DP-LAU, we therefore
reimplemented the ICSILog algorithm to support DP inputs
and invalid input detection. Our new DP version of ICSILog
(DP-ICSILog) is only 1.5 times slower than the official
SP release by Vinyals and Friedland. DP-ICSILog is also
freely available for download together with the LAU/VLAU
architectures.

For assessing DP performance, we used gcc (−O1) and
measured execution times for 103 up to 108 invocations of
the GNU, DP-ICSILog, DP-LAU, and DP-VLAU logarithm
functions (Table 7). The DP-LAU is 20 times faster than the
GNU math library and 3.1 times faster than DP-ICSILog
which in turn is up to 6.5 times faster than the GNU
implementation. The DP-VLAU is 40 times faster than the
GNU math library implementation and 6 times faster than
DP-ICSILog.

For our second set of experiments, we used the Intel
icc compiler (version 11.1, optimization flag −O1). We
also tested the fast logarithm implementation provided by
the Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL [23]) for 106 to 108

invocations on random input numbers as in the preceding
experiments.

Tables 8 and 9 provide the execution times for the SP and
DP MKL, ICSILog, and LAU implementations, respectively.

Table 10: Execution times (in ms) of GNU and ICSILog DP
implementations compiled with gcc and −O2/−O3.

# samples
DP-GNU DP-ICSILog

−O2 −O3 −O2 −O3
103 0.0779 0.0758 0.0119 0.0119

106 57.82 57.34 8.50 8.42

108 5,692 5,678 799 798

Table 11: Execution times (in ms) of MKL and ICSILog DP
implementations compiled with icc and −O2/−O3.

# samples
DP-MKL DP-ICSILog

−O2 −O3 −O2 −O3
106 8.0 8.0 8.1 8.1

107 64.1 60.9 77.9 77.7

108 619.6 601.8 769.8 769.6

The SP-LAU is 1.7 times faster than the MKL logarithm
and 1.8 times faster than SP-ICSILog, while the respective
speedups for the SP-VLAU are 3.3 and 3.5. Unfortunately, a
detailed description of the MKL logarithm implementation
is currently not available. The DP-LAU is 2.6 times faster than
the respective MKL implementation and 2.8 times faster than
DP-ICSILog which is almost as fast as the DP-MKL function
(speedups vary between 0.8 and 0.9). The DP-VLAU is 5.2
times faster than the MKL implementation and 5.6 times
faster than DP-ICSILog.

As already mentioned, SP-ICSILog becomes unstable
when optimization flags −O2 or −O3 are used with gcc.
Therefore, we only assessed the performance impact of using
−O2 and −O3 with gcc on DP-ICSILog. We compare DP-
ICSILog execution times with all alternative DP implemen-
tations: DP-GNU, DP-MKL, and DP-LAU. Table 10 provides
the execution times for DP-GNU and DP-ICSILog for 103 to
108 invocations of the gcc-compiled code. The DP-LAU is 19
times faster than the GNU math library and 2.7 times faster
than DP-ICSILog, which in turn is up to 7 times faster than
the GNU implementation (for −O2 as well as −O3). The DP-
VLAU is 37.5 times faster than the GNU math library and 5.3
times faster than DP-ICSILog. Table 11 provides respective
execution times under DP for the same experimental setup,
but using the Intel icc compiler instead. The DP-LAU is 2.2
times faster than the respective MKL implementation and 2.5
times faster than DP-ICSILog which is as fast as the DP-MKL
function. Speedups between DP-ICSILog and the DP-MKL
function vary between 0.83 and 0.98 for both optimization
levels −O2 and −O3. Finally, the DP-VLAU is 4 times faster
than the MKL function and 5 times faster than DP-ICSILog.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

We presented an architecture that efficiently calculates an
approximation of the logarithm in reconfigurable logic
under SP and DP arithmetics and only uses 2% of the
computational resources on medium-size FPGAs. The SP-
/DP-LAUs (LUT size: 4,096) as well as the DP software are
freely available for download. To the best of our knowledge,
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this represents the only IEEE-754 compatible open-source
implementation of a resource-efficient logarithm approx-
imation unit in reconfigurable logic. Since the accuracy
demands of such a basic unit strongly depend on the target
application, we also make available several COE files that can
be used to initialize LUTs of various sizes and hence easily
adapt the LAUs to the desired accuracy level. Except for an
increase of block ram usage to hold the mantissa LUT, the
proportion of required hardware resources will only slightly
increase (see Section 6.4), if the LUT size is increased and the
speed will only slightly decrease (see Figure 6).

Finally, we designed a memory-efficient VLAU archi-
tecture that exploits the dual-port option of embedded
memory blocks. The VLAU utilizes two pipelined LAU
datapaths but only requires one instance of the read-only
lookup tables. This feature allows a VLAU to calculate two
results per cycle while requiring half the LUT memory than
two independent parallel LAUs. The VLAU can therefore
be used for designing large architectures that require the
computation of logarithms on vectors. The SP/DP-VLAUs
are freely available for download.
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Popular sorting algorithms do not translate well into hardware implementations. Instead, hardware-based solutions like sorting
networks, systolic sorters, and linear sorters exploit parallelism to increase sorting efficiency. Linear sorters, built from identical
nodes with simple control, have less area and latency than sorting networks, but they are limited in their throughput. We present
a system composed of multiple linear sorters acting in parallel to increase overall throughput. Interleaving is used to increase
bandwidth and allow sorting of multiple values per clock cycle, and the amount of interleaving and depth of the linear sorters can
be adapted to suit specific applications. Contention for available linear sorters in the system is solved through the use of buffers
that accumulate conflicting requests, dispatching them in bulk to reduce latency penalties. Implementation of this system into a
field programmable gate array (FPGA) results in a speedup of 68 compared to a MicroBlaze processor running quicksort.

1. Introduction

Sorting is an essential function for many scientific and data
processing applications. Extensive research has optimized
multiple software sorting algorithms for general-purpose
computing, thereby increasing application performance.
The need for higher performance has also motivated the
migration of sorting algorithms into specialized hardware
to exploit spatial parallelism. Nonetheless, many of the
assumptions made to increase performance on a general-
purpose processor do not hold for custom hardware imple-
mentations. Thus, reconfigurable applications typically do
not enjoy the benefits of software-based sorting algorithms.
When directly translated into hardware, software algorithms
can quickly degrade into a series of data retrievals, compar-
isons, swaps, and writes; all problems that can be magnified
in systems with low processor speeds, limited storage,
disabled caches, and high-latency memory access times.

A conventional sorting system involves data acquisition
and collection, processing, dynamic and long-term storage,

and sorting and dispatch. Many hardware approaches use
linear sorting to keep a sorted list with in-order insertions
but fail to optimize throughput, the rate at which data
elements are processed. The system’s sorting throughput
is limited by the weakest link, which in many cases is
the sorting stage. Even though parallelism can speed up
hardware-based sorting, sorted results are generally attained
only one at a time. Thus, a hardware-based linear sorter
would only achieve a maximum throughput of one sorted
output per clock cycle, regardless of the system’s available and
exploitable parallelism. Additionally, specialized hardware
like priority schedulers might have heterogeneous data
processing and arrival times, which need to be considered
for the system to work in a pipelined fashion. Pipelined
systems are not able to start the next stage before completing
the current one, so stalling on a stage potentially halts the
pipeline’s progress until data becomes ready. This property
essentially invalidates other hardware sorting approaches
like Bitonic sorting networks [1, 2], which are able to
achieve high-throughput only when acting on fully available
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data sets. To achieve low-latency pipelining and increase
throughput through parallelism in a sorting system, a novel
sorter implementation is needed.

In this paper, we present an alternative approach for
linear sorters that solves the previously identified problems
by

(i) expanding the linear sorter implementation and
making it versatile, reconfigurable and better suited
for streaming input and output (Section 3),

(ii) parallelizing the linear sorter for increased through-
put for scenarios with random and uniform distribu-
tion of streaming data (Section 4),

(iii) minimizing latency costs by buffering of contending
parallel sorting requests (Section 5),

(iv) implementing the high-throughput linear sorter and
outmatching the performance of current linear sorter
approaches (Section 6).

Additional features have been added from our work in
[3] to further reduce sorting latency using a contention
buffering scheme. Moreover, we provide a detailed explana-
tion of our interleaved linear sorter system implemented as
a component of a superscalar reconfigurable processor core.
The innovative features of our interleaved approach fill the
need for a high-throughput pipelined sorting unit, whose
adaptability makes it particularly useful for streaming and
reconfigurable systems.

2. Background

Several popular sorting algorithms (e.g., quicksort, merge-
sort, and heapsort) use divide-and-conquer techniques to
achieve efficiency [4]. Intuitively, one would assume they are
suitable for a parallel hardware implementation. Regrettably,
upon breakdown to a register-transfer level representation,
these algorithms are plagued with data movement, syn-
chronization, bookkeeping, and memory access overhead.
The sorting speed is highly dependent on a fast and
robust computing platform, the type of platform that is
inadequate for mobile, embedded, real-time, low-power, or
reconfigurable systems.

Hardware sorting makes extensive use of concurrent data
comparisons and swaps each clock cycle, rather than relying
on the sequential execution of multiple assembly operations
like its software counterpart. Due to its parallelism, a
hardware implementation can speed up sorting applications,
even at lower clock frequencies. Hardware comparisons can
occur simultaneously on multiple pairs of elements. A first
approach involves making multiple concurrent small oper-
ations in comparators that cascade into a well-structured
network and is called a sorting network. Inserting serial input
to a systolic array of sorter cells provides a second approach
to hardware sorting. The third and final approach involves a
single large parallel computation over multiple independent
nodes and is called a linear sorter.

2.1. Sorting Networks. Sorting networks use parallel wires
and multiple levels of swap comparators to shuffle data into a

SN−1
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(b) Insertion

Figure 1: Sorting networks of size N .
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Figure 2: Parallel sorting network of size 6.

sorted output array of wires. Each swap comparator consists
of two data inputs A and B and their two outputs H and L,
where H = max(A,B) and L = min(A,B). This component
can be used recursively to construct a sorting network SN ,
capable of sorting N data inputs. Simple implementations
for sorting networks use the same principles as well-known
sort algorithms. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show two common
implementations, where wires are represented by horizontal
and swap comparators by vertical lines. Figure 1(a) resembles
a bubble sort: swap-comparators first sink the lowest value
to the bottom wire and then operate on the remaining SN−1

network recursively. Figure 1(b) acts like an insertion sort,
assuming a sorted network SN−1 already exists and then
using swap comparators to position the remaining input
accordingly. While simple, both sorting networks suffer from
latency with the worst case scenario having O(N).

The recursive structure of the bubble and insertion
networks is identical but inverted. Collapsing them to
allow parallel comparisons results in an identical sorting
structure. Figure 2 displays this resulting structure sorting
a sample set of data of size 6 with 15 comparators. Sorting
latency is reduced through parallel comparisons occurring
simultaneously on multiple pairs of wires. As the size of the
network grows, the number of comparators increases in a
quadratic manner. In general, for a network of size N , the
amount of comparators required will be N × (N − 1)/2.

Merging networks are more efficient than insertion or
bubble networks, which are impractical due to their large
depth. These networks keep two lists of ordered data and
produce a single ordered list after merging. Batcher was the
first to propose sorting networks, by introducing the odd-
even mergesort and bitonic sort networks [1]. The odd-even
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mergesort network sorts all odd and even data in separate
lists before merging, while bitonic networks first sort values
in monotonically increasing and decreasing lists and then
merge the lists into a single sorted sequence. These types
of sorting networks are common in network crossbars for
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switching, usually in the
form of a Batcher-Banyan switch [5–7].

The main advantage of sorting networks is their ability
to receive a parallel input block of data, rather than feeding
input data serially. However, the detriments include large
numbers of processing elements (PE), high latency, and
the need to resort a full set of data upon a single new
insertion. Martı́nez et al. reduced sorting network latency
by introducing levels of pipelining [8], while Tabrizi and
Bagherzadeh introduced a tree-like structure to reduce the
area and PE complexity [9]. Nevertheless, sorting networks
in general cannot efficiently handle progressive incoming
data, and their large area and complexity may hinder
implementation [10].

2.2. Systolic Sorters. Systolic arrays, which are a matrix
arrangement of processing cells, can be structured to sort
serial input. This approach was first proposed by Leiserson
[11] in the form of a systolic priority queue. Queue data is
fed serially into the systolic system. It traverses the length
of the priority queue going forward then traverses it again
in reverse direction towards the output. When two data
elements, traversing in opposite directions, meet in a queue
cell, the one with the maximum value keeps traversing in
reverse (towards the output), while the minimum is sent back
to the forward path. A special case of the systolic priority
queue occurs if all inputs are loaded before starting queue
extraction. The priority queue then becomes a systolic sorter
[12], but the system requires a systolic array length equal to
the number of all input elements to be sorted.

Each cell in the systolic sorter becomes a processing
element with two inputs and two outputs. Figure 3 shows
this basic cell structure, with Input F and Output F aligned
with the forward direction and Input R and Output R
with the reverse path. On collisions where the two inputs
have valid data, Output R = max(Input F, Input R) and
Output F = min(Input F, Input R), which consequently
advances the maximum values towards the reverse path
culminating on the priority queue’s output. The cell’s regular
structure is an important consideration for VLSI systolic
arrays. Without it, this cell is essentially a registered swap
comparator.

The structure of the systolic sorter is a linear array of
processing cells. Figure 4 demonstrates the regular structure
of a priority queue with five cells, with the forward path
heading right, the reverse path pointing left, and the right-
most cell reversing the traversal paths. Registered outputs,
rather than combinatorial logic, are a key factor of the cell
and the priority queue functionality. Serial data is sent to
the systolic sorter’s input every other clock cycle, allowing
comparisons between adjacent forward and reverse queue
values, which would otherwise bypass each other.

The extra clock cycle needed per input for a systolic
priority queue of length N decrees the sorting latency

Input F

Input ROutput R

Output F

Figure 3: Systolic sorter cell interface.

Data input

Sorted output

Figure 4: Systolic sorter array structure.

accordingly. 2N − 1 cycles are needed to feed input data and
output the first sorted value, then another 2(N − 1) cycles
are needed to flush the remaining N − 1 sorted values into
the output, for a total latency of 4N − 3 clock cycles. The
systolic sorter depth then is justN cells, an improvement over
a sorting network’s N×(N−1)/2 required swap comparators,
at the expense of increased sorting latency.

The size and latency requirements for sorting networks
and systolic sorters are an impediment for implementation.
Large data sets demand O(N2) swap comparators in sorting
networks and O(N) cells in systolic sorters, putting a strain
on the system’s area requirements. However, systolic sorters
can be implemented as components of sorting architectures
than can handle large or infinite streaming data sets and pro-
vide constant-time sorting to fixed-size sorting systems for
arbitrary size data [13]. Furthermore, they can be employed
to manipulate cost-performance tradeoffs in hybrid sorting
systems that decompose sorting into sequential and parallel
parts [14].

Modified systolic sorters that support large data sets
nonetheless suffer from large sorting latencies, since incom-
ing values must still traverse the length of the systolic sorter
twice. While appropriate for offline sorting, these large
latencies create obstacles for streaming data, an encumbrance
that is compounded with the extra multicycle input rate of
systolic sorters. By contrast, linear sorters, the third approach
to hardware sorting, allow for single-clock insertion and
single-clock sorting latency.

2.3. Linear Sorters. Linear sorters, which keep a sorted list
while inserting new elements in-order, are an alternative
approach in hardware-based sorting. The principle is the
same as insertion sort in a software-based linked list: new
inserted data is positioned at the corresponding place in
the sorted list, thus keeping the list sorted. Although in
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Figure 5: Linear sorter node configuration.

hardware one can iteratively traverse every node in the list
when inserting values [15], a more appropriate method
is to send incoming values to all nodes in parallel. Near-
neighbor interconnections exist among nodes and their left
and right neighbors, which allow each sorting node to make
an autonomous decision about its new value and positioning
in the list. This decision process involves each node acquiring
a new value by comparing the incoming value against the
node’s current value and that of its neighbors. Although
the underlying hardware structure of the linear sorter is
unchanged, each node and its corresponding value can be
thought of as shifting right, shifting left or holding its current
value in the context of the sorted list. Figure 5 shows a linear
sorter and the interconnections between its nodes. The data
input (with a value of 4) is propagated to all nodes, forcing
the third one (with a value of 5) to “shift” its value to the
right, allowing the reception of the newly inserted value on
the sorted list.

Linear sorters have small logic and control footprints,
regular structures, and relatively straightforward hardware
implementations using shift registers. Additionally, these
sorters are particularly appropriate for streaming data, where
low sorting latency and continual sorting is crucial. The main
drawback of linear sorters is the serial nature of both their
inputs and outputs. Even though the output of a linear sorter
can be accessed in parallel (as depicted in Figure 5), at most,
one value can be erased from the queue during continuous
operation of streaming data. The fixed size of a linear sorter
adds extra restrictions as it limits the size of growing lists
before depleting node availability. When the sorter is full,
new inserted values must replace old ones. This can be done
using a FIFO that outputs the Top N results of a list [16].
Alternative approaches augments the incoming data with an
associated tag that indicates either an insertion or a deletion
[17]. Such a linear sorter must additionally allow nodes to
shift values left in addition to shifting right, holding, and
inserting. Furthermore, it is also possible to sort on tags
rather than on the data itself [18]. This approach is useful
when implementing priority schedulers, or for preserving
the order of data with identical tags. A final approach is to
use a linear merge sorter, where two FIFO sorted queues are
merged into a single sorted queue through linear sorters [19].
Regardless of the approach, with only a serial output, linear
sorters are confined to an output rate of one value per clock
cycle, limiting the overall throughput of the system.

Both sorting networks and linear sorters can capitalize on
increased throughput to improve their performance. Sorting
networks can be pipelined to increase sorting throughput but
at a high area cost due to their depth. Regardless, sorting
networks still suffer from a latency of O(log2N) and are
still unable to handle data streams [20]. Linear sorters, on
the other hand, have a single clock cycle of latency and
reduced area but by default are unable to produce increased
throughput. We propose an extension to linear sorters which
effectively increases their throughput by using parallel linear
sorters and interleaving logic.

3. Configurable Linear Sorter

The core of our high-throughput sorting system is based on
a linear sorter. Each insertion is broadcast to all nodes, where
each node either holds its value, receives the input value, or
shifts right. Reconfiguration was a key property to provide
versatility and adaptability; hence, the size of the data D, the
depth of the linear sorter N , and the sorting direction are
configurable parameters of the sorting system. We further
extend the linear sorter with tags, so that sorting is performed
on the tags rather than the data, as in [18]. Because the tags
also have a variable bit length, an application can specify both
the size of the data and the tag. The benefits are twofold: the
linear sorter minimizes area consumption, while adapting to
the application’s specific requirements and the logic delay for
the comparison operation is reduced for tags smaller than
the data width. In case the sorting must depend on the data
itself, the value of the tag can be replaced with the data.

3.1. Linear Sorter Functionality. Due to the finite nature of
our linear sorter depth N , by default, only the Top N results
are kept. If sorting greater than N values is required, the
replacement policy can be augmented with external logic that
checks for full conditions. When the sorter has only one free
node available and an insertion occurs, an output signal bit
is set. This enables the external input feeding logic to start
buffering rather than discarding new input data.

The output of the linear sorter can be accessed in parallel
by retrieving multiple node values at once. This is useful
for systems which process data in batches, since the linear
sorter depth N can be set to match the batch size. Once an
input batch is received and processed, the linear sorter can
be reset to start the process again for a new input batch.
For continuous operation, the output must be serial, the top
value must be erased, and the queue must be informed of
this action. To accomplish these properties, an additional
external signal makes a request to delete the top value while
retrieving it, thus freeing up nodes. This operation is akin
to the pop() operation used in standard FIFO queues and
stacks.

Because the leftmost value is deleted, the node’s func-
tionality needs to be enhanced to include a left shift, in
addition to the default operations shift right, hold, and
insert. Figure 6 shows the added functionality for each node
of the linear sorter while sorting nine values, with the vertical
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Figure 6: Sample execution of modified linear sorter.

axis indicating clock cycles. During each clock cycle, a subset
of the active nodes either shift left, shift right, hold, or insert.

The output logic for this sample linear sorter deletes
contiguous tags (and their associated data). Once the first
tag is received, the output logic will keep deleting as it
retrieves data with incrementally contiguous tags. When it
stops deleting, the linear sorter continues to receive input,
and deletion resumes when the next contiguous tag is in the
top of the queue. The gap in the sorted output column of
Figure 6 indicates a pause in delete requests from the output
logic. The worst case scenario, where the first tag is inserted
last, does not affect the sorting rate, but it does increase the
latency of results.

To achieve continuous processing of streaming input,
the external delete signal is kept at a constant high after
accumulating enough input data. This setup creates a
priority queue, where the local maxima is always deleted
from the top of the queue. However, an external delete
signal adds the advantage of testing a tag or value before
deletion. Consequently, the linear sorter waits until certain
conditions are met rather than just deleting the current top
value (which might have been superseded in subsequent
insertions). The example in Figure 6 shows an inactive
deletion during clock cycle 9, to ensure a predetermined
order. Had the deletion been constant, the next top tag value
would have been {5} instead of {4}, producing the output
{1, 2, 3, 5, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9}. This feature is important if either

Sorter node

ValidNew DataNew TagNew

D

D

D

T

Validout Dataout Tagout

Validleft

Dataleft

Tagleft
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T

T

Validright

Dataright

Tagright

Figure 7: Sorter node interface. D = Data Width, T = Tag Width.

continuity is necessary (like pixels on an image) and/or data
values cannot be discarded. A sample situation is processing
instructions by integer, floating point, and other functional
units with different latencies back into program order using
linear sorters. In general, ordered data on any heterogeneous
parallel processing system that needs to be reordered must
have its values wait until previous sorted data has been
dispatched. To ensure this, tags can be initially assigned
incremental values before entering out-of-order execution
stages.

Careful consideration must be used with the external
delete signal to avoid deadlock problems. The linear sorter
should be configured with a depth N large enough to allow
a sliding window for contiguous values. If, for example, the
system can guarantee that no two contiguous data values can
arrive more than M clock cycles away, then the minimum
value of N should be M + 1. This also specifies the maximum
latency of sorted results.

3.2. Sorter Node Architecture. To achieve the linear sorter
functionality we described, each sorting node implements
the appropriate interface and logic. The sorter node interface
has three sets of inputs and a set of outputs, each set
containing signals for validity, tag, and data, as shown in
Figure 7. The widths of the data (D) and tags (T) can be
specified as a parameter during synthesis. The three input
sets come from the left neighbor, the right neighbor, and
the linear sorter insertions being forwarded to all nodes. The
node’s output set is sent to both its left and right neighbors,
so that they too can make sorting decisions autonomously.
This architecture coincides with those of single linear sorters
[16, 20], which stores (key, data) pairs and compares them
against neighbors and incoming values.

The decision logic to shift, insert, or hold a node value is a
function of these three sets of inputs, specifically, the tags and
validity bits. Shifting decisions are summarized on Table 1.
Isolated insertions (row 1) right-shift all tags smaller than
the new tag. An isolated deletion (row 2) always left-shifts
every node. A left-shift can also occur while both inserting
and deleting if the new tag is greater than the node’s right
neighbor (row 3); otherwise, the node inserts the new tag
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if that tag is also greater than its own (row 4). For isolated
insertions, nodes will also insert the new tag if it falls between
its left neighbor and its own tag (row 5) or if the new tag is
added at the end of the queue (row 6). Otherwise, the nodes
keep their current tag and data values.

The sorter node has registers of length D, T , and 1
for the data, tag and validity bit, respectively. Three less
than comparators test the inserted tag value against both
neighbors’ and the node’s tags. Finally, additional Boolean
gates are used to assess the input validity and the operations
being requested.

4. Interleaved Linear Sorter System

The throughput of a linear sorting system is limited to one
input per clock cycle and can be improved if parallel inputs
are used. Multiple linear sorters are configured in parallel
to create an interleaved linear sorter (ILS) to overcome this
throughput limitation. An ILS system distributes parallel
inputs to the linear sorters, trying to minimize stalling
from full conditions through even distribution. Assuming
random or incrementally contiguous tag numbers, we can
use interleaving to equally distribute the values among all
linear sorters. Typically, this is done by setting the ILS
width, W (the number of linear sorters), to a power of two,
which reduces the interleaving modulo arithmetic to simple
bit trimming. Despite the average even distribution of this
method, there is the distinct possibility that two or more tags
will match the same sorter, which requires preemption and
buffering. All inputs are then serviced by the hardware in
round-robin fashion, without keeping state of which inputs
were serviced in the previous clock cycle. When contention
for a linear sorter occurs, only the first conflicting request is
serviced. The interleaving controller sets an output signal to
indicate this input stalling, and the data stream can resume
after the buffer, using registers common in pipelined systems.

Figure 8 shows a sample execution of an ILS. The ILS
width W = 4, indicates the quantity of linear sorters (LS)
acting in parallel. The numbering i for the ILS’s four linear
sorters, LS0, LS1, LS2, and LS3, indicates its interleaving
value. Hence, a tag value T will be sent to linear sorter i if
T mod W = i. During the first clock cycle of this execution,
each of the parallel inputs tags (and their corresponding data
values) are dispatched to different linear sorters. During the
second clock cycle, only the first of two clashing tags {5, 1}
is serviced. The remaining one {1} is dispatched in the next
clock cycle, while the input is stalled. Even though the same
situation happens again during clock cycle 5, all 16 values are
sorted after only 6 clock cycles and are then ready to be sent to
the outputs at a parallel rate of W . In this particular example,
the outputs are ready to start streaming in contiguous order
as early as the fifth clock cycle.

The ILS registers the values for multiple conflicting tags
and dispatches them over several clock cycles. This solves
possible situations in which three or more tags match the
same LS. For instance, an input of {0, 4, 8, 12} would cause
this situation for the example in Figure 8. During these
worst case scenarios, the throughput advantages of an ILS
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Figure 8: Sample sorting of 16 values by 4 linear sorters.

Table 1: Logic for sorter node’s shift operation.

Operation Delete Insert
NewTag less than

LeftTag MyTag RightTag

1 Right Shift No Yes Yes

2 Left Shift Yes No

3 Left Shift Yes Yes No

4 New Value Yes Yes No No Yes

5 New Value No Yes No Yes

6 New Value No Yes Yes N/A

degrade gracefully to that of a single linear sorter system.
Nevertheless, additional area is required to implement W
linear sorters and their input logic for the benefit of the
average and best case scenarios. In these cases, the ILS shows
a distinct advantage in throughput over a typical linear sorter
system.

4.1. Input Distribution and Latency. The average latency for
sorting W values arriving in parallel will vary predictably if
we assume a uniformly distributed set of tags. With W = 1,
there are no conflicts, and the single tag is always processed
in one clock cycle. When W = 2, there is a 50% chance that
the second tag’s interleaving value will be the same as the first
one. This condition adds an extra clock cycle of latency 50%
of the time, therefore giving an overall average of 1.5 clock
cycles for W = 2. For larger values of W , we used Monte
Carlo simulations rather than relying on deterministic
algorithms, due to the increasingly complex dependencies
with previous tag’s interleaving values. Table 2 shows the
results of 230 simulations, for W ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}. Because
of the added clock cycle latency, throughput results obtained
for different ILS widths are normalized over their average
latency. This ensures that the calculated ILS throughput is
adjusted to account for the additional contention introduced
by the parallel linear sorters.

The previous analysis is dependent upon a uniform
distribution of tags among the W linear sorters. This is
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Table 2: Average latency for interleaved linear sorter of width W .

Number of linear sorters W Clock cycles

1 1.000

2 1.500

4 2.125

8 2.597

16 3.078

easily accomplished if the tags to be sorted are effectively
random (from an interleaving perspective), or if they have
been assigned incrementally contiguous or evenly distributed
numbers. On the other hand, nonuniform distributions
require additional custom input logic. The input logic to
interleave multiple values to the linear sorters plays an
important role in determining the overall throughput of an
ILS. As the ILS width W increases, so will the logic and
routing delay, diminishing the overall clock frequency of
the system as we will demonstrate in Section 6. In terms
of area, the depth of each linear sorter in an ILS can
be set independently to accommodate different types of
distributions.

4.2. Linear Sorter Depth. One of the key attributes of a linear
sorter is its regular structure. Because of this regularity, a
linear sorter of depth N can be implemented with little
effect over the system’s logic and routing delays. Therefore,
regardless of the linear sorter depth, its implementation
maintains timing performance. This is an asset, since ideally
the linear sorter depth N needs to be large enough to prevent
full conditions.

In simple cases, full linear sorters stall the input flow
until one of its elements is removed. With more complex
systems, there is a possibility that the logic controlling the
sorted output streaming is input dependent (e.g., the system
starts streaming after the tag number 1 is identified as the
top sorted value). If the ILS needs to validate a condition
before streaming its output, it will accumulate values until
the condition is met. It is then possible that one of the queues
becomes full and not able to service inputs or outputs,
that is, a deadlock condition. Because only a single value
can be inserted and deleted in each linear sorter, the depth
N must be large enough to allow a sliding window of
values. That is, at any given time, every input value received
can be dependent only on the inputs received less than N
clock cycles before. Fortunately, N can be easily changed to
accommodate this restriction.

4.3. Output Logic. The ILS system needs to accumulate
values before its sorted output becomes relevant. Therefore,
there must be some logic in control of output streaming.
A simple choice is to start the output when one of the
linear sorters is detected as full or almost full, ensuring a
continuous flow of sorted values. Another option would be
to test the top sorted tag value before streaming. If we were
to ensure the order for predefined tags, then the output logic
must test each tag in a round-robin fashion before deletion

from each linear sorter (an extension of the system presented
in Figure 6). Because W tag values need to be inspected in a
single clock cycle, this method’s logic and routing generally
limits the maximum frequency of the system.

An alternative approach for sorting the ILS’s output is to
use a pipelined sorting network. This sorting network can
resort the top values from each of the W linear sorters. Since
W is generally small, the necessary processing elements,
latency, and area are also kept small, thus overcoming the
hindrances of a sorting network implementation.

4.4. Simulation Results. We used ModelSim to simulate and
functionally verify the ILS system. On each rising clock edge,
the ILS system receives a new input set of tags, and situations
involving contention for the interleaved linear sorters input
ports are solved through input buffering. Figure 9 shows
the simulation for signals of interest when such events
occur. The initial parallel input of Input Tags consists
of tags {0, 1, 6, 7} which are interleaved without incident,
sorted immediately, and sent to the Sorted Output port
in the next rising clock at 50 ns. The following set of inputs
{4, 5, 2, 3} do not experience any contention for interleaved
linear sorters either and are sorted in one clock cycle. At this
point, the Sorted Output is {0, 1, 2, 3}, which are the top
sorted tags able to be dispensed at a rate of four sorted tags
per clock cycle.

Contention for linear sorter 0 occurs in the tag set
{8, 9, 12, 11}, since zero is the interleaving value for tags 8
and 12. Tag 8 is serviced immediately because of the round-
robin servicing scheme, and Tag 12 is saved to the Buffered
Input register. The Contention flag now indicates the
input logic to start buffering, which invalidates further input
to the ILS system until it services the buffered tags. Tag 12,
now residing in Buffered Input, is serviced in the next
clock cycle at 70 ns. Finally, the input tags {10, 13, 14, 18}will
have three tags in contention for a linear sorter input, and
therefore, two extra clock cycles will need to be used to buffer
and dispatch them.

5. Delayed Contention Buffering

There is potential for improving the linear sorter contention
scheme. The Buffered Input signal accumulates all con-
tending values from the current tag set and dispenses them
immediately. The average latency cost associated with this
procedure was previously shown in Table 2. We instead
accumulate contending tags over multiple sets of inputs,
dispensing them when the Buffered Input signal is full.
Table 3 shows the average performance increase when using
this delayed buffered contention resolution scheme against
the previously described immediate contention resolution
scheme.

When the interleaved linear sorter width W is one, there
is no benefit from the contention buffer as no conflicts arise
from using the single linear sorter in the system. Additionally,
when the contention buffer size CW is less than the ILS
width W , additional logic must be implemented for worst
case contention scenarios. In these cases, it is possible to have
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Table 3: Average latency speedup with contention buffering for
interleaved linear sorter of width W .

ILS width W
Contention buffer size CW

1 2 4 8 16 32

1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

2 0% 9% 12% 14% 15% 17%

4 0% 23% 33% 41% 46%

8 0% 30% 45% 57%

16 0% 37% 57%

Table 4: Reduced average latency for interleaved linear sorter of
width W .

Number of linear sorters W Clock cycles Speedup %

1 1.000 0%

2 1.344 12%

4 1.595 33%

8 1.752 45%

16 2.254 57%

W − 1 conflicting requests for a single linear sorter that need
to be buffered. Since the buffer size CW cannot hold all these
requests, a second buffer would be needed, subsequently
making situations in which CW < W quite unappealing due
to the extra logic, buffer, and latency requirements.

Table 3 shows that for cases in which CW ≥ W ,
there are speedups ranging from 9% to 57%. The greater
speedups are achieved for cases in which both linear sorter
contention is probable (large W), and the contention buffer
can hold multiple requests accumulated over one or various
clock cycles (large CW). This is convenient, as it subsidizes
the elevated logic and routing costs associated with large
interleaved linear sorter widths, thus not only maintaining
their throughput but also reducing latency costs. Because
the contention buffer prevents tags from being serviced
immediately, the sliding window for contiguous values is
increased. This requires a complementary increase in the
linear sorter depth to augment storage capabilities for
unsorted tags. In general, the extra storage capacity should
exceed CW extra nodes per linear sorter, for a total of W ×
CW sorter nodes in the ILS system. Because additional linear
sorter nodes do not greatly affect performance, there is only
an area overhead cost associated with this reduced latency
benefit.

We chose the cases in which the contention buffer input
sizeCW was twice the interleaved linear sorter system’s width
W . This buffer size is practical, because it avoids overflows
when multiple values get sent to a contention buffer that
is almost full. Table 4 presents the revised latency of the
ILS system with respect to its width. The additional latency
for large values of W is not as dramatic as was presented
previously on Table 2 and, therefore, counters the reduced
clock frequencies experienced in implemented systems, as
Section 6 will describe in detail.

Table 5: ILS FPGA area.

Linear sorters, W Total slices Slices/node Area overhead

1 278 17.4 2.3%

2 641 20.0 17.6%

4 1294 20.2 18.8%

8 2612 20.4 20.0%

16 5250 20.5 20.6%

6. Hardware Implementation

The hardware implementation for the interleaved linear
sorter depends on the width W of the ILS, the tag width
T , the data width D, and the depth N for each of the W
linear sorters. Of those, only three affect the maximum clock
frequency. The widthW tends to dominate the frequency, the
depth N only has a minor effect, and larger values of T create
longer tag comparisons. Tag sizes of 32-bits decreased the
frequency by 16% compared to an 8-bit tag system. The data
and tag sizes directly influence the total area. The number
of the linear sorters, sorters depth, data, and tag size are
parameterized offline before synthesis.

We used Xilinx ISE 11.1 and EDK 8.2 to synthesize the
ILS for a Virtex-5 FPGA. The area for a linear sorter node was
fairly static. For an 8-bit data and 8-bit tag linear sorter node,
17 FPGA slices were needed. The total area was generally
scaled by the total number of nodes W × N . Table 5 shows
ILS systems of different widths W and their respective areas,
with each linear sorter being 16 nodes deep.

The area overhead comes from the extra implementa-
tion logic for interleaving among multiple linear sorters.
Likewise, it also includes the adder/subtractor and counter
necessary for detecting full conditions on the linear sorters.
Storage for the data to be sorted utilizes the FPGA board’s
BlockRAMs.

6.1. Throughput. The maximum throughput was calculated
as the product of the maximum frequency and the number
of linear sorters in the ILS. This assessment includes the
logic necessary to interleave the inputs to their corresponding
linear sorter, which for large values of W became a perfor-
mance bottleneck. Table 6 shows the implemented Virtex-
5 frequencies for W ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8, 16}, with 8-bit tags and
8-bit data, averaged for linear sorters with depth N ∈
{1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 96, 126, 256}. Even though at W = 16
the ILS throughput per clock cycle of the ILS is high, the clock
frequency drops to 40 MHz due to the large logic and routing
delays at the input logic stage.

The frequency discrepancies for ILS systems of width
W = 8 and W = 16 are the result of the underlying logic cell
in the Virtex-5 board. The lookup table (LUT), is a 6-input
component that implements function generators. In the first
three cases in Table 6, only one LUT is needed to generate
functions with one, two, or four inputs. When the ILS has
eight different inputs, two 6-input LUTs have to be cascaded
to generate functions. With sixteen inputs, four LUTs are
needed. This cascading of LUTs doubles and quadruples the
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Table 6: ILS frequency and throughput.

Linear sorters W
Frequency

(MHz)

Maximum sorting
throughput
(millions/s)

1 299 299

2 275 550

4 275 1101

8 132 1058

16 40 645

processing delay of inputs, and decreases the clock frequency
accordingly.

Using these frequencies, we can now show the maximum
throughput for different ILS configurations. Figure 10 shows
the maximum sorting rate for W ∈ {1, 2, 4, 8} for varying
linear sorter depths N with 8-bit datas and tags. The 16-wide
ILS was omitted due to the poor performance that resulted
from its low clock frequency. The frequencies diminish as a
function on ILS depth because of fanout. The input signals
in each linear sorter have to be forwarded to all sorter
nodes, which consequently increases the routing delay of
these signals. In turn, the ILS clock frequency is decreased,
but the effect is minimal in comparison to the routing delay
experienced from interleaving tags to their corresponding
linear sorters.

For ILS systems with two, four, and eight linear sorters,
the average speedups against a single linear sorter were
1.8, 3.7, and 3.5, respectively. The diminishing returns
trend is evident for W = 8, which shows a maximum
throughput comparable to an ILS with W = 4. All of the ILS
implementations showed higher throughput when compared
to a single linear sorter system.

The maximum throughput results in Figure 10 do not
consider two important factors. First, interleaving con-
tention for the same linear sorter results in an average latency
that increases with W , as previously shown in Tables 2 and 4.
For the average case, the maximum frequency needs to be
normalized by one of these factors. Second, the input logic
for a small ILS width W will result in fairly simple logic
and minimal delay. It is unlikely that this ILS delay would
limit a nontrivial system. Instead, it is most likely that logic
delays elsewhere in the same system determine the critical
path and consequently sets the maximum frequency. As such,
we assumed a maximum frequency of 300 MHz, which was
the highest frequency obtained for 16-bit comparisons. This
eliminates some of the artificially high frequencies an isolated
ILS system achieves.

We first evaluate the decreased performance experienced
when normalizing our maximum throughput due to inter-
leaving contention for the system’s linear sorters. Figure 11
shows the average throughput of an 8-bit tag and 8-bit data
interleaved linear sorter, normalized by the corresponding
ILS latency in Table 2 using immediate contention resolution
with a 300 MHz maximum frequency. The interleaved linear
sorters with W = 2 show a speedup of 1.3 while the one
with W = 4 a 1.8 speedup. The W = 8 ILS, unfortunately,

falls short at a 1.4 speedup due to its lower clock frequencies,
contention, and complex input logic.

By using delayed contention resolution with a buffer
twice the size of the interleaving width, we subsidize timing
penalties of conflicting requests by dispatching them at once.
Table 4 specified the ILS latency for our different interleaving
values. Implementation of ILS systems with width W > 4
was not practical due to extreme routing delays. Contention
buffering requires each of the W tag inputs to be routed to
any of the 2 ×W contention buffer cells. The routing is not
only expensive, but it is also magnified for W > 4 due to the
FPGA’s logic cell features, which limit LUT inputs to 6 and
require cascading for larger values. The average frequency
reduction for an ILS system with width W = 8 was more
than 45% (the average speedup using contention buffering),
making this enhancement perform worse than the original
solution.

Figure 12 shows improved results for ILS systems with
delayed contention buffering. The difference is more pro-
nounced for W = 4, when the system can reap all the
benefits of buffering without paying the expensive routing
delay price. Its average sorting rate was 633 million values
sorted per second, compared to 518 million when using
immediate contention resolution.

6.2. Virtex Implementation. The implementation of a 4-way
interleaving ILS was compared against quicksort running
in a MicroBlaze processor, both in a Virtex-2 Pro ML310
device. The clock frequencies for software and hardware
implementations matched the bus frequency of 100 MHz.

Data to be sorted resided in BlockRAMs. To create the
tags, a pseudorandom scheme was used. The size of our
sliding window for tag generation was set at 64, meaning
that two contiguous tags would not be more than 16 address
spaces apart within the four BlockRAMs. Unsorted sets of
64 tags and data were written in random order to the
BlockRAMs while ensuring the sliding window property.
The same data was used for both the MicroBlaze and the
interleaved linear sorter tests.

The MicroBlaze version ran a C program for quicksort.
The unsorted data resided as an array of values in a
single BlockRAM, and values were retrieved and written
through the on-chip peripheral bus (OPB) BRAM interface
controller. For a small dataset of 64 values, MicroBlaze took
49,982 clock cycles, which include bus arbitration and read
and write requests over the OPB. The end result is a sorted
set saved in BlockRAM.

Three scenarios were setup with the ILS system doing
hardware-based sorting. In each scenario, the unsorted data
was saved in four BlockRAMs, with each BlockRAM output
connected to the corresponding interleaved linear sorter
input. The ILS output logic was set to delete tags and values
in strictly contiguous increments, acting as a sorter rather
than a priority queue. This means the output will halt until
the next tag in the sequence is sorted to the top of the queue,
as was shown in Figure 6, ensuring that we will get the same
end results as the MicroBlaze test. Setting the depth of the
four linear sorters to 16 nodes prevents each individual linear
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Figure 9: Simulation for interleaved linear sorter, including contention.
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Figure 10: Maximum throughput for interleaved linear sorters.

sorter from filling up while waiting for the input arrival of
contiguous tags, even in the worst case scenario. This depth
property further ensures that the input streaming remains
not stalled due to lack of space in any of the linear sorters,
preventing the system from going into a deadlock situation
and allowing continuous output streaming.

In the first scenario, a MicroBlaze processor writes the
unsorted data to the four OPB-based BlockRAMs and then
sets a signal that starts the input streaming into the ILS. A
simple hardware counter was used to drive the addresses of
the BRAMs to cycle through all the unsorted values. The
ILS output was then connected to the input ports of four
secondary OPB BRAMs that hold the sorted values. Finally,
the MicroBlaze reads back the sorted values through an
on-chip peripheral bus (OPB) BRAM interface controller.
Sorting with an ILS takes 2272 clock cycles, achieving a
speedup of 22 over the MicroBlaze-only option.

The second scenario is set up in the same fashion as
the first, but the results do not need to be read back into
the MicroBlaze over the arbitrated bus since final storage
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Figure 11: Normalized throughput for interleaved linear sorter
system.

happens in the ILS itself, whose linear sorters are deep
enough to hold all the data. However, the MicroBlaze checks
the ILS output to ensure all values have been retrieved before
streaming the sorted results into the four OPB BlockRAMs,
which takes a total of 732 clock cycles. Again, the end result
is the sorted set saved in BlockRAM, but the speedup is
magnified to 68 from the initial setup.

The third and final scenario involves a hardware-only
approach with no MicroBlaze involvement. The output from
the ILS is consumed by other hardware components as soon
as it is ready (but still keeping the contiguous sorted output
limitation). Under these circumstances, the interleaved linear
sorting system takes only 30 clock cycles, a speedup of 1666
over the MicroBlaze quicksort.

6.3. Superscalar Processor Implementation. The greatest ben-
efit of our interleaved linear sorter system is achieved on
a hardware-only computational platform. Even though it is
difficult to find applications that can fit this sorting scheme,
the speedups attained in these systems make our approach
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Figure 12: Improved normalized throughput for ILS system with
delayed contention buffering.

an attractive option. Therefore an ideal target application
is one that receives an unsorted streaming input of values,
and transforms them into a streaming output of sorted data
for other hardware components. One such application is a
reconfigurable superscalar processor.

The configurable interleaved linear sorter was imple-
mented as a component in an FPGA-based configurable
superscalar processor [21, 22], which required resorting of
processed results to allow precise interrupts. The superscalar
processor utilizes register renaming and out-of-order execu-
tion to increase performance by exploiting instruction-level
parallelism. One of the key components is its heterogeneous
collection of functional units, which provide specialized pro-
cessing for different instruction types at reduced execution
latencies. Within the realm of reconfigurable computing,
these functional units can also provide custom execution of
instructions. The chronological sequence of events for an
instruction execution starts with instruction retrieval, decod-
ing, elimination of false data dependencies through register
renaming, and storage in the reservation stations. These
waiting instructions contain only true data dependencies,
and once their operands are ready from the execution of
previous instructions, they can be immediately dispatched
in out-of-order fashion. Performance is thus increased
when executing multiple instructions simultaneously in the
parallel functional units.

To service interrupts from external sources like I/O
and network, the processor saves its state, services the
interrupt, and then restores state to continue execution. The
superscalar’s in-flight instructions, variable number of func-
tional units, and out-of-order execution make restoration
particularly difficult, so a reorder buffer is utilized to track
in-order completion of instructions. The reorder buffer was
an ideal target application for an interleaved linear sorter, as
it had streaming input of instructions, streaming output of
executed results, and a sliding window that set a maximum

Table 7: Superscalar and reorder buffer comparison.

Min. delay
Max.

frequency

Interleaving 1

Superscalar processor 15.3 µs 65 MHz

Interleaved linear sorter
system

3.612 µs 277 MHz

Interleaving 2

Superscalar processor 16.5 µs 61 MHz

Interleaved linear sorter
system

4.746 µs 211 MHz

Interleaving 4

Superscalar processor 17.8 µs 56 MHz

Interleaved linear sorter
system

6.941 µs 144 MHz

latency between contiguous tags depending on the number
of in-flight instructions. Additionally, the processor’s recon-
figurable and superscalar nature also demanded increased
throughput and performance while requiring flexibility for
different number of instruction streams. The interleaved
linear sorter system met all these throughput, streaming, and
adaptability requirements.

When used as the reorder buffer for the reconfigurable
superscalar processor, the interleaved linear sorter system
surpassed the throughput requirements of the system. The
amount of interleaving was determined by a reconfigurable
parameter of the processor, which controlled the memory
banks available for parallel instruction retrieval. Table 7
shows the implementation delay and performance for a
superscalar processor with an instruction issue width of four
and four parallel functional units.

In all the interleaving cases in Table 7, the ILS system
experiences less delay than that of the register renaming
process in the superscalar processor. On average, the ILS
delay was 34% of the register renaming delay, with 26% of
that delay due to logic and 74% due to routing.

6.4. Comparison to Other Sorters. To compare our perfor-
mance with that of a state-of-the-art Batcher odd-even
sorting network implementation, we used the results from
[20], which were also implemented in a Xilinx Virtex 2
device. The Batcher odd-even method took 95 ns to sort
thirty-two 16-bit numbers. We set the ILS system to also
sort thirty-two 16-bit tag values, taking 123 ns. While the
mergesort performed better for a static data set, it still suffers
from the detriments of sorting networks, namely the need to
resort the full set of data upon a single new insertion and a
large area implementation.

7. Conclusions

Linear sorters overcome the latency disadvantages of sorting
networks and systolic sorters. Their regular structure makes
them highly configurable and a fitting solution for streaming
data. Nevertheless, their single-output nature limits their
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throughput. We have presented an implementation using
interleaving of linear sorters that alleviates this limitation,
using a delayed contention buffering scheme to maintain a
low sorting latency. An ILS system of width 4 showed, on
average, a 1.8 speedup over a regular linear sorter and a
speedup of 68 against an embedded MicroBlaze processor.
In an all hardware-implementation without the need of bus
requests, like our superscalar processor implementation, this
speedup became 1666. The versatility of the ILS system also
allows designers to easily configure the number of sorting
nodes per linear sorter and the number of linear sorters
in the system to best match system bandwidth and area
requirements. This configurability makes ILS systems easily
adaptable to a variety of applications, particularly those that
require high throughput for sorting streaming data.
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We propose a soft processor programming model and architecture inspired by graphics processing units (GPUs) that are well-
matched to the strengths of FPGAs, namely, highly parallel and pipelinable computation. In particular, our soft processor
architecture exploits multithreading, vector operations, and predication to supply a floating-point pipeline of 64 stages via
hardware support for up to 256 concurrent thread contexts. The key new contributions of our architecture are mechanisms for
managing threads and register files that maximize data-level and instruction-level parallelism while overcoming the challenges
of port limitations of FPGA block memories as well as memory and pipeline latency. Through simulation of a system that (i)
is programmable via NVIDIA’s high-level �� language, (ii) supports AMD’s CTM r5xx GPU ISA, and (iii) is realizable on an
XtremeData XD1000 FPGA-based accelerator system, we demonstrate the potential for such a system to achieve 100% utilization
of a deeply pipelined floating-point datapath.

1. Introduction

As FPGAs become increasingly dense and powerful, with
high-speed I/Os, hard multipliers, and plentiful memory
blocks, they have consequently become more desirable
platforms for computing. Recently there is building interest
in using FPGAs as accelerators for high-performance com-
puting, leading to commercial products such as the SGI
RASC which integrates FPGAs into a blade server platform,
and XtremeData and Nallatech that offer FPGA accelerator
modules that can be installed alongside a conventional CPU
in a standard dual-socket motherboard.

The challenge for such systems is to provide a program-
ming model that is easily accessible for the programmers
in the scientific, financial, and other data-driven arenas
that will use them. Developing an accelerator design in a
hardware description language such as Verilog is difficult,
requiring an expert hardware designer to perform all of
the implementation, testing, and debugging required for
developing real hardware. Behavioral synthesis techniques—
that allow a programmer to write code in a high-level
language such as � that is then automatically translated into
custom hardware circuits—have long-term promise [1–3],
but currently have many limitations.

What is needed is a high-level programming model
specifically tailored to making the creation of custom FPGA-
based accelerators easy. In contrast with the approaches
of custom hardware and behavioral synthesis, a more
familiar model is to use a standard high-level language and
environment to program a processor, or in this case an
FPGA-based soft processor. In general, a soft-processor-
based system has the advantages of (i) supporting a familiar
programming model and environment and (ii) being
portable across different FPGA products and families, while
(iii) still allowing the flexibility to be customized to the
application. Although soft processors themselves can be
augmented with accelerators that are in turn created either
by hand or via behavioral synthesis, our long-term goal is to
develop a soft processor architecture that is more naturally
capable of fully utilizing the FPGA.

1.1. A GPU-Inspired System. Another recent trend is the
increasing interest in using the Graphics Processing Units
(GPUs) in standard PC graphics cards as general-purpose
accelerators, including NVIDIA’s CUDA, OpenCL, and
AMD (ATI)’s Close-to-the-Metal (CTM) [4] programming
environments. While the respective strengths of GPUs
and FPGAs are different—GPUs excel at floating-point
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computation, while FPGAs are better suited to fixed-
point and nonstandard bit width computations—they are
both very well-suited to highly parallel and pipelinable
computation. These programming models are gaining
traction which can potentially be leveraged if a similar
programming model can be developed for FPGAs.

In addition to the programming model, there are also
several main architectural features of GPUs that are very
desirable for a high-throughput soft processor. In partic-
ular, while some of these features have been implemented
previously in isolation and shown to be beneficial for soft
processors, our research highlights that when implemented
in concert, they are key for the design of a high-throughput
soft processor.

Multithreading. Through hardware support for multiple
threads, a soft processor can tolerate memory and pipeline
latency and avoid the area and potential clock frequency costs
of hazard detection logic—as demonstrated in previous work
for pipelines of up to seven stages and support for up to eight
threads [5–7]. In our high-throughput soft processor we
essentially avoid stalls of any kind for very deeply pipelined
functional units (64 stages) via hardware support for many
concurrent threads (currently up to 256 threads).

Vector Operations. A vector operation specifies an array
of memory or register elements on which to perform an
operation. Vector operations exploit data-level parallelism
as described by software, allowing fewer instructions to
command larger amounts of computation, and providing a
powerful axis along which to scale the size of a single soft
processor to improve performance [8, 9].

Predication. To allow program flexibility it is necessary to
support control flow within a thread, although any control
flow will make it more challenging to keep the datapath
fully utilized—hence we support predicated instructions that
execute unconditionally, but have no impact on machine
state for control paths that are not taken.

Multiple Processors. While multithreading can allow a single
datapath to be fully utilized, instantiating multiple proces-
sors can allow a design to be scaled up to use available
FPGA resources and memory bandwidth [10]. The GPU
programming model specifies an abundance of threads, and
is agnostic to whether those threads are executed in the mul-
tithreaded contexts of a single processor or across multiple
processors. Hence the programming model and architecture
are fully capable of supporting multiple processors, although
we do not evaluate such systems in this work.

1.2. Research Goals. Together, the above features provide the
latency tolerance, parallelism, and architectural simplicity
required for a high-throughput soft processor. Rather than
inventing a new programming model, ISA, and processor
architecture to support these features, as a starting point for
this research we have ported an existing GPU programming
model and architecture to an FPGA accelerator system.
Specifically, we have implemented a �������� simulation

of a GPU-inspired soft processor that (i) is programmable
via NVIDIA’s high-level �-based language called �� [11],
(ii) supports an application binary interface-(ABI-) based the
AMD CTM r5xx GPU ISA [4], and (iii) is realizable on an
XtremeData XD1000 development system composed of a
dual-socket motherboard with an AMD Opteron CPU and
the FPGA module which communicate via a HyperTransport
(HT) link.

Our long-term research goal is to use this system to
gain insight on how to best architect a soft processor and
programming model for FPGA-based acceleration. In this
work, through our implementation of the CTM ISA, we
demonstrate that our heavily multithreaded GPU-inspired
architecture can overcome several key challenges in the
design of a high-throughput soft processor for acceleration—
namely, (i) the port limitations of on-chip memories in the
design of the main register file, (ii) tolerating potentially long
latencies to memory, and (iii) tolerating the potentially long
latency of deeply pipelined functional units. Furthermore,
we envision that several aspects of this architecture can be
extended in future implementations to better capitalize on
the strengths of FPGAs: we can scale the soft processor in
the vector dimension as in previous work [8, 9]; rather
than focusing on floating-point computation, we can instead
focus on nonstandard bit width computation or other
custom functions; finally, we can scale the number of soft
processor accelerators via multiprocessor implementations
to fully utilize available memory bandwidth.

In this paper we (i) propose a new GPU-inspired
architecture and programming model for FPGA-based accel-
eration based on soft processors that exploit multithreading,
vector instructions, predication, and multiple processors; (ii)
describe mechanisms for managing threads and register files
that maximize parallelism while overcoming the challenge of
port limitations of FPGA block memories and long memory
and pipeline latencies; (iii) demonstrate that these features,
when implemented in concert, result in a soft processor
design that can fully utilize a deeply pipelined datapath.
This paper extends our previous workshop publication at
RAW 2010 [12] in several ways including a more detailed
description of support for predication and handling control
flow instructions, a more in-depth treatment of related work,
nine additional illustrations and figures, and more detailed
experimental results.

2. Related Work

2.1. Behavioral Synthesis-Based Compilers. The main chal-
lenge of behavioral synthesis algorithms is to identify
parallelism in high-level code and generate a hardware circuit
to provide concurrent execution of operations. There are
many academic and commercial compilers that are based on
synthesis to generate a customized circuit for a given task.
Examples of such compilers include Impulse Accelerated
Technologies Impulse C [13], Altera’s C2H [2], Trident
[3], Mitrionics Mitrion-C [1], SRC Computer’s SRC Carte,
ASC [14], and Celoxica’s Handel-C [15]. Typically, these
tools will compile C-like code to circuit descriptions in
HDL which can then be synthesized by standard FPGA
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CAD tools for deployment on accelerator systems such as
the Xtremedata XD1000. A synthesis-based compiler will
exploit data dependences in high-level code to build local,
point-to-point routing at the circuit level. Computations can
potentially be wired directly from producer to consumer,
bypassing a register store for intermediate computations,
a step which is required for general purpose processors.
This synthesis-based technique of customized circuits can be
especially practical for GPU-like computations, as programs
are typically short sequences of code. Where the computation
is data-flow dominated, it is also possible to exploit data-
level parallelism (DLP) by pipelining independent data
through the custom circuit. The downsides to a behavioral
synthesis approach are that (i) a small change to the
application requires complete/lengthy recompilation of the
FPGA design, and (ii) the resulting circuit is not easily
understood by the user, which can make debugging difficult.

2.2. Soft Uniprocessors. Soft processors are microprocessors
instantiated on an FPGA fabric. Two examples of industrial
soft processors are the Altera NIOS and the Xilinx Microb-
laze. As these processors are deployed on programmable
logic, they come in various standard configurations and also
provide customizable parameters for application-specific
processing. The ISA of NIOS soft processors is based on
a MIPS instruction set architecture (ISA), while that of
Microblaze is a proprietary reduced instruction set com-
puter (RISC) ISA. SPREE [16] is a development tool for
automatically generating custom soft processors from a
given specification. These soft processor architectures are
fairly simple single-threaded processors that do not exploit
parallelism other than pipelining.

2.3. Vector Soft Processors. Yu et al. [17] and Yiannacouras
et al. [8] have implemented soft vector processors where
the architecture is partitioned into independent vector lanes,
each with a local vector register file. This technique maps
naturally to the dual port nature of FPGA on-chip RAMs and
allows the architecture to scale to a large number of vector
lanes, where each lane is provided with its own dual port
memory. While the success of this architecture relies on the
ability to vectorize code, for largely data-parallel workloads,
such as those studied in our work, this is not a challenge. Soft
vector processors are interesting with respect to our work
because we also rely on the availability of data parallelism to
achieve performance improvements. However, while vector
processors scale to many independent lanes each with a small
local register file, our high throughput soft processors focus
on access to a single register file. Hence our techniques are
independent and therefore make it possible to use both in
combination.

2.4. Multithreaded Soft Processors. Fort et al. [5], Dimond
et al. [18], and Labrecque and Steffan [6] use multithreading
in soft processor designs, and show that it can improve
area efficiency dramatically. While these efforts focused
on augmenting an RISC-based processor architecture with
multithreading capabilities, we focus on supporting a GPU

stream processor ISA. As the GPU ISA is required to support
floating point-based multiply-add operations, the pipeline
depth is much longer. Therefore, we extend the technique
here to match the pipeline depth of our functional units.
Although we require many more simultaneous threads,
the data-parallel nature of the GPU programming model
provides an abundance of such threads.

2.5. SPMD Soft Processors. The GPU programming model
is only one instance in the general class of Single-Program
Multiple-Data (SPMD) programming models. There has
been previous work in soft processor systems supporting
SPMD. James-Roxby et al. [19] implement a SPMD soft
processor system using a collection of Microblaze soft
processors attached to a global shared bus. All soft processors
are connected to a unified instruction memory as each
are executing instructions from the same program. All
soft processors are free to execute independently. When
a processor finishes executing the program for one piece
of data, it will request more work from a soft processor
designated to dispatch workloads. While their work focuses
on a multi processor system, little attention is paid to the
optimization of a single core. This is primarily because the
work is focused on SPMD using soft processors as a rapid
prototyping environment. While the GPU programming
model is scalable to many processors, we focus on the
optimization of a single processor instance. The system-
level techniques used by James-Roxby et al. [19] such as
instruction memory sharing between processors could be
applied in a multiprocessor design of our high-throughput
soft processors.

2.6. Register File Access in Soft Processors. As instruction-
level parallelism increases in a soft processor design, more
read and write ports are required to sustain superscalar
instruction issue and commit rates. In trying to support the
AMD r5xx GPU ISA, we were confronted with the same
problem, as this ISA requires 4 read and 3 write accesses
from a single register file, each clock cycle, if we are to
fully pipeline the processor datapath. One possibility is to
implement a multiported register file using logic elements as
opposed to built-in SRAMs. For example, Jones et al. [20]
implement such a register file using logic elements. However,
they show that using this technique results in a register
file with very high area consumption, low clock frequency,
and poor scalability to a large number of registers. LaForest
and Steffan [21] summarize the conventional techniques for
building multiported memories out of FPGA block RAMs
(replication, banking, and multipumping) and also describe
a new technique called the live value table. The solution we
propose in this paper is a form of banking that exploits
the availability of independent threads. Saghir et al. [22]
have also used multiple dual-port memories to implement
a banked register file, allowing the write-back of two
instructions per cycle in cases where access conflicts do not
occur; however, they must rely on the compiler to schedule
register accesses within a program such that writes are
conflict free. We exploit the execution of multiple threads
in lock step, allowing us to build conflict-free accesses to a
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Figure 1: The interaction of a shader program with memories and
registers.

banked register file in hardware. While they bank the register
file across multiple on-chip memories, we provide banked
access both within a single register, through interleaving with
a wide memory port, in addition to accessing across multiple
memory blocks.

3. System Overview

In this section, we give an overview of our system as well
as for GPUs, in particular their shader processors. We also
briefly describe the two software interfaces that we use to
build our system: (i) NVIDIA’s �� language for high-level
programming and (ii) the AMD CTM SDK that defines the
application binary interface (ABI) that our soft processor
implements.

3.1. GPU Shader Processors. While GPUs are composed of
many fixed-function and programmable units, the shader
processors are the cores of interest for our work. For a
graphics workload, shader processors perform a certain
computation on every vertex or pixel in an input stream, as
described by a shader program. Since the computation across
vertices or pixels is normally independent, shader processors
are architected to exploit this parallelism: they are heavily
multithreaded and pipelined, with an ISA that supports both
vector parallelism as well as predication. Furthermore, there
are normally multiple shader processors to improve overall
throughput.

Figure 1 illustrates how a shader program can interact
with memory: input buffers can be randomly accessed
while output is limited to a fixed location for each shader
program instance, as specified by an input register. Hence
the execution of a shader program implies the invocation
of parallel instances across all elements of the output buffer.
This separation and limitation for writing memory simplifies
issues of data coherence and is more conducive to high-
bandwidth implementations.

3.2. The NVIDIA �� Language. In our system we exploit
NVIDIA’s �� [11], a high-level, �-based programming

language that targets GPUs. To give a taste of the ��
language, Figure 2(b) shows a sample program written in
�� for elementwise multiplication of two matrices, with the
addition of a unit offset. For comparison, ANSI � code is
provided for the same routine in Figure 2(a). In ��, the
�	
���� function defines a computation which is implicitly
executed across each element in the output domain, hence
there are no explicit �� loops for iterating over the output
buffer dimensions as there would be in regular �. The
dimensions of the buffers are configured prior to execution
of the shader program and hence do not appear in the ��
code either.

Looking at the �� code, there are three parameters
passed to the �	
���� function. First, 2D floating-point
coordinates (�����) directly give the position for output
in the output buffer and are also used to compute the
positions of values in input buffers (i.e., the (X0,Y0) input
pair shown in Figure 1)—note that a future implementation
could remove this limitation to allow many-dimensional
coordinates. The second and third parameters (� and �)
define the input buffers, associated with a buffer number
(�������� and ��������) and a memory addressing mode,
	����� ����
����, that in this case tells the compiler to
compute addresses same way � computes memory addresses
for 2D arrays. �� ��!" is an intrinsic function to read
data from an input buffer, and implements the addressing
mode specified by its first parameter on the coordinates
specified by its second parameter. For this program the
values manipulated including the output value are all of type

���#, a vector of four 32-bit floating-point values—hence
the buffer sizes and addressing modes must account for this.

While �� allows the programmer to abstract-away many
of the details of the underlying GPU ISA, it is evident that
an ideal high-level language for general-purpose acceleration
would eliminate the remaining graphics-centric artifacts
in ��.

3.3. AMD’s CTM SDK. The AMD CTM SDK is a program-
ming specification and tool set developed by AMD to
abstract the GPU’s shader processor core as a data-parallel
accelerator [4, 23], hiding many graphics-specific aspects of
the GPU. As illustrated in Figure 3, we use the ��� compiler
included in NVIDIA’s �� toolkit to compile and optimize
shader programs written in ��. ��� targets Microsoft pixel
shader virtual assembly language (��$), which we then
translate via CTM’s amucomp compiler into the AMD CTM
application binary interface (ABI) based on the r5xx ISA.
The resulting CTM shader program binary is then folded
into a host program that runs on the regular CPU. The host
program interfaces with a low-level CTM driver that replaces
a standard graphics driver, providing a computer interface
(as opposed to graphics-based interface) for controlling the
GPU. Through driver API calls, the host program running on
the main CPU configures several parameters prior to shader
program execution, including the base address and sizes of
input and output buffers as well as constant register data
(all illustrated in Figure 1). The host program also uses the
CTM driver to load shader program binaries onto the GPU
for execution.
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float A[WIDTH][HEIGHT]; // input buffer A

float B[WIDTH][HEIGHT]; // input buffer B

float C[WIDTH][HEIGHT]; // output buffer

void multadd(void){

for(int j=0;j<HEIGHT;j++)

for(int i=0;i<WIDTH;i++)

C[i][j] = A[i][j]*B[i][j] + 1.0f;

}

(a) � code

struct data_out {

float4 sum : COLOR;

};

data_out

multadd(float2 coord : TEXCOORD0,

uniform sampler2D A: TEXUNIT0,

uniform sampler2D B: TEXUNIT1){

data_out r;

float4 offset = {1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f};

r.sum = tex2D(A,coord)*tex2D(B,coord)+offset;

return r;

}

(b) �� code

multadd:

TEX r1 r0.rg s1

// r1 = r0.r + (r0.g*s1.width) + s1.base

TEX r0 r0.rg s0

// r0 = r0.r + (r0.g*s0.width) + s0.base

MAD o0 r1 r0 c0

// o0 = r1 * r0 + c0 (3 left-most elems)

mad o0 r1 r0 c0

// o0 = r1 * r0 + c0 (1 right-most elem)

END

(c) CTM code

Figure 2: An example shader program for elementwise matrix multiplication plus an offset, described in (a) �, (b) ��, and (c) CTM code.

Figure 2(c) shows the resulting CTM code from the
example shader program in Figure 2(b). From left to right,
the format of an instruction is opcode, destination, and
sources. There are several kinds of registers in the CTM ISA:
(i) general-purpose vector registers (r0–r127); (ii) “sampler“
registers (s0–s15), used to specify the base address and width
of an input buffer (i.e., ��������–��������% in �� code);
(iii) constant registers (c0–c255), used to specify constant
values; (iv) output registers (o0–o3) that are used as the
destination for the final output values which are streamed
to the output buffer (shown in Figure 1) when the shader
program instance completes. All registers are each a vector
of four 32-bit elements where the individual elements of the

vector are named �, �, &' and �. Both base registers and
constant registers are configured during setup by the CTM
driver, but are otherwise read-only.

CTM defines both TEX and ALU instructions. A ���
instruction defines a memory load from an input buffer, and
essentially implements the �� ��!" call in ��. The input
coordinates (����� �� ��) are made available in register
�� at the start of the shader program instance. The address
is computed from both �� and a sampler register (i.e., s0).
For example, the address for the sources given as ��·����
is computed as ��(�+��(�∗��(width+��(base. All ALU
instructions are actually VLIW operation pairs that can be
issued in parallel: a three-element vector operation specified
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in uppercase, followed (on a new line) by a scalar operation
specified in lower case. In the example the ALU instruction
is a pair of multiply adds that specify three-source operands
and one destination operand for both the vector (MAD) and
scalar (mad) operations. ALU instructions can access any of
r0–r127 and c0–c255 as any source operand.

CTM allows many other options that we do not describe
here, such as the ability to permute (swizzle) the elements
of the vectors after loading from input buffers or before
performing ALU operations, and also for selectively masking
the elements of destination registers. A complete description
of the r5xx ISA and the associated ABI format is available in
the CTM specification [23].

In summary, this software flow allows us to support
existing shader programs written in ��, and also allows us
to avoid inventing our own low-level ISA.

4. A GPU-Inspired Architecture

In this section we describe the architecture of our high-
throughput soft-processor accelerator, as inspired by GPU
architecture. First we describe an overview of the architec-
ture, and explain in detail the components that are relatively
straightforward to map to an FPGA-based design. We then
describe three features of the architecture that overcome
challenges of an FPGA-based design.

4.1. Overview. Figure 4 illustrates the high-level architecture
of the proposed GPU-like accelerator. Our architecture is
designed specifically to interface with a HyperTransport
(HT) master and slave, although interfacing with other
interconnects is possible. The following describes three
important components of the accelerator that are relatively
straightforward to map to an FPGA-based design.

Coordinate Generation. As described in Section 3 and by the
CTM specification, a shader program instance is normally
parameterized entirely by a set of input coordinates which
range from the top-left to the bottom-right of the compute
domain. The coordinate generator is configured with the
definition of the compute domain and generates streams of
coordinates which are written into the register file (register
��) for shader program instances to read—replacing outer-
looping control flow in most program kernels.

TEX and ALU Datapaths. TEX instructions, which are
essentially loads from input buffers in memory, are executed
by the TEX datapath. Once computed based on the specified
general-purpose and sampler registers, the load address is
packaged as an HT read request packet and sent to the HT
core—unless there are already 32 in-flight previous requests
in which case the current request is queued in a FIFO buffer.
When a request is satisfied, any permutation operations (as
described in Section 3.3) are applied to the returned data
and the result is written back to the register file. The CTM
ISA also includes a method for specifying that an instruction
depends on the result of a previous memory request (via a
special bit). Each TEX instruction holds a semaphore that is
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Figure 3: The software flow in our system. A software developer
writes a high-level �� shader program and a host program. The ��
shader program is translated into a CTM binary via the ��� and
������� compilers and is then folded into the host program.
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Figure 4: Overview of a GPU-like accelerator, connected to a
Hypertransport (HT) master and slave.

cleared once its result is written back to the register file—
which signals any awaiting instruction to continue. ALU
instructions are executed by the ALU datapath, and their
results can be written to either the register file or the output
register.

Predication and Control Flow. Conditional constructs such
as if and else statements in �� are supported in CTM
instructions via predication. There is one predicate bit per
vector lane that can be set using the boolean result from
one of many comparison operations (e.g., >, <=, ==,
! =). Subsequent ALU instructions can then impose a write
mask conditional on the values of these bits. More complex
control flow constructs such as for loops and subroutines are
supported via a control flow instructions that provide control
of hardware-level call/return stacks, and branch and loop-
depth hierarchies; space limitations prevent us from fully-
explaining control flow instructions here, hence we refer the
reader to the CTM specification [23] for further details.

Output. Similar to input buffers, the base addresses and
widths of the output buffers are preconfigured by the CTM
driver in advance (in the registers o0–o3). When a shader
program instance completes, the contents of the output
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registers are written to the appropriate output buffers in
memory: the contents of the output registers are packaged
into an HT write request packet, using an address derived
from one of the output buffer base addresses and the original
input coordinates (from the coordinate generator). Write
requests are posted, meaning that there is no response packet
and hence no limit on the maximum number of outstanding
writes.

4.2. Tolerating Limited Memory Ports. In Figure 4 we observe
that there are a large number of ports feeding into and out
of the central register file (which holds r0–r127). One of
the biggest challenges in high-performance soft processor
design is the design of the register file: it must tolerate the
port limitations of FPGA block memories that are normally
limited to only two ports. To fully pipeline the ALU and
TEX datapaths, the central register file for our GPU-inspired
accelerator requires four read and three write ports. If we
attempted a design that reads all of the ALU and TEX source
operands (four of them) of a single thread in a single cycle,
we would be required to have replicated copies of the register
file across multiple block memories to have enough ports.
However, this solution does not provide more than one write
port, since each replicant would have to use one port for
reading operands and the other port for broadcast-writing
the latest destination register value (i.e., being kept up-to-
date with one write every cycle).

We solve this problem by exploiting the fact that all
threads are executing different instances of the same shader
program: all threads will execute the exact same sequence
of instructions, since even control flow is equalized across
threads via predication. This symmetry across threads allows
us to group threads into batches and execute the instructions
of batched threads in lock-step. This lock-step execution in
turn allows us to transpose the access of registers to alleviate
the ports problem.

Rather than attempting to read all operands of a thread
each cycle, we instead read a single operand across many
threads per cycle from a given block memory and do this
across separate block memories for each component of the
vector register. Table 1 illustrates how we schedule register
file accesses in this way for batches of four threads each
that are decoding only ALU instructions (for simplicity).
Since there are three operands to read for ALU instructions
this adds a three-cycle decode latency for such instructions.
However, in the steady-state we can sustain our goal of
the execution of one ALU instruction per cycle, hence
this latency is tolerable. This schedule also leaves room
for another read of an operand across threads in a batch.
Ideally we would be able to issue the register file read for
a TEX instruction during this slot, which would allow us
to fully utilize the central register file, ALU datapath and
TEX datapath: every fourth cycle we would read operands
for a batch of four threads for a TEX instruction, then be
able to issue a TEX instruction for each of those threads
over the next four cycles. We give the name transpose to this
technique of scheduling register accesses.

This transposed register file design also eases the imple-
mentation of write ports. In fact, the schedule in Table 1

Table 1: The schedule of operand reads from the central register file
for batches of four threads (T0–T3, T4–T7, etc.) decoding only ALU
instructions. An ALU instruction has up to three vector operands
(A, B, C) which are read across threads in a batch over three cycles.
In the steady state this schedule can sustain the issue of one ALU
instruction from every cycle.

Clock cycle Inst phase Register file read ALU ready

0 ALU0 ALU:A(T0,T1,T2,T3) —

1 ALU1 ALU:B(T0,T1,T2,T3) —

2 ALU2 ALU:C(T0,T1,T2,T3) —

3 — — T0

4 ALU0 ALU:A(T4,T5,T6,T7) T1

5 ALU1 ALU:B(T4,T5,T6,T7) T2

6 ALU2 ALU:C(T4,T5,T6,T7) T3

7 — — T4

8 ALU0 ALU:A(T8,T9,T10,T11) T5

9 ALU1 ALU:B(T8,T9,T10,T11) T6

10 ALU2 ALU:C(T8,T9,T10,T11) T7

11 · · · · · · · · ·

uses only one read port per block memory, leaving the
other port free for writes. From the table we see that ALU
instructions will generate at most one register write across
threads in a batch every four cycles. There are two other
events which result in a write to the central register file:
(i) a TEX instruction completes, meaning that the result
has returned from memory and must be written-back to
the appropriate destination register; (ii) a shader program
instance completes for a batch of threads and a new batch
is configured, so that the input coordinates must be set for
that new batch (register ��). These two types of register write
are performed immediately if the write port is free, otherwise
they are queued until a subsequent cycle.

4.3. Avoiding Pipeline Bubbles. In the previous section we
demonstrated that a transposed register file design can
allow the hardware to provide the register reads and writes
necessary to sustain the execution of one ALU instruction
every cycle across threads. However, there are three reasons
why issuing instructions to sustain such full utilization of
the datapaths is a further challenge. The first reason is
as follows. In the discussion of Table 1 we described that
the ideal sequence of instructions for fully utilizing the
ALU and TEX datapaths is an instruction stream which
alternates between ALU and TEX instructions. This is very
unlikely to happen naturally in programs, and the result of
other nonideal sequences of instructions will be undesirable
bubbles in the two datapaths. The second reason, as shown
in Figure 5, is that the datapath for implementing floating-
point operations such as multiply add ()��) and dot product
(�*�$, �*�#) instructions is very long and deeply pipelined
(64 clock cycles): since ALU instructions within a thread
will often have register dependences between them, this can
prevent an ALU instruction from issuing until a previous
ALU instruction completes. This potentially long stall will
also result in unwanted bubbles in the ALU datapath.
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The third reason is that TEX instructions can incur sig-
nificant latency since they load from main memory; since
an ALU instruction often depends on a previous TEX
instruction for a source operand, the ALU instruction would
have to stall until the TEX instruction completes.

We address all three of these problems by storing the
contexts of multiple batches in hardware, and dynamically
switching between batches every cycle. We capitalize on
the fact that all threads are independent across batches as
well as within batches, switching between batches to (i)
choose a batch with an appropriate next instruction to
match the available issue phase (TEX or ALU) and (ii) to
hide both pipeline and memory latency. This allows us to
potentially fully utilize both the ALU and TEX datapaths,
provided that ALU and TEX instructions across all batch
contexts are ready to be issued when required. Specifically,
to sustain this execution pattern we generally require that
the ratio of ALU to TEX instructions be 1.0 or greater:
for a given shader program if TEX instructions outnumber
ALU instructions then in the steady state this alone could
result in pipeline bubbles. Storing the contexts (i.e., register
file state) of multiple batches is relatively straightforward:
it requires only growing the depth of the register file to
accommodate the additional registers—although this may
require multiple block memories to accomplish. In the next
section we describe the implementation of batch issue logic
in greater detail.

4.4. Control Flow. The thread batching and scheduling
solutions above present problems for the control flow
instruction, FLW. The first problem of finding time to
schedule the execution of such instructions is easily solved.

Table 2: The schedule of operand reads from the central register file
for batches of four threads (T0–T3, T4–T7, etc.) decoding both ALU
and TEX instructions. TEX instructions require only one source
operand, hence we can read source operands for four threads in a
single cycle.

Clock
cycle

Inst phase Register file read ALU ready TEX ready

0 ALU0 ALU:A(T0,T1,T2,T3) — —

1 ALU1 ALU:B(T0,T1,T2,T3) — —

2 ALU2 ALU:C(T0,T1,T2,T3) — —

3 TEX TEX:A(T0,T1,T2,T3) T0 —

4 ALU0 ALU:A(T4,T5,T6,T7) T1 T0

5 ALU1 ALU:B(T4,T5,T6,T7) T2 T1

6 ALU2 ALU:C(T4,T5,T6,T7) T3 T2

7 TEX TEX:A(T4,T5,T6,T7) T4 T3

8 ALU0 ALU:A(T8,T9,T10,T11) T5 T4

9 ALU1 ALU:B(T8,T9,T10,T11) T6 T5

10 ALU2 ALU:C(T8,T9,T10,T11) T7 T6

11 · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Column 2 in Table 2 shows two cycles each period where the
ALU is fetching operands B and C. As the batch scheduler
and instruction issue logic is idle during this time, the
hardware can be used to schedule an FLW instruction. Since
FLW requires neither a read or write to the register file, no
structural hazards arise.

The second problem is how to resolve diverging control
flow. Diverging control flow is when threads within a batch
decide to take alternate branch paths. It turns out, the
r5xx ISA has encoded support within the FLW instruction
to resolve this specific problem. This is because GPUs use
the same technique to resolve diverging control path when
executing multiple threads using SIMD hardware. The way
these instructions are handled is through the hardware
management of thread states which are not visible to the
programmer. These thread states are manipulated by the
control flow instructions, depending on the previous thread
states (the state before an FLWinstruction is executed),
the evaluation of the branch condition, and a resolution
function when threads disagree. Much of this hardware
level management is considered on a case-by-case basis. For
example, as threads execute over an else instruction the active
state of each thread is flipped. This requires all threads to
execute serially through all branch paths and mask register
writes when they are inactive. Fung et al. [24] have explored
optimizations of this technique in more detail. For more
details of how the r5xx ISA programs and handles control
flow, see the CTM specification [23].

5. Implementation

This section describes our work to implement our GPU-
inspired accelerator on the XtremeData platform. After an
overview of the XtremeData XD1000 and how we map the
CTM system to it, we describe the low-level implementation
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of the two key components of our accelerator: the central
register file and the batch issue logic.

5.1. The XtremeData XD1000. As illustrated in Figure 6, the
XtremeData XD1000 is an accelerator module that contains
an Altera Stratix II EPS180 FPGA, and that plugs into
a standard CPU socket on a multisocket AMD Opteron
motherboard. IP cores are available for the FPGA which
allow access to system memory via Hypertransport (HT) that
provides a single physical link per direction, each of which
is a 16-bit-wide 400 MHz DDR interface and can transfer
1.6 GB/sec. The host CPU treats the XD1000 as an endpoint
that is configured by a software driver to respond to a
memory-mapped address range using the HT slave interface,
similar to other regular peripherals. The FPGA application
can also initiate DMA read and write transactions to system
memory by constructing and sending HT request packets,
providing efficient access to memory without involving the
CPU. In our work we extend the XtremeData system to
conform to the CTM interface by (i) adding a driver layer
on top of the XD1000 driver, and (ii) by memory-mapping
our accelerator’s hardware configuration state registers and
instruction memory to the HT slave interface. Instruction
memory resides completely on-chip and stores up to 512
instructions—the limit currently defined by CTM. Each
instruction is defined by the ABI to be 192 bits, hence
the instruction store requires three M4K RAM blocks. The
RAM blocks have two ports: one is configured as a write
port that is connected directly to the configuration block
so that the CTM driver can write instructions into it; the
other is configured as a read port to allow the accelerator to
fetch instructions. The CTM driver initializes the accelerator
with the addresses of the start and end instruction of the
shader program and initiates execution by writing to a
predetermined address.

5.2. Central Register File. While our transposed design allows
us to architect a high-performance register file using only two
ports, the implementation has the additional challenges of (i)
supporting the vast capacity required, and (ii) performing
the actual transposition. Each batch is composed of four
threads that each require up to 128 registers, where each
register is actually a vector of four 32-bit elements. We
therefore require the central register file to support 8 KB
of on-chip memory per batch. For example, as illustrated
in Figure 7, 32 batches would require 256 KB of on-chip
memory, which means that we must use four of the 64 KB
M-RAM blocks available in the Stratix II chip in the XD1000
module. Figure 8 shows the circuit we use to transpose the
operands read across threads in a batch for ALU instructions
so that the three operands for a single instruction are
available in the same cycle: a series of registers buffer the
operands until they can be properly transposed.

5.3. Batch Issue Logic. As described previously in Section 4.3,
to ensure that the ALU datapath is fully utilized our soft
processor schedules instructions to issue across batches. For
a given cycle, we ideally want to find either an ALU or TEX
instruction to issue. Figure 9 shows the circuit that performs
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Figure 6: An XtremeData system with a XD1000 module.
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not shown, register writes are implemented similarly.

this batch scheduling, for an example where we want to
find an ALU instruction to issue. We can trivially compare
the desired next instruction type (ALU in this case) with
the actual next instruction type for each batch as recorded
in the batch state register, since this information about the
next instruction is encoded in each machine instruction (as
defined by the CTM ABI). As shown in the figure, we take
the set of boolean signals that indicate which batches have
the desired next instruction ready to issue and rotate them,
then feed the rotated result into a priority encoder that gives
the batch number to issue. The rotation is performed such
that the previously selected batch is in the lowest-priority
position. In the example, we rotate such that the signal for
batch 2 is in the lowest-priority right most position, and
the priority encoder hence chooses batch 0 as the first batch
with a ready ALU instruction. For a GPU-like programming
model where all threads are executing the same sequence of
instructions, this is sufficient to ensure fairness and forward
progress. The batch issue logic can be pipelined with a
total budget of four cycles for the circuit, hence during a
second cycle the the batch number is used to index the
context memory to read the program counter value for that
batch, and during a third cycle the program counter value
is used to index the instruction memory for the appropriate
instruction.
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6. Measurement Methodology

In this section we describe the system simulation and bench-
mark applications that we use to measure the performance of
our GPU-inspired soft processor implementation.

6.1. System Simulation. We have developed a complete
simulation framework in +������ to measure the ALU
utilization and overall performance of workloads on our
GPU-like soft processor. Note that we verify the functional
accuracy of our simulation by comparing with the outputs of
the CTM programs running on the ATI RV570 GPU (on an
ATI Radeon x1950 Pro graphics card).

Clock Frequency. Since we do not have a full RTL imple-
mentation of our soft processor, we instead assume a system
clock frequency of 100 MHz. We choose this frequency to
match the 100 MHz HT IP core, which in turn is designed to
match a 4x division of the physical link clock frequency (i.e.,
400 MHz). We feel that this clock frequency is achievable
since (i) other soft processor designs easily do so for Stratix II
FPGAs such as the NIOS II/f which executes up to 220 MHz,
and (ii) the GPU programming model and abundance of

threads allows us to heavily pipeline all components in our
design to avoid any long-latency stages.

HyperTransport. Our simulation infrastructure faithfully
models the bandwidth and latency of the HT links between
the host CPU and the FPGA on the XD1000 platform. We
limit the number of outstanding read requests supported by
the HT master block to 32, as defined by the HT specification;
additional requests are queued. We compute the latency of
an HT read request as a sum of the individual latencies
of the subcomponents involved. We assume that our soft
processor is running at 100 MHz as described above, and
that the memory specification is the standard DDR-333
(166 MHz Bus) SDRAM that comes with the XD1000 system.
We assume a constant SDRAM access latency of 51 ns, while
a constant latency is of course unrealistic; since it contributes
only 17% of total latency, we are confident that modeling
the small fluctuations of this latency would not significantly
impact our results. The latencies of the HT IP core (both
input and output paths) were obtained from Slogsnat et al.
[25], and the latencies for the the host HT controller, DDR
controller, and DDR access were obtained from Holden [26].
Our HyperTransport model is somewhat idealized since we
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Table 3: A breakdown of how each stage of an HT memory request
contributes to overall access latency.

Action Stage Latency (ns)

Request
(1) FPGA HT IP core 70

(2) host HT controller 32

SDRAM (1) access and data fetch 51

(1) host builds response packet 12

Response (2) host HT controller 30

(3) FPGA HT IP core 110

Total Latency 305

do not account for possible HT errors nor contention by the
host CPU for memory (Table 3).

Cycle-Accurate Simulation. Our simulator is cycle accurate at
the block interfaces shown in Figure 4. For each block we
estimate a latency based on the operations and data types
present in a behavioral � code implementation. We assume
that the batch issue logic shown previously in Figure 9 is fully
pipelined, allowing us to potentially sustain the instruction
issue schedule shown previously in Table 1.

6.2. Benchmarks. Since our system is compatible with the
interface specified by CTM we can execute existing CTM
applications, including �� applications, by simply relinking
the CTM driver to our simulation infrastructure. We evaluate
our system using the following three applications that have
a variety of instruction mixes and behaviors. Note that in
our work so far we have not observed any applications with
the potentially problematic instruction mix of more TEX
instructions than ALU instructions.

Matmatmult. Matmatmult is included with the CTM SDK
as CTM assembly code and performs dense matrix-matrix
multiplication based on the work of Fatahalian et al. [27].

We selected this application because of its heavy use of TEX
instructions to access row and column vectors of an input
matrix: the ratio of ALU to TEX instructions for Matmatmult
is 2.25.

Sgemm. Sgemm computes Cnew = α(A · B) + βCold and
represents a core routine of the BLAS math library, and was
also included with the CTM SDK as CTM assembly code.
Sgemm also makes heavy use of TEX instructions to access
two input matrices. The ratio of ALU to TEX instructions for
Sgemm is 2.56.

Photon. Photon is a kernel from a Monte Carlo radiative
heat transfer simulation, included with the open-source
Trident [3] FPGA compiler. We ported this application by
hand to �� such that each instance of the resulting shader
program performs the computation for a single particle,
and input buffers store previous particle positions and
other physical quantities. We selected this benchmark to be
representative of applications with higher ratios of ALU to
TEX instructions: for Photon it is exactly 4.00.

7. Utilization and Performance

Our foremost goal is to fully utilize the ALU datapath. In
this section we measure the ALU datapath utilization for
several configurations of our architecture and also measure
the impact on performance of increasing the number of
hardware batch contexts. Recall that an increasing number
of batches provide a greater opportunity for fully utilizing
the pipeline and avoiding bubbles by scheduling instructions
to issue across a larger number of threads.

Figure 10 shows ALU utilization assuming the 8-bit HT
interface provided with the XD1000 system, for a varying
number of hardware batch contexts—from one to 64 batches.
Since each batch contains four threads, this means that we
support from four to 256 threads. We limit the number of
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Figure 10: ALU datapath utilization for the 8-bit HT interface
provided with the XD1000 system.

batch contexts to 64 because this design includes a central
register file that consumes 512 KB of on-chip memory, and
thus eight of the nine M-RAMs available in a Stratix II FPGA
(64 KB each). In the figure we plot ALU utilization (utilized)
as the fraction of all clock cycles when an ALU instruction
was issued. We also break down the ALU idle cycles
into the reasons why no ALU instruction from any batch
could be issued (i.e., averaged across all batches contexts).

In particular, we may be unable to issue an ALU instruction
for a given batch for one of the following three reasons.

Semwait. The next instruction is an ALU instruction, but it
is waiting for a memory semaphore because it depends on an
already in-flight TEX instruction (memory load).

Inside ALU. The next instruction is a ready-to-issue ALU
instruction, but there is already a previous ALU instruction
executing for that batch: since there is no hazard detection
logic, a batch must conservatively wait until any previous
ALU instruction from that batch completes before issuing a
new one, to ensure that any register dependences are satisfied.

NotALU. The next instruction is not an ALU instruction.
From the figure we observe that when only one hardware

batch context is supported the ALU datapath is severely
underutilized (less than 10% utilization), and the majority
of the idle cycles are due to prior ALU instructions in the
ALU pipeline (inside ALU). Utilization steadily improves for
all three benchmarks as we increase the number of hardware
batch contexts up to 16 batches, at which point Matmatmult
and Sgemm achieve utilization of 70% and 75%, respectively.
However, neither Matmatmult nor Sgemm benefit from
increasing further to 32 batches: in both cases waiting for
memory is the bottleneck (Semwait), indicating that both
applications have consumed available memory bandwidth.
Similarly, increasing even further to 64 batches yields no
improvement, with the memory bottleneck becoming more
pronounced. In contrast, for Photon the increase from 16
to 32 batches results in near perfect utilization of the ALU
datapath; correspondingly, the increase from 32 to 64 batches
cannot provide further benefit. Intuitively, Photon is able to
better utilize the ALU datapath because it has a larger ratio of
ALU to TEX instructions (four to one).

While the HT IP core provided for the XD1000 is limited
to an 8-bit HT interface, the actual physical link connecting
the FPGA and CPU is 16 bits. Since memory appears to
be a bottleneck limiting ALU utilization, we investigate the
impact of a 16-bit HT link such as the one described in [25]
as shown in Figure 11. For this improved system we observe
that the memory bottleneck is sufficiently reduced to allow
full utilization of the ALU datapath for all three benchmarks
when 32 hardware batch contexts are supported. In turn,
this implies that support for 64 or more hardware batch
contexts remains unnecessary. The fact that 32 batches seems
sufficient makes intuitive sense since 32 batches comprises
128 threads, while the ALU datapath pipeline is 64 cycles
deep and thus requires only that many ALU instructions to be
fully utilized—more deeply pipelined ALU functional units
would likely continue to benefit from increased contexts.

While maximizing ALU datapath utilization as our
overall goal, it is also important to understand the impact
of increasing the number of hardware batch contexts on
performance. Figure 12. shows speedup relative to a single
hardware batch context for both 8-bit and 16-bit HT inter-
faces. Interestingly, speedup is perfectly linear for between
two and eight contexts for all benchmarks and both HT
designs, but for 16 and more contexts speedup is sublinear.
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Figure 11: ALU datapath utilization for a 16-bit HT interface.

For the 8-bit HT interface performance does not improve
beyond 16 contexts, while for the 16-bit HT interface 32
contexts provide an improvement but 64 contexts do not.
Looking at the 16-bit HT interface for 32 contexts, we see that
each benchmark speedup is inversely related to the ratio of
ALU to TEX instructions: applications with a smaller fraction
of TEX instructions benefit less from the latency-tolerance
provided by a larger number of contexts. Photon benefits the
least and has a ratio of 4.00, followed by Sgemm that has a
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Figure 12: Speedup versus a single hardware batch context for (a)
8-bit and (b) 16-bit HT interfaces.

ratio of 2.56; Matmatmult benefits the most and has a ratio
of 2.25.

7.1. Reducing the Register File. While we have demonstrated
that 32 hardware batch contexts is sufficient to achieve near
perfect ALU datapath utilization, as shown in Section 5.2
this is quite costly, requiring four M-RAMs on the Altera
Stratix II. While this may not be an issue if a single
accelerator is the only design on the chip, if there are
other components or multiple accelerators then storing all
of the batch states would be a problem. However, most of
the 128 general-purpose vector registers per thread defined
by CTM will not be used for many applications. In our
architecture it is straightforward to reduce the number
of registers supported by a power of two to reduce the
total memory requirements for the central register file. For
example, Photon, Matmatmult, and Sgemm each use only
4, 15, and 21 general-purpose registers, hence the proposed
customization would reduce the size of the central register
file by 32x, 8x, and 4x, respectively; for Photon this would
instead allow us to build the central register file using only 16
of the much smaller M4 K memories.
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7.2. Summary. These results indicate that even for a deeply
pipelined ALU of 53 clock cycles we are able to fully utilize
this datapath by interleaving the execution of instructions
from different batches. This is made possible by the abun-
dance of independent threads provided by the data-parallel
GPU programming model.

8. Conclusions

We have presented a GPU-inspired soft processor that
allows FPGA-based acceleration systems to be programmed
using high-level languages. Similar to a GPU, our design
exploits multithreading, vector operations, and predication
to enable the full utilization of a deeply pipelined datapath.
The GPU programming model provides an abundance of
threads that all execute the same instructions, allowing us to
group threads into batches and execute the threads within a
batch in lock-step. Batched threads allow us to (i) tolerate
the limited ports available in FPGA block memories by
transposing the operand reads and writes of instructions
within a batch and (ii) to avoid pipeline bubbles by issuing
instructions across batches. Through faithful simulation
of a system that is realizable on an XtremeData XD1000
FPGA-based acceleration platform we demonstrate that
our GPU-inspired architecture is indeed capable of fully
utilizing a 64-stage ALU datapath when 32 batch contexts are
supported in hardware. The long-term goal of this research
is to discover new high-level programming models and
architectures that allow users to fullyexploit the potential of
FPGA-based acceleration platforms; we believe that GPU-
inspired programming models and architectures are a step
in the right direction.
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Limits of instruction-level parallelism and higher transistor density sustain the increasing need for multiprocessor systems: they are
rapidly taking over both general-purpose and embedded processor domains. Current multiprocessing systems are composed either
of many homogeneous and simple cores or of complex superscalar, simultaneous multithread processing elements. As parallel
applications are becoming increasingly present in embedded and general-purpose domains and multiprocessing systems must
handle a wide range of different application classes, there is no consensus over which are the best hardware solutions to better
exploit instruction-level parallelism (TLP) and thread-level parallelism (TLP) together. Therefore, in this work, we have expanded
the DIM (dynamic instruction merging) technique to be used in a multiprocessing scenario, proving the need for an adaptable
ILP exploitation even in TLP architectures. We have successfully coupled a dynamic reconfigurable system to an SPARC-based
multiprocessor and obtained performance gains of up to 40%, even for applications that show a great level of parallelism at thread
level.

1. Introduction

Industry competition in the current electronics market
makes the design of a device increasingly complex. New
marketing strategies have been focusing on increasing the
product functionalities to attract consumer’s interest: they
desire the equivalent of a supercomputer at the size of
a portable device. However, the convergence of different
functions in a single device produces new design challenges
by enlarging the range of heterogeneous code that the system
must handle. To worsen such scenario, the designers must
take into account tighter design constraints as power budget
and manufacturing process costs, all mixed up in the difficult
task of increasing the processing capability.

Because of that, the instruction-level parallelism (ILP)
exploitation strategy is no longer enough to improve the
overall performance of general and embedded applications.
The newest ILP exploitation techniques do not provide an
advantageous tradeoff between the amount of transistors

added and the extra speedup obtained [1, 2]. Despite the
great advantages shown in the employment of instruction
set architecture (ISA) extensions, like the employment
of single instruction multiple data (SIMD) instructions,
such approaches rely on long design and validation times,
which goes against the need for a fast time-to-market for
present day systems. On the other hand, application-specific
integrated circuits (ASICs) provide high-performance and
small chip area. However, such an approach attacks only
a very specific application class, failing to deliver the
required performance when executing applications in which
behaviors were not considered at design time, being not
suitable for executing general-purpose applications.

Reconfigurable systems appear as a mid-term between
general-purpose processors and ASICs, solving somehow
the ILP issues discussed before. They have already shown
good performance improvements and energy savings for
stand-alone applications in single core environments [3–
6]. Adaptable ILP exploitation is the major advantage of
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this technique, since the reconfigurable fabric can adapt to
fit the required application parallelism degree at a given
time, enabling acceleration over a wide range of different
application classes.

However, as already discussed, general-purpose and
embedded systems are composed of a wide range of appli-
cations with different behaviors, in which the parallelism
grain available varies from the finest to the coarsest. To accel-
erate applications that present high level of coarse-grained
parallelism (at thread/process level), multiprocessor systems
are widely employed, providing high performance and short
validation time [7]. However, in contrast to architectures that
make use of fine-grained parallelism (at instruction level)
exploitation, such as the superscalar processors, the usage
of the multiprocessor approach leaves all the responsibility
of parallelism detection and allocation to the programmers.
They must split and distribute the parallelized code among
processing elements, handling all the communication issues.
The software partitioning is a key feature in a multiprocessor
system: if it is poorly performed or if the application does not
provide a minimum parallelism at process/thread levels, even
the most computational powerful system will run way below
their full potential.

Thus, to cover all possible types of applications, the
system must be conceived to provide a good performance
at any parallelism level and to be adaptable to the run-
ning applications. Nowadays, at one side of the spectrum,
there are the multiprocessing systems composed of many
homogeneous and simple cores to better explore the coarse-
grained parallelism of highly thread-based applications. At
the other side, there are multiprocessor chips assembled
with few complex superscalar/SMT processing elements, to
explore applications where ILP exploration is mandatory. As
can be noticed, there is no consensus on the hardware logic
distribution to explore the best of ILP and TLP together
regarding a wide range of application classes.

In this scenario, we merge different concepts by propos-
ing a novel dynamic reconfigurable multiprocessor system
based on the dynamic instruction merging (DIM) technique
[8]. This system is capable of transparently exploring (no
changes in the binary code are necessary at all) the fine-
grained parallelism of the individual threads, adapting to the
available ILP degree, while at the same time taking advantage
of the available thread/process parallelism. This way, it is
possible to have a system that adapts itself to any kind of
available parallelism, handling a wide range of application
classes.

Therefore, the primary contributions of this work are

(i) to reinforce, by the use of an analytical model, the
need for heterogeneous parallelism exploitation in
multiprocessor environments,

(ii) to propose a multiprocessor architecture provided
with an adaptable reconfigurable system (DIM tech-
nique), so it is possible to balance the best of both
thread/process and ILP exploitations. This way, any
kind of code, those that present high TLP and low
ILP, or those that are exactly the opposite, will be
accelerated.

2. Related Work

The usage of reconfigurable architectures in a multiprocessor
chip is not a novel approach. In [9] the thread warping
system is proposed. It is composed of an FPGA coupled
to an ARM11-based multiprocessor system. Thread warping
uses complex computer-aided detection (CAD) tools to
detect, at execution time, critical regions of the running
application and to map them to custom accelerators imple-
mented in a simplified FPGA. A greedy knapsack heuristic
is used to find the best possible allocation of the custom
accelerators onto the FPGA, considering the possibility of
partial reconfiguration. In this system, one processor is
totally dedicated to run the operating system tasks needed
to synchronize threads and to schedule their kernels to be
executed in the accelerators. However, this processor may
become overloaded if several threads are running on tens or
hundreds of processors, affecting system scalability. Another
drawback is that, due to the high time overhead imposed
by the CAD and greedy knapsack algorithms, only critical
code regions are optimized. Consequently, only applications
with few and very defined kernels (e.g., filters and image
processing algorithms) are accelerated, narrowing the field
of application of this approach.

In [10], the Annabelle SoC is presented. It comprises an
ARM core and four domain-specific coarse-grain reconfig-
urable architectures, named Montium cores. Each Montium
core is composed of five 16-bit arithmetic and logic units
(ALUs), structured to accelerate DSP applications. The
ARM926 is responsible for the dynamic reconfiguration
processes by executing the run-time mapping algorithm,
which is used to determine a near-optimal mapping of the
applications to the Montium cores. Although the authors
discuss the possibility of heterogeneous parallelism exploita-
tion in a multiprocessor environment, this work focuses only
on speeding up DSP applications (e.g., FFT, FIR, and SISO
algorithms).

In [11], the authors propose the employment of a
shared reconfigurable logic, claiming that area and energy
overhead are barriers when reconfigurable fabric is used
as a private accelerator for each processing element of a
multiprocessor design. Results of area and power reduction
are demonstrated when sharing temporally and spatially
the reconfigurable fabric. However, such approach relies
on compiler support, precluding binary compatibility and
affecting time-to-market due to larger design times.

In this work, we address the particular drawbacks of the
above approaches by creating an adaptable reconfigurable
multiprocessing system that

(i) unlike [9, 10], provides lower reconfiguration time,
thus allowing ILP investigation/acceleration of the
entire application code, including highly thread-
parallel algorithms,

(ii) unlike [11], maintains binary compatibility through
the application of a lightweight dynamic detection
hardware that, at run-time, recognizes parts of code
to be executed on the reconfigurable data path.
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3. Analytical Model

In this section, we try to define the design space for
multiprocessor-based architectures. First, we model a mul-
tiprocessing architecture (MP—multiprocessor) composed of
many simple and homogeneous cores to elucidate the advan-
tages of thread-level parallelism and compare its execution
time (ET) to the modeling of a high-end single processor
(SHE—single high-end) model with a great instruction-level
parallelism exploration capability.

In the software point of view, we have used the amount
of fine- (instruction) and coarse- (thread) level parallelism
available in the application to investigate the performance
potentials of both architectures. Considering a portion of
code of a certain application, these software characteristics
are denoted as

(i) α—can be executed in parallel in a single core,

(ii) β—cannot be executed in parallel in a single core,

(iii) δ—can be split among the cores of the multiproces-
sor environment,

(iv) γ—cannot be split among the cores of the multipro-
cessor environment.

Let us start with the basic equation relating execution
time (ET) with instructions,

ET = Instructions∗ CPI∗ CycleTime, (1)

where CPI is the mean number of cycles necessary to execute
an instruction and Cycletime the operating frequency of the
processor.

In this model, no information about cache accesses is
considered, nor the performance of the disk or I/O is taken
into account. Nevertheless, although simple, this model can
provide interesting clues on the potential of multiprocessing
architectures for a wide range of applications classes.

3.1. Low-End Single Processor. Based on (1), for a low-end
single (SLE—single low-end) processor, the execution time
can be written as

ETSLE = Instructions
(∝ CPISLE + βCPISLE

)

CycleTimeSLE.
(2)

Since the low-end processor is a single-issue processor, it
is not able to exploit ILP. Therefore, classifying instructions
in α and β as previously stated does not make much sense.
In this case, α is always equal to zero and β equal to one, but
we will keep the notation and their meaning for comparison
purposes.

3.2. High-End Single Processor. In the case of a high-end ILP
exploitation architecture, based on (1) and (2), one can state
that ETSHE (execution time of the high-end single processor) is
given by the following equation:

ETSHE = Instructions
(∝ CPISHE + βCPISLE

)

CycleTimeSHE,
(3)

CPISHE, that also could be written as ∝ CPISLE/issue (i.e., a
high-end single processor would have the same CPI as the
CPI of a low-end processor divided by the mean number
of instructions issued per cycle), is usually smaller than 1,
because a high-end single processor can exploit high levels
of ILP, thanks to replication of functional units, branch
prediction, speculative execution and mechanisms to handle
false data dependencies, and so on. A typical value of CPISHE

for a current high-end single processor is 0.62 [12], showing
that more than one instruction can be executed per cycle.
Thus, based on (3) one gets

ETSHE

= Instructions
(∝ CPISLE

issue
+ βCPISLE

)

CycleTimeSHE.
(4)

Issue represents the maximum number of instructions that
can be issued in parallel to the functional units, considering
the best-case situation: there are no data or control depen-
dencies in the code. As already explained, coefficients α and
β refer to the percentage of instructions that can be executed
in parallel or not (this way, α + β = 1), respectively. Finally,
CycleTimeSHE represents the clock cycle time of the high-end
single processor.

3.3. Homogeneous Multiprocessor Chip. Having stated the
equation to calculate the performance of the high-end and
low-end single processor, now the potential use of a homo-
geneous multiprocessing architecture, built by the replication
of low-end processors, is studied. Such architecture does not
heavily exploit the available ILP, but mostly the thread-level
parallelism (TLP). Some works [13] propose an automatic
translation of code with enough ILP into TLP, so that
more than one core will execute the code. A multiprocessor
environment is usually composed of low-end processor
units, so that a large number of them can be integrated
within the same die. Considering that each application has
a certain number of instructions that can be split into several
processors, one could write the following equation, based on
(1) and (2):

ETMP = Instructions
(
δ

P
+ γ

)

× (αCPISLE + βCPISLE
)

CycleTimeMP,

(5)

where δ is the amount of code that can be transformed
into multithreaded code, while γ is the part of the code that
must be executed sequentially (no TLP is available). P is the
number of low-end processors that is available in the chip.
Hence, the second term of (5) reflects the fact that in a
multiprocessor environment one could benefit from thread-
level parallelism, since increasing the number of processors
will only accelerate parts of the code that can be parallelized
at thread level.

3.4. High-End Single Processor versus Homogeneous Mul-
tiprocessor Chip. Based on the above reasoning, one can
compare the performance of the high-end single processor
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to the multiprocessor environment. However, one important
aspect is that the several low-end processors that compose
the homogeneous multiprocessor design could also run at
much higher frequencies than high-end processors, since
their simple organizations reflect smaller area and power
consumption. However, the total power budget will probably
be the limiting performance factor for both designs. For the
sake of the model, we will assume that

CycleTimeMP = K ∗ CycleTimeSHE, (6)

where K is the frequency adjustment factor to normalize the
power consumption of both homogeneous multiprocessor
and the high-end single processor.

Thus, the comparison of both architectures, based on (3)
and (5), is given by

ETSHE

ETMP

=
[

Instructions
(∝(CPISLE/issue)+βCPISLE

)

CycleTimeSHE

]

[

Instructions
(

δ/P+γ
)(∝CPISLE+βCPISLE

)

CycleTimeMP

] .

(7)

By simplifying and merging (6) and (7), one gets

ETSHE

ETMP
=
[

1
δ/P

+ γ
][∝ (CPISLE/issue) + βCPISLE

∝ CPISLE + βCPISLE

][
1
K

]

.

(8)

From (8) one can notice that the high-end pro-
cessor is faster than multiprocessor architecture when
(ETSHE/ETMP) < 1. In addition, this equation shows
that, although the multiprocessor architecture with low-end
simple processors could have a faster cycle time (by a factor
of K), that factor alone is not enough to define performance.
Regarding the second term between brackets in (8), the fact
that the high-end processor can execute many instructions
in parallel could give a better performance. Since there is no
instruction-level parallelism exploration in a low-end single
processor, it means that the term∝ CPISLE is always zero.

In the extreme case, let us imagine that issue = P = ∞,
meaning that we have infinite resources, either in the form of
arithmetic operators or in the form of processors. This would
reduce (8) to

ETSHE∞
ETMP∞

=
[

1
γ

][

βCPISLE

∝ CPISLE + βCPISLE

][
1
K

]

. (9)

Equation (9) clearly shows that, as long as one has code
which carries control or data dependencies, and cannot be
parallelized (at the instruction or thread level), a machine
based on a high-end single core will always be faster than a
multiprocessor-based machine, regardless of the amount of
available resources.

Another interesting experiment is to try to equal the per-
formance of the high-end single core and the performance
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Figure 1: Multiprocessor system and superscalar performance
regarding a power budget using different ILP and TLP; α = δ is
assumed.

of the multiprocessor core. This way, let us consider that
TSHE = TMP; hence,

[
(∝ CPISHE + βCPISLE

) 1
K

]

=
[(

δ

P
+ γ
)
(

αCPISLE + βCPISLE
)
]

.

(10)

From (10), one can see that one must have enough low-
end processors combined to a highly parallel code (greater
δ) to overcome the high-end processors advantage. This
statement is clarified by the fact that the term ∝ CPISLE is
always zero, imposing that β is equal to one and CPISLE is
much higher than CPISHE.

3.5. Applying the Analytical Model in Real Processors. Given
the theoretical model, one can briefly test it with some
numbers based on real data. Let us consider a high-end single
core: a 4-issue MIPS R10000 superscalar processor, with CPI
equal to 0.6 [14] and a multiprocessor design composed
of low-end MIPS R3000 processors, with CPI equal to 1.3
each [15]. A comparison between both architectures is done
using the equations of the aforementioned analytical model.
Figure 1 shows, in a logarithmic scale, the performance of the
superscalar processor when parameters α and β change. In
addition, in Figure 1 we also show the performance of the
multiprocessor design, varying the δ and γ parameters and
the number of processors from 8 to 128. To provide a better
view of the performance considering both approaches, the x-
axis of Figure 1 represents the amount of the instruction- (α)
and thread- (δ) level parallelism in the application, where α
is only valid for the 4-issue superscalar, while δ is valid for all
the MPSoC’s setups.

The goal of this comparison is to demonstrate which
technique better explores its particular parallelism at differ-
ent levels, considering six values for both ILP and TLP. For
instance, δ = 0.01 means that an application only shows
1% of thread-level parallelism within its code (valid only for
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the MPSoC’s examples). In the same way, when α = 0.01, it
is assumed that 1% of instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is
available. That is, only 1% of its instructions can be executed
in parallel in the 4-issue superscalar processor. Following
the same strategy found in current processor designs, for a
fair performance comparison, we considered the same power
budget for the high-end single core and the multiprocessor
approaches. In order to normalize their power budget,
we have tuned the frequency adjustment factor K of (5).
For that, we fixed the 4-issue superscalar frequency to use
it as the power reference, changing the K factor of the
remaining approaches to achieve the same consumption as
the reference. Thus, the frequency of the 8-core MPSoC
must be 3 times higher than 4-issue superscalar processor.
For the 18-core, such value must be a quarter higher
than the reference value. Since a considerable number of
cores employed in the 48-core MPSoC setup, this approach
should execute 2 times slower than the 4-issue superscalar
processor to achieve the same power consumption. Finally,
the frequency of the 128-core MPSoC must be 5.3 times
smaller than the 4-issue superscalar to respect the same
power budget.

The leftmost side of Figure 1 considers any given appli-
cation that has a minimum amount of instruction- (α =
0.01) and thread- (δ = 0.01) level parallelism available. In
this case, the superscalar processor and the 8-core design
present almost the same performance. However, considering
the same power budget for all approaches by using different
operating frequencies shown before, when applications show
greater parallelism percentage (α > 0.25 and δ > 0.25),
the 8-core design achieves better performance with TLP
exploitation than the 4-issue superscalar processor with ILP
exploitation.

When more cores are added in a multiprocessor design,
the overall clock frequency tends to decrease, since the
adjustment factor of (5) should be smaller to obey the power
budget. In this way, the performance of applications that
present low-thread-level parallelism (small δ) worsens when
increasing the number of cores. Regarding the applications
with δ = 0.01 in Figure 1, performance is significantly
decreased as the number of cores increases. Nevertheless, as
the application thread-level parallelism increases (i.e., δ >
0.01), the negative impact on performance is softened, since
the additional cores will have better use.

Aiming to make a fairer performance comparison among
high-end single core and multiprocessor approaches, we have
devised an 18-core design composed of low-end processors
that, besides presenting the same power consumption due
to the power budget assumed, also has the same area of
the 4-issue superscalar processor. For that, we considered
that the MIPS R3000 takes only 75.000 transistors [16],
almost 29 times less than the 2.2 millions of transistors
spent on the MIPS R10000 design [17]. Furthermore,
for a reasonable comparison, we also considered that the
intercommunication mechanism would take nearly 37% of
the chip area, as reported in [18]. The performance of both
approaches shows the powerful capabilities of the superscalar
processor. Regarding the same area and power for both
designs, as shown in Figure 1, the multiprocessor approach

(18-core MPSoC) only surpasses the superscalar (4-issue
superscalar) performance when the TLP level is greater than
85% (δ > 0.85).

Summarizing the comparison with the same power
budget, the superscalar machine shows better performance
over applications with low-thread-level parallelism. On the
other hand, there is an additional tradeoff that must be
considered regarding multiprocessor designs, since, when
more cores are included in the chip, the multiprocessor
performance tends to worsen, since the operating frequency
must be decreased to respect the power budget limits. When
almost the whole application presents high TLP (δ > 0.99),
the 128-core design takes longer execution time than the
other multiprocessor designs since its operating frequency is
very low.

Considering real applications, thread-level parallelism
exploitation is widespread employed to accelerate most
multimedia and DSP applications thanks to their data inde-
pendent iteration loops. However, even applications with
high TLP could still obtain some performance improvement
by also exploiting ILP. Hence, in a multiprocessor design,
ILP techniques also should be investigated to conclude what
is the best fit concerning the design requirements. Hence,
the analytical model indicates that heterogeneous multipro-
cessor system is necessary to balance the performance of a
wide range of application classes. Section 6 reinforces this
trend running real applications over a multiprocessor design
coupled to an adaptable ILP exploitation approach named
DIM technique.

4. Reconfigurable Multiprocessing System

Section 3 demonstrated that in a heterogeneous application
environment, TLP and ILP exploitation are complementary.
This way, it is necessary to explore different grains of
parallelism to balance performance. Aiming to support
this statement, we have built a multiprocessor structure
shown in Figure 2(a) to reproduce the analytical model
shown in Section 3 by executing well-known applications.
The architecture in the example is composed of four
cores, so TLP exploitation is guaranteed. However, as ILP
exploitation is also mandatory, we have coupled a coarse-
grain reconfigurable data path to each one of the cores,
since the use of reconfigurable fabric has already shown great
speedups with low-energy consumption [6, 8] concerning
single thread applications.

Figure 2(b) shows in detail the microarchitecture of
the processor, named as reconfigurable core (RC), used as
the base processing element of the reconfigurable multi-
processing system. To better explain the RC processor, we
divided such architecture in 4 blocks. Block 1 depicts the
reconfigurable data path that aggregates the input context,
output context, and the functional units. Block 2 presents
the basic SparcV8 like five-stage pipelined processor. Block
3 illustrates the pipeline stages of the dynamic instruction
merging (DIM) [8] technique that works in parallel to the
processor pipeline. It is responsible for transforming instruc-
tion blocks into configurations of the reconfigurable data
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Figure 2: (a) Multiprocessing system. (b) Reconfigurable core. (c) Example of a loop optimization.

path at run time. Block 4 demonstrates the reconfiguration
memory and the address cache. The reconfiguration memory
holds the configuration bits previously generated by the
DIM, so next time when the same translated sequence is
found, the configuration bits are reused. The address cache
(4-way associative) is responsible for keeping the first PC
address of each translated sequence. More details about these
components will be presented in the next sections.

Figure 2(c) shows an example of how a loop would be
accelerated using the proposed process. The reconfigurable

core works in four modes: probing, detecting, reconfiguring,
and accelerating. At the beginning of the time bar shown
in Figure 2(c), the RC is searching for an already translated
configuration to accelerate through execution in the recon-
figurable data path.

However, when the first loop iteration appears (i = 0),
the DIM detects that there is a new code to translate and it
changes to detecting mode. In that mode, while the instruc-
tions are executed in the processor pipeline, they are also
translated to a configuration by the DIM. When the second
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loop iteration is found (i = 1), the DIM is still finishing
building the current configuration (that started when i = 0)
and storing it into the reconfiguration memory.

Then, when the first instruction of the third loop
iteration comes to the fetch stage of the processor pipeline
(i = 2), the probing mode detects a valid configuration
in the reconfiguration memory, since the previously started
detection process is now finished and the memory address of
the first instruction of the translated sequence was found in
the address cache.

Therefore, the RC enters in reconfiguring mode to
feed the reconfigurable data path with the operands and
the reconfiguration bits. Finally, the accelerating mode is
activated and the next loop iterations (until the 99th) are
efficiently executed, taking advantage of the reconfigurable
logic.

4.1. Reconfigurable Data Path Structure (Block 1). Following
the classifications shown in [19, 20], the reconfigurable
data path is tightly coupled to the processor pipeline.
Such coupling approach avoids external accesses to the
memory, saving power and reducing the reconfiguration
time. Moreover, its coarse-grained nature decreases the size
of the memory necessary to keep each configuration, since
the basic processing elements are functional units that work
at the word level (arithmetic and logic, memory access,
and multiplier). The data path is organized as a matrix of
rows and columns, composed of functional units. Three
columns of arithmetic and logic units (ALUs) compose
a level. A level does not affect the SparcV8 critical path
(which, in this case, it is given by the register file). The
number of basic rows dictates the maximum instruction-
level parallelism that can be exploited, since instructions
placed in the same column are executed concurrently (in
parallel). The example of the data path shown in Figure 2(b)
could execute up to four arithmetic and logic operations,
two memory accesses (two memory ports are available), and
one multiplication in parallel. The number of rows, in turn,
determines the maximum number of dependent instructions
placed into one configuration. Both the number of rows
and the number of parallel components can be modified
according to the application requirements and the design
constraints. It is important to notice that simple arithmetic
and logic operations can be executed within the same pro-
cessor cycle without affecting the critical path. Consequently,
data-dependent instructions are also accelerated. Memory
accesses and multiplications take one equivalent processor
cycle to perform their operations.

The entire structure of the reconfigurable data path is
purely combinational: there is no temporal barrier between
the functional units. The only exception is for the entry and
exit points. The entry point is used to keep the input context,
which is connected to the processor register file. The fetching
of the operands from the register file is the first step to
configure the data path before actual execution. After that,
results are stored in the output context registers through the
exit point of the data path. The values stored in the output
context are sent to the processor register file on demand.

It means that if a given result is produced at any level and
it will not be changed in the subsequent levels, its value is
written back at the same level that it was produced. In the
current implementation, the reconfigurable system provides
two write-backs per level.

We have coupled sleep transistors [18] to switch power
on/off of each functional unit in the reconfigurable data path.
The dynamic reconfiguration process is responsible for the
sleep transistors management. Their states are stored in the
reconfiguration memory, together with the reconfiguration
data. Thus, for a certain configuration, idle functional units
are set to the off state, avoiding leakage or dynamic power
dissipation, since the incoming bits do not produce switching
activity in the disconnected circuit. Although the sleep
transistors are bigger and in series to the regular transistors
used in the implemented circuit, they have been designed so
that their delays do not significantly impact the critical path
or the reconfiguration time.

4.2. Processor Pipeline (Block 2). A SPARC-based architecture
is used as the baseline processor to work together with
the reconfigurable system. Its five-stage pipeline reflects a
traditional RISC architecture (instruction fetch, decode, exe-
cution, data fetch, and write-back). The microarchitecture
and the performance of such processor are very similar to
the MIPS R3000, considered as the low-end processor in the
analytical model shown in Section 3.

4.3. Dynamic Instruction Merging (Block 3). As explained
before, the dynamic instruction merging (DIM) can work
in four modes: detecting, probing, accelerating, and recon-
figuring. As can be observed in Figure 2(b), the hardware
responsible for the detecting mode contains four pipeline
stages.

(i) Instruction decode (ID): the instruction is broken
into operation, source operands, and target operand.

(ii) Dependence verification (DV): the source operands
are compared to the target operands of previously
detected instructions to verify which column the
current instruction should be allocated, according to
their data dependencies. The placement algorithm is
very simple: the DV stage only indicates the leftmost
column that the current instruction should be placed.

(iii) Resource allocation (RA): in this stage, the data
dependence is already solved and the correct data
path column is known. Hence, the RA stage is
responsible for verifying the resources availability in
that column, linking the instruction operation to
the correct type of functional unit. If there is no
functional unit available at this column, the next
column at the right side will be checked. This process
is repeated until finding a free functional unit.

(iv) Update tables (UT): this stage configures the routing
to feed that functional unit with the correct source
operands from the input context and to write the
result in the correct register of the output context.
After that, the bitmaps and tables are updated and
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the configuration is finished: their configuration bits
are sent to the reconfiguration memory and the
address cache is updated.

Figure 3 illustrates, by an activity diagram, the whole
DIM process to create a configuration. The first step is the
execution support verification. If there is no compatible
functional unit to execute such an operation (e.g., division),
the configuration is finished and the next instruction is a
candidate to start a new configuration. On the other hand,
if there is support, the data dependency among previously
allocated instructions is verified (DV stage) and the correct
functional unit within that column is defined. Then, the
current configuration is sent to the reconfiguration memory.

4.4. Storage Components (Block 4). Two storage components
are part of the reconfigurable system: address cache and
reconfiguration memory. The configurations are indexed by
the address of the first instruction of the translated sequence
and kept in the address cache, a 128-entry 4-way associative
cache. The Address Cache is only accessed when the DIM is
working in the probing mode. An address cache hit indicates
that a configuration was found, changing the system to the
reconfiguring mode. In this mode, using the pointer given by
the address cache, the reconfiguration memory is accessed
to feed the data path routing. The reconfiguration memory
stores the routing bits and the necessary information (such
as the input and output contexts and immediate values) to
fire a configuration. Finally, the DIM hardware changes to
accelerating mode, beginning the execution process in the
reconfigurable data path.

5. Simulation Environment

5.1. Workload. A workload of only high parallel applications
with distinct behaviors was chosen, using benchmarks from
the well-known SPLASH2 [21] and PARSEC [22] suites. In
addition, two numerical applications written in OpenMP
were used [23].

The list below briefly describes each of them.

(i) FFT [21]. It is a complex 1D version of a six-step FFT
algorithm.

(ii) LU [21]. It factors a dense matrix in the equivalent
lower-upper matrix multiplication.

(iii) Blackscholes [22]. It solves the partial differential
equation of Blackscholes in order to compute prices
for a portfolio of European options.

(iv) Swaptions [22]. Monte Carlo simulation is used to
price a portfolio of swaptions.

(v) Molecular Dynamics (MD) [4]. It implements the
velocity Verlet algorithm for molecular dynamics
simulation.

(vi) Jacobi [23]. It utilizes the Jacobi iterative method to
solve a finite difference discretization of Helmholtz.

5.2. TLP and ILP Exploration Opportunities. In this section
we show the opportunities for coarse- and fine-grain par-
allelism exploration in the selected benchmarks shown in
Section 5.1. The experiments addressing these applications
were done in a SparcV8 architecture varying the number of
threads from 1 to 64.

The mean size of the basic blocks (BB) of an application
is an important aspect to define its fine grain parallelism
level since the room for most ILP exploration techniques
relies on this characteristic. The second column of Table 1
presents the mean BBs size of the selected applications. As it
can be noticed, even parallel applications provide great room
for instruction-level parallelism exploration. The remaining
columns in Table 1 show, in percentage, the load balancing
between threads of the selected applications. As expected,
most applications provide a perfect load balancing up to
64 threads. FFT and LU do not follow the trend of the
other applications, since the load balancing decreases as the
number of threads increases.

Therefore, even applications with perfect load balancing
(e.g., swaptions) provide a great room for instruction-level
parallelism since their basic blocks have enough instructions
to be parallelized. In the same way, applications with
poor load balancing, where probably thread-level parallelism
exploration will not be enough to achieve satisfactory
performance improvements (e.g., lu with a great number
of threads), can benefit even more from instruction-level
parallelism exploitation. In this way, one can conclude that
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Table 1: ILP and TLP opportunities for the selected benchmarks.

Benchmark Mean BB size (#instr)
Load balancing (%)

4 threads 8 threads 16 threads 64 threads

Swaptions 5.92 99.00 99.00 99.00 98.00

Blackscholes 4.83 99.00 99.00 99.00 98.00

MD 6.51 95.04 83.24 88.92 89.87

Jacobi 6.94 97.02 97.02 92.07 93.12

FFT 8.10 69.39 49.50 31.96 24.58

LU 8.32 81.20 56.77 29.35 7.03

Table 2: Number of basic functional units of setups.

RC#1 RC#2

Columns 48 150

ALU/column 6 8

Load/column 4 6

Mul/column 1 2

the mixed parallelism exploitation is mandatory even for
applications where the thread-level parallelism is dominant.

5.3. Methodology. To simulate the reconfigurable multipro-
cessor system, we have used the scheme presented in [24].
It consists of a functional full system [25] that models the
SparcV8 architecture and cycle accurate timing simulators
[26] that reproduce the behavior of the individual reconfig-
urable cores depicted in Figure 2(b). Since the applications
are split automatically by the OpenMP and the Posix Threads
API, the cycle accurate simulator gives special attention to
synchronization mechanisms, such as locks and barriers.
Therefore, the elapsed time regarding blocking synchroniza-
tion and memory transfers are precisely measured.

For all experiments, we have tuned the number of
reconfigurable cores based on the number of threads used
to run the applications presented in Section 5.1.

To demonstrate the impact of ILP exploitation in the
performance, we have used two different configurations
for the reconfigurable data path (block 1 of Figure 2(b)),
changing its number of basic functional units. The setups,
shown in the Table 2, have already presented the best tradeoff
considering area and performance executing single-thread
applications [8].

6. Results

6.1. Performance Results. This section demonstrates the per-
formance evaluation of the reconfigurable multiprocessing
system over three different aspects:

(i) TLP exploitation by changing the number of cores
from four up to 64 (in these experiments, stand-alone
SPARC cores are used: they are not coupled to the
reconfigurable architecture);

(ii) TLP + ILP exploitation, repeating the previous exper-
iment but now using the SPARC cores together with

Table 3: Average speedup on different number of cores.

4 cores 8 cores 16 cores 64 cores

TLP 3.74 6.86 12.47 44.3

ILP + TLP 6.46 11.85 21.71 51

the reconfigurable architecture in the two different
versions (RC#1 or RC#2);

(iii) the influence of changing the applications’ data set
sizes on performance.

Figure 4 explores the first two aspects discussed above:
TLP exploitation only, varying the number of stand-alone
SPARC cores (solid bars) and TLP + ILP exploitation, by
coupling the reconfigurable architecture (RC#1) to each
one of the cores (striped bars). Regarding the former,
performance scales linearly as the number of cores increases.
FFT and LU do not follow this behavior, since their codes,
as shown in Table 1, do not present perfect load balancing as
other applications.

As can be observed, the results reinforce the conclusion
gathered from the analytical model in Section 3: even for
high TLP-based applications, there is a need for finer-
grain parallelism exploitation to complement the TLP gains.
Table 3 shows the average speedup of both approaches. This
table demonstrates that TLP+ILP exploitation, using the
RC#1 setup composed of four cores, presents similar per-
formance gains comparing to the eight standalone cores
exploiting only TLP parallelism. The same occurs when
comparing a system with 8 cores and the RC#1 setup to 16
stand-alone cores.

Figure 5 compares the performance of a system com-
posed of 4 or 8 cores, in which each is coupled to the RC#2
over the system in which the cores are coupled to the RC#1.
The improvement is negligible, and not proportional to the
additional number of basic functional units. This happens
because of the high TLP degree presented in the selected
workload. Their threads do not present enough instructions
that can be accelerated by the additional basic functional
units available in RC#2, so the amount of basic functional
units of RC#1 is adequate to satisfactorily explore the ILP
available in most applications of the selected workload.
Molecular dynamics (MD) is the one that best takes advantage
of the extra units of the RC#2, although it presents only
5% of performance improvements than RC#1. Jacobi and
LU executions show performance loss when using the RC#2
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Figure 5: Performance comparison among RC#1 and RC#2 setups.

setup. It happens because the DIM produces a different
amount of configurations for both setups. Due to the
dynamic behavior of DIM technique, it affects the address
cache storage producing more configuration misses in the
RC#2 setup. Therefore, since RC#2 does not show any
significant advantage over the RC#1, the RC#1 will be used
for the remaining experiments.

Figure 6 shows the performance evaluation when run-
ning the same application workload with two different data
set sizes, so it is possible to demonstrate that changing the
data set size does not affect the performance results shown in
Figure 4.

However, FFT and LU present a significant impact when
changing the data set size. Figure 7 shows this data in more
detail. FFT has a significant amount of sequential code re-
sponsible for data initialization. Thus, when we increase the
data set size, the initialization becomes more significant over

the whole application execution time. This behavior is more
evident in the multiprocessing system composed of 16 cores.

Regarding LU, the larger data set size provides a perfect
load balance with a great number of processors [21], as
observed in Figure 7. On the other hand, smaller data set
sizes increase the imbalance by splitting less blocks per
processor in each step of the factorization.

6.2. Energy Results Considering the Same Power Budget. In
Section 3.4, we have created a power budget to clarify the
advantages/disadvantages of instruction- and thread-level
parallelism exploitation. This way, we have also evaluated the
energy consumption of the selected benchmarks considering
the same power budget for both parallelism exploitations
(ILP and TLP+ILP). The power dissipation of the stand-
alone SparcV8 is 385.14 mWatts and the reconfigurable
core consumes 699.33 mWatts. Therefore, we have compared
the 8-core SparcV8 with the reconfigurable multiprocessing
system composed of 4 reconfigurable cores, since both
reach nearly 3 Watts of power dissipation. In addition,
these setups will help us to measure the contribution of
the proposed approach in reducing energy consumption,
since, as shown in Table 3, both setups provide almost the
same performance. Due to the high simulation time, we
choose three benchmarks from the application workload
to show the energy consumption of both approaches. This
application subset contains massive thread-level parallelism
applications (MD and Jacobi) as well as application that
shows considerable load unbalancing (LU).

Despite the fact that all applications provide massive
thread-level parallelism, since their performance scales
linearly as the number of cores increases, the proposed
approach consumes less Power than the multiprocessing
system composed of stand-alone SparcV8 in all benchmarks
evaluated. Energy savings are possible because, although
the power consumption of reconfigurable core is the same as
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the power presented in the multiprocessing system composed
of stand-alone SparcV8, the average power is lower, mainly
thanks to the use of sleep transistors to turn off idle
functional units of the reconfigurable data path. In addition,
although more power is spent because of the DIM hardware
and reconfigurable data path, total average power is reduced
since there are fewer memory accesses for instructions: once
they were translated to a data path configuration, they will
reside in the reconfiguration memory.

Disregarding the power budget proposed in this section,
we can compare the energy consumption of the 8-core
SparcV8 with the multiprocessing system composed of eight
reconfigurable cores. As can be seen in Table 4, the proposed

approach outperforms the 8-core SparcV8, on average, by
72% and still consumes 42% less energy. The main source,
besides the already mentioned, is the shorter execution time
of the mixed parallelism exploration.

7. Conclusions

This paper demonstrated that, although the instruction-
level parallelism (ILP) exploitation is reaching its limits and
multiprocessing system appears as a solution to accelerate
applications by exploring coarse grains of parallelism, there
are significant sequential parts of code that still must
be handled by ILP exploitation mechanisms. Therefore,
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Table 4: Energy consumption, in mJ, of both multiprocessing system and reconfigurable system on running MD, Jacobi and LU.

TLP ILP + TLP

4 cores 8 cores 16 cores 64 cores 4 cores 8 cores 16 cores 64 cores

MD 0.282 0.329 0.353 0.376 0.185 0.216 0.232 0.248

Jacobi 99.1 115.7 124.3 132.3 69.6 81.3 87.3 93.1

LU 0.167 0.194 0.232 0.330 0.113 0.132 0.157 0.227

Average 33.2 38.8 41.6 44.3 23.3 27.2 29.2 31.2

there is the need of mixed-grain parallelism exploitation
to achieve balanced performance improvements even for
applications that present dominant thread-level parallelism.
This paper presented such system: an adaptable ILP exploita-
tion mechanism, using reconfigurable logic, coupled to a
multiprocessing environment.
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Despite significant performance and power advantages compared to microprocessors, widespread usage of FPGAs has been limited
by increased design complexity. High-level synthesis (HLS) tools have reduced design complexity but provide limited support
for verification, debugging, and timing analysis. Such tools generally rely on inaccurate software simulation or lengthy register-
transfer-level simulations, which are unattractive to software developers. In this paper, we introduce HLS techniques that allow
application designers to efficiently synthesize commonly used ANSI-C assertions into FPGA circuits, enabling verification and
debugging of circuits generated from HLS tools, while executing in the actual FPGA environment. To verify that HLS-generated
circuits meet execution timing constraints, we extend the in-circuit assertion support for testing of elapsed time for arbitrary
regions of code. Furthermore, we generalize timing assertions to transparently provide hang detection that back annotates hang
occurrences to source code. The presented techniques enable software developers to rapidly verify, debug, and analyze timing for
FPGA applications, while reducing frequency by less than 3% and increasing FPGA resource utilization by 0.7% or less for several
application case studies on the Altera Stratix-II EP2S180 and Stratix-III EP3SE260 using Impulse-C. The presented techniques
reduced area overhead by as much as 3x and improved assertion performance by as much as 100% compared to unoptimized
in-circuit assertions.

1. Introduction

Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) show significant
power and performance advantages as compared to micro-
processors [1], but have not gained widespread acceptance
largely due to prohibitive application design complexity.
High-level synthesis (HLS) significantly reduces application
design complexity by enabling applications written in a high-
level language (HLL) such as C to be executed on FPGAs.
However, limited HLS support for verification, debugging,
and timing analysis has contributed to limited usage of such
tools.

For verification, designers using HLS can use assertion-
based verification (ABV), a widely used technique in elec-
tronic design automation (EDA) tools [2], to verify runtime
behavior by executing an application that contains assertions
against a testbench. However, assertion-based verification of
programs written in C using HLS tools, such as Impulse-C

[3] and Carte [4], is often limited to software simulation of
the FPGA’s portion of the code, which can be problematic
due to common inconsistencies between simulated behavior
and actual circuit behavior. Such inconsistencies most com-
monly result from timing differences between the software
thread-based simulation of the circuit and the actual FPGA
execution [5]. In some cases, these inconsistencies may cause
an application that behaves normally in software simulation
to never complete (i.e., hang) when executing on the FPGA.
Debugging an HLS-generated circuit to identify the cause of
such hangs is a significant challenge that currently requires
excessive designer effort.

Timing analysis, a procedure which determines if per-
formance constraints are met, is an additional limitation of
many HLS tools. Although timing analysis is widely used in
physical design tools, in many cases, HLS tools do not con-
sider timing constraints. Even worse, designers are unaware
of the performance of different regions of an HLS-generated
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circuit, which makes optimization more difficult. Although
timing measurements can be taken during high-level simu-
lation, such measurements are based on software simulation
and do not reflect actual circuit performance [6].

One potential solution to these verification, debugging,
and timing-analysis problems is for designers using HLS
to use postsynthesis register-transfer-level (RTL) simulation.
However, such an approach requires a designer to manu-
ally add assertions to HLS-generated hardware-description-
language (HDL) code, which is a cumbersome process (as
compared to adding assertions at the source level) and
there are numerous situations where such simulations may
be infeasible or undesirable. For example, a designer may
use HLS to create a custom core that is part of a larger
multiprocessor system that may be too complex to model
with cycle accuracy. Even if such modeling was realized, slow
simulation speeds can make such verification prohibitive to
many designers.

Ideally, designers could overcome these limitations by
specifying assertions in high-level code, which the HLS tool
could integrate into generated circuits to verify behavior and
timing, while also assisting with debugging. To achieve this
goal, we present HLS techniques to efficiently support in-
circuit assertions. These techniques enable a designer to use
assertions at the source level while checking the behavior
and timing of the application. Furthermore, we leverage
such assertions to enable a debugging technique referred
to as hang detection that reports the specific high-level
regions of code where a hang occurs. To realize these in-
circuit assertion-based techniques, this paper addresses sev-
eral key challenges: scalability, transparency, and portability.
Scalability (large numbers of assertions) and transparency
(low overhead) are interrelated challenges that are necessary
to enable thorough in-circuit assertions while minimizing
effects on program behavior. We address these challenges
by introducing optimizations to minimize performance and
area overhead, which could potentially be integrated into
any HLS tool. Portability of in-circuit assertion synthesis, for
verification or timing analysis, is critical because HLS tools
can target numerous platforms and must, therefore, avoid
platform-specific implementations. The presented tech-
niques achieve portability by communicating all assertion
failures over the HLS-provided communication channels.
Using a semiautomated framework that implements the
presented HLS techniques, we show that in-circuit assertions
can be used to rapidly identify bugs and violations of timing
constraints that do not occur during software simulation,
while only introducing a small overhead (e.g., reduction in
frequency on the order of less than 3% and increase in
FPGA resource utilization of 0.7% or less have been observed
with several application case studies on an Altera Stratix-
II EP2S180 and Stratix-III EP3SE260). Various case studies
with optimized assertions have shown a 3x reduction in
resource usage and improved assertion performance by as
much as 100% compared to unoptimized assertion synthesis.
Such work has the potential to improve designer productivity
and to enable the use of FPGAs by nonexperts who may
otherwise lack the skills required to verify and optimize HLS-
generated circuits.

This paper is presented as follows. Section 2 discusses
related work. Assertion-synthesis techniques and optimiza-
tions are explained in Section 3. Section 4 discusses timing
analysis. Hang detection is described in Section 5. Section 6
describes the experimental setup and framework used to
evaluate the presented techniques. Section 7 presents experi-
mental results. Section 8 provides conclusions.

2. Related Research

Many languages and libraries enable assertions in HDLs
during simulation, such as VHDL assertion statements,
SystemVerilog Assertions (SVA) [7], the Open Verification
Library (OVL) [8], and the Property Specification Language
(PSL) [9]. Previous work has also introduced in-circuit
assertions via hardware assertion checkers for each assertion
in a design. Tools targeted at ASIC design provide assertion
checkers using SVA [10], PSL [11], and OVL [12]. Academic
tools such as Camera’s debugging environment [13] and
commercial tools such as Temento’s DiaLite also provide
assertion checkers for HDL. Kakoee et al. show that in-circuit
assertions [12] can also improve reliability, with a higher
fault coverage than Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) for a
FIR filter and a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).

Logic analyzers such as Xilinx’s ChipScope [14] and
Altera’s SignalTap [15] can also be used for in-circuit
debugging. These tools can capture the values of HDL signals
and extract the data using a JTAG cable. However, the
results presented by these tools are not at the source level
of HLS tools. A source-level debugger has been built for
the Sea Cucumber synthesizing compiler [16] that enables
breakpoints and monitoring of variables in FPGAs. Our work
is complementary by enabling HLL assertions and can be
potentially be used with any HLS tool.

Checking timing constraints of HDL applications can
be performed with many of the methods mentioned above.
SVA, PSL, and OVL assertions can be used to check the
timing relationship between expected values of signals in an
HDL application [17]. A timed C-like language, TC (timed
C), has been developed for checking OVL assertions inserted
as C comments for use during modeling and simulation
[18]. In-circuit logic analyzers such as ChipScope [14] and
SignalTap [15] can also be used to trace application signals
and check timing constraints for signal values. The HLS
tool, Carte, provides timing macros [6] which return the
value of a 64-bit counter that is set to zero upon FPGA
reset. However, most HLS tools (including Impulse C) do
not provide this functionality. In-circuit implementation
of high-level assertions is a more general approach that
potentially supports any HLS tool and enables designers to
use ANSI-C assertions.

After a comprehensive literature search, we found no
previous work related to hang detection of HLS applica-
tions (except for the initial work [19] being extended by
this paper). Hang detection for microprocessors has been
implemented on FPGAs [20]. Nakka et al. [21] separate
hang detection for microprocessors into three categories.
First, Instruction-Count Heartbeat (ICH) detects a hung
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process not executing any instructions. Second, Infinite-
Loop Hang Detector (ILHD) detects a process which never
exits a loop. Finally, Sequential-Code Hang Detector (SCHD)
detects a process that never exits a loop because the target
address for the completion of a loop is corrupted. Although
similar detection categories could be used for hardware
processes generated by HLS tools, the methods needed for
hang detection are different; hardware processes typically
use state machines for control flow rather than using
instructions. The related work found for microprocessor
hang detection is typically used to increase reliability of the
system by terminating the hung process rather than to help
an application developer find the problematic line of code.

Although HDL assertions could be integrated into HLS-
generated HDL, such an approach has several disadvantages.
Any changes to the HLL source or a different version of
the HLS tool could cause changes to the generated HDL
(e.g., reorganization of code or renaming of signals), which
requires the developer to manually reinsert the assertions
into the new HDL. It is also possible that the developer
may not be able to program in HDL or the HLS tool
may encrypt or obfuscate generated HDL (e.g., Labview-
FPGA). HLL assertions for HLS avoid these problems by
adding assertions at the source level. Specifically, ANSI-C
[22] assertions were chosen to be synthesized to hardware,
since they are a standard assertion widely used by software
programmers. Synthesizing ANSI-C assertions would allow
existing assertions already written for software programs to
be checked while running in circuit.

HLS optimizations for assertions were originally intro-
duced in [19]. In this paper, we extend that work with
techniques for timing analysis and hang detection.

3. Assertion Synthesis and Optimizations

ANSI-C assertions, when combined with a testbench, can
be used as a verification methodology to define and test the
behavior of an application. Each individual assertion is used
to check a specific run-time Boolean expression that should
evaluate to true for a properly functioning application.
If the expression evaluates to false, the assertion prints
failure information to the standard error stream including
the file name, line number, function name, and expression
that failed; after this information is displayed, the program
aborts.

The presented HLS optimizations for in-circuit asser-
tions assume a system architecture consisting of at least one
microprocessor and FPGA and an application modeled as
a task graph. These assumptions are common to existing
HLS approaches [3]; therefore, the discussed techniques
are potentially widely applicable with minor changes for
different languages or tools.

In-circuit assertions are integrated into the application
by generating a single assertion checker for each assertion and
an assertion notification function, as shown in the top right
hand side of Figure 1. The assertion checker implements the
corresponding Boolean assertion condition by fetching all
data, computing all intermediate values, and signaling the
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Figure 1: Assertion framework.

assertion notification function upon failure. The assertion
notification function is responsible for printing information
regarding all assertion failures and halting the application.

The assertion notification function can run simulta-
neously with the application as a task waiting for failure
messages from the assertion checkers. The task is defined
essentially as a large switch statement per communication
channel that implements one case for each hardware-
mapped assertion. Although a hardware/software partition-
ing algorithm could potentially map the assertion notifica-
tion function task to either hardware or software, typically,
the assertion notification function will be implemented in
software due to the need to communicate with standard
error. Although the added HLS communication channels in
the task graph could greatly increase the I/O requirements
for hardware/software communication, such a situation is
avoided by time multiplexing all communication over a
single physical I/O channel (e.g., PCIe bus, single pin).
Performance overhead due to this time multiplexing should
be minimal or even nonexistent (depending on the HLS tool)
since ANSI-C assertions only send messages upon failure and
halt the program after the first failed assertion.

One potential method to synthesize assertion checkers
into circuits is described as follows. Semantically, an assert
is similar to an if statement. Thus, assertions could be
synthesized by converting each assertion into an if statement,
where the condition for the if statement is the complemented
assertion condition, and the body of the if statement
transfers all failure information to the assertion notification
function. Although such a straightforward conversion of
assert statements may be appropriate for some applications,
in general, this conversion will result in significant area
and performance overhead. To deal with this overhead, we
present three categories of optimizations that improve the
scalability and transparency of in-circuit assertions, which
are described in the following sections.

3.1. Assertion Parallelization. To maximize transparency of
in-circuit assertions, the circuit for the assertion checker
should have a minimal effect on the performance of the
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b1s1: input stream read

b1s2

b1s3

b1s4: output stream write

Figure 2: Application’s state machine without assertion.

original application. However, by synthesizing assertions via
direct conversion to if statements, the synthesis tool modifies
the application’s control-flow graph and resulting state
machine, which adds an arbitrarily long delay depending
on the complexity of the assertion statement. For Impulse-
C, the delay of the assertion assert(( j <= 0 || a[0] ==
i)&&(b[0] == 2 || i > 0)) can be shown by comparing
the corresponding subset of the application’s state machine
before (Figure 2) and after (Figure 3) the assertion is added.
For this example, the assertion can add up to seven cycles
of delay to the original application for each execution of the
assertion. While seven cycles may be acceptable for some
applications, if this assertion occurred in a performance-
critical loop, the assertion could potentially reduce the
loop’s rate (i.e., the reciprocal of throughput) to 12.5% of
its original single-cycle performance, which could signifi-
cantly affect how application components interact with each
other.

HLS tools can minimize the effect of assertions on the
application’s control-flow graph by executing the assertions
in parallel with the original application. To perform this
optimization, HLS can convert each assertion statement into
a separate task (e.g., a process in Impulse-C) that enables
the original application task to continue execution while the
assertion is evaluated. Instead of waiting for the assertion, the
application simply transfers data needed by the assertion task
and then proceeds.

For the previous assertion example, the optimization
reduced the overhead from seven cycles to a single cycle
as shown in Figure 4. The optimization was unable to
completely eliminate overhead due to resource contention
for shared block RAMs. Such overhead is incurred when
the assertion task and the application task simultaneously
require access to a shared resource.

b1s2

b3s0

b3s1

b4s0 b5s0

b5s1

b6s0 b7s0

b9s0

b10s0: assertion stream write

b11s0

b11s1: output stream write

Overhead

b1s1: input stream read

b8s0

b2s0

Figure 3: Application’s state machine with unoptimized, serial
assertion.

3.2. Resource Replication. As mentioned in the previous
section, resource contention between assertions and the
application can lead to performance overhead even when
assertions are executed in parallel. To minimize this over-
head, HLS can perform resource replication by duplicating
shared resources.

For example, arrays in C can be synthesized into block
RAMs. A common source of overhead is due to the limited
number of ports on block RAMs that are simultaneously
used by both the application tasks and assertion tasks. When
accessing different locations of the block RAM, the circuit
must time-multiplex the data to appropriate tasks, which
causes performance overhead. HLS can effectively increase
the number of ports by replicating the shared block RAMs,
such that all replicated instances are updated simultaneously
by a single task. This optimization ensures that all replicated
instances contain the same data, while enabling an arbitrary
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Figure 4: State machine with parallel assertion.

number of tasks to access data from the shared resource
without delay.

Resource replication provides the ability to reduce per-
formance overhead at the cost of increased area overhead.
Such tradeoffs are common to HLS optimizations and are
typically enabled by user-specified optimization strategies
(i.e., optimize for performance as opposed to area). One
potential limitation of resource replication is that for a large
number of replicated resources, the increased area overhead
could eventually reduce the clock speed, which may outweigh
the reduced cycle delays. However, for the case study in
Section 7.2.3, resource replication improved performance by
33% allowing the application’s pipeline rate to remain the
same.

3.3. Resource Sharing. Whereas the previous two optimiza-
tions dealt with performance overhead, in-circuit assertions
can also have a large area overhead. Although an assertion
checker circuit will generally cause some overhead due to the
need to evaluate the assertion condition, HLS can minimize
the overhead by sharing resources between assertions. For
example, if a particular task has ten assertions with a
multiplication in the condition, resource sharing could
potentially share a single multiplier among all the assertions.

Although resource sharing is a common HLS opti-
mization [23] for individual tasks, sharing resources across
assertions adds several challenges due to the requirement
that all statements sharing resources must be guaranteed to
not require the resources at the same time. For task-graph-
based applications, assertions may occur in different tasks
at different times, which prevents a HLS tool from statically
detecting mutually exclusive execution of all assertions.

Due to this limitation, HLS can potentially apply
existing resource-sharing techniques to assertions within
nonpipelined regions of individual tasks, because those
assertions are guaranteed to not start at the same time.
However, due to the assertion parallelization optimization,
different starting times for two assertions do not guarantee

that their execution does not overlap. For example, an
assertion with a complex condition may not complete
execution before a later assertion requires a shared resource.
To deal with this situation, HLS can implement all assertions
that share resources as a pipeline that can start a new
assertion every cycle. Although this pipeline will add latency
to all assertions in the same task that require access to the
shared resources, such latency does not affect the application
and only delays the notification of program failure. This
technique of pipeline assertion checking is evaluated in
Section 7.2.1.

Resource sharing could potentially be extended to sup-
port an arbitrary number of simultaneous assertions in
multiple tasks by synthesizing a pipelined assertion checker
circuit that implements a group of simultaneous assertions.
To prevent simultaneous access to shared resources, the
circuit could buffer data from different assertions using
FIFOs (e.g., one buffer per assertion) and then process
the data from the FIFOs in a round-robin manner. This
extension requires additional consideration of appropriate
buffer sizes to avoid having to stall the application tasks
and an appropriate partitioning of assertions into assertion
checker circuits, which we leave as future work.

In some cases, resource sharing may improve perfor-
mance in addition to reducing area overhead by enabling
placement and routing to achieve a faster clock due to fewer
resources. However, resource sharing will at some point
experience diminishing returns and may eventually increase
clock frequency due to a large increase in multiplexers and
other steering logic.

4. In-Circuit Timing-Analysis Assertions

For applications with real-time requirements, particularly
in embedded systems, verification must guarantee that
all timing constraints are met (a process referred to as
timing analysis) in addition to checking the correctness of
application behavior. If an HLS-generated application does
not meet timing constraints during execution, then it would
be helpful to know the location of the section of code that
is violating constraints in order to focus optimization effort.
However, determining the performance of an HLS-generated
application can be difficult. HLS tools, such as Impulse-
C and Carte, provide some compile-time feedback about
the rate and latency of a pipelined loop, but it is largely
unknown how many cycles a particular line of code will
require. While it is possible to determine the number of
cycles a line (or lines) of code will take by examining the
HDL generated by the tool, delay can be data dependent,
as shown in the possible traversals of the state machine
generated by the evaluation of the conditional statement
i f (( j <= 0 || a[0] == i)&&(b[0] == 2 || i > 0))
in Figure 3). However, such a process requires significant
designer effort and requires the designer to have knowledge
of the HLS-generated code. While a delay range for the
computation in each line of code could be provided by the
HLS tool via static analysis, the delay of communication
calls cannot be determined by static analysis. Software
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simulation cannot provide accurate timing due to timing
differences between thread execution on the microprocessor
and execution on the FPGA. In this section, we describe the
additional concepts and methods needed to extend in-circuit
assertions to perform timing analysis for applications built
with HLS tools.

Figure 5 illustrates usage of timing-analysis assertions for
an audio filtering application designed with a HLS tool. In
this example, the application designer has determined that
the filter takes too long to execute on the FPGA by measuring
the time to run the application on the FPGA. However,
the application designer is unsure of which part of the
application in the FPGA is not meeting timing constraints.
Using timing-analysis assertions, the application designer
can check the timing of different application regions in the
FPGA, as shown in the figure in addition to the case study in
Section 7.5. Data-dependent delays can be checked to see if
they are within bounds for each loop iteration. Although not
shown in the figure, the same method can be used to check
streaming communication calls for delays caused by buffers
becoming full or empty.

In order to enable ANSI-C assertions to check the timing
of an application, time must be accessible via a variable. In C,
time is typically determined via a function call. In Figure 5,
the ANSI-C function, clock, is used to return the current time
in cycles. To measure the time of a section of code, the clock
function should be called before and after that section of
code, with the difference between the two times providing
the execution time (in cycles). To perform timing analysis,
an assertion can be used to check a comparison between
the expected time and the measured time. For example, in
Figure 5, the code in the loop for each filter is expected to
take less than 100 cycles.

For timing-analysis assertions, time can potentially be
represented in many different formats. However, returning
time in terms of cycles will require the least amount of over-
head. The ANSI-C library provides the clock timing function
that returns the number of clock ticks that have elapsed
since the program started. However, for C programmers who
may want to express time in terms of seconds rather than
cycles, the ANSI-C constant expression CLOCKS PER SEC
can be used to convert clock ticks to time in seconds.
The clock frequency of the FPGA could be determined by
comparison with timestamps sent from the CPU. However,
an assertion may need to be checked on the first cycle after an
FPGA restart. Since determining the frequency of the FPGA
automatically could take too long, a preprocessor constant
FPGA FREQ is used to define the FPGA frequency in Hz.

The type defined for representing clock ticks in ANSI-C is
clock t that typically corresponds to a long integer. For added
flexibility when used in hardware, time can be returned and
stored as a 32-bit or 64-bit value. A 64-bit value is used by
default. To select a 32-bit value, the preprocessor constant
CLOCK T 32 must be defined in the code. A 32-bit value can
be used to reduce overhead but will overflow after 43 seconds
for a clock speed of 100 MHz. During software simulation,
the assertions using timing information are ignored, which
allows simulation to check correctness of the application
while ignoring the timing of the microprocessor.

To enable synthesis of timing assertions, a counter, which
is set to zero upon reset, is added in each hardware process
that contains a clock statement. The value returned by the
clock statement is generated by latching the counter signal for
each transition of the state machine. Use of a latched counter
signal ensures that the timer value is consistently taken at the
beginning of each state transition for states that execute more
than one cycle.

One potential problem with this approach is that HLS
tools often reorder statements to maximize parallelism.
Therefore, clock statements could potentially be reordered
leading to incorrect timing results. However, such a problem
is easily addressed by making a synthesis tool aware of
clock statements. In this paper, we alternatively evaluated
the techniques using instrumentation due to the inability
to modify commercial HLS tools. Although instrumentation
could experience reordering problems, for the evaluated
examples, reordering of clock statements did not occur.

5. Hang-Detection Assertions

A common problem with FPGA applications is a failure
to finish execution, which is often referred to as hanging.
Common causes of hanging include infinite loops, syn-
chronization deadlock, blocking communication calls that
wait indefinitely to send or receive data, and so forth.
Determining the cause of a hanging application, referred
to as hang detection, is difficult for HLS-generated FPGA
designs. While a debugger could be used to trace down
the problem during software simulation, the inaccuracies
of software simulation can miss hangs that occur during
FPGA execution. To deal with this problem, we extend in-
circuit assertions to enable hang detection for HLS-generated
application.

One challenge of hang detection using assertions is that it
is assumed that the assertion will eventually be checked. If the
application waits indefinitely for a line of code to finish (e.g.,
an infinitely blocking communication call) then a different
detection method is needed, since the assertion after the
hung line will never be executed as shown in Figure 6(a).
Without some mechanism to alert the developer to the cur-
rent state of the program, it will be difficult to pinpoint the
problem. For example, in the filter application (see Figure 7),
the source of the problem that is causing the application to
hang could be in any of the software or hardware processes.

One potential solution is to use assertions in a counter-
intuitive way by adding assertions periodically throughout
the code that are designed to fail (i.e., assert(0)). By also
defining the NABORT flag, failed assertions will not cause the
application to abort, which allows the developer to manually
create an application heartbeat (i.e., a signal sent as a
notification that the process is alive) that traces the execution
of the application on the FPGA as shown in Figure 6(b).
In the filter application example, multiple assertions would
need to be placed in strategic locations in each FPGA process
to determine the events that take place before the application
hangs. The resolution (in terms of lines of code) would be
determined by how many assertions are used. Unfortunately,
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Figure 5: Using timing-analysis assertions with a filter application.
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Figure 6: Manually using ANSI-C assertions for hang detection.

if a large number of assertions are used, then large amounts
of communication and FPGA resources could be used by
the assertions. Although this approach works, it requires
significant designer effort and has large overhead.

To reduce effort and overhead, we present a more
automated method of hang detection that does not require
user instrumentation and instead uses watchdog timers to

monitor the time between changes of the signals that repre-
sent the state of the hardware process. The monitoring circuit
has software-accessible registers that contain the current state
of all hardware process and the state of any hardware process
that it has detected as hung. Hang detection is triggered using
a watchdog timer for a hardware process that signals when
a state takes longer than a user-defined number of cycles;
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the assertion pragma, #pragma assert FPGA watch dog, sets
this timeout period, which is reset anytime a state transition
occurs. The watchdog timer is sized to be just large enough
to hold the cycle count given in the pragma to reduce FPGA
resource and frequency overhead. In software, a separate
thread is spawned to monitor the hardware hang detector
to check for hung states (i.e., expired watchdog timers). If
a hardware process has hung, then the state in the registers is
matched to the corresponding line of code via a lookup table
generated by parsing an intermediate translation file (both
Impulse C and Carte create these files). The state of all other
hardware processes are given for reference.

In software, many HLS applications will wait indefinitely
at some point in its execution for the FPGA to respond
with some form of communication or synchronization. For
those applications, hangs caused in the FPGA hardware will
also cause the software to hang on the communication or
synchronization API call for the FPGA. Although traditional
debugging tools can be used to detect these hangs in software,
software hang detection is provided to monitor the HLS API
calls for convenience. A thread is spawned for all API calls of
the HLS tool. The thread will check if the API call finishes
within a time period set by the assertion pragma, #pragma
assert API watch dog. If the API call takes longer than the
timeout period, then the current line of code for the API call
and all hardware processes will be printed to standard output
and the program will abort.

This automated approach simplifies the addition of hang
detection to an application, as shown for the filter application
in Figure 7 and case study in Section 7.6, compared to man-
ually adding assert(0) statements. Two assertion pragmas
are added to the application before instrumentation to set
the watchdog timeout periods in hardware and software.
Although hangs can be caused by the interaction between
two or more (hardware or software) processes, providing the
state of the hung process along with the current state of all
other hardware processes can greatly narrow down the source
of problem.

Several improvements can be added to further enhance
hang detection of HLS applications. The feedback given to
the application developer can be increased by reporting more
than the last state of each process in the FPGA. For example,
a trace buffer could be added of a user-defined size that
would capture the sequence of state that occurred before the
hardware process hung. Also, infinite loops in a hardware
process will only trigger software API hang detection. Since
infinite loops will not stay in a single state to trigger the hang-
detection method mentioned above, detection of infinite
loops in hardware could also be incorporated by adding a
second counter for each process that is dedicated to counting
the number of cycles spent in states that are known to be
inside one or more loops. The overhead of hang detection
could be reduced by allowing the user to select which
processes to monitor. The hang detection counters could
be removed for some or all processes, while still allowing
the current state of the process to be periodically retrieved
or retrieved by software API hang detection. This approach
would give the user the option to customize hang detection
to fit for designs that nearly fill the FPGA.

6. Assertion Framework

To evaluate the assertion-synthesis techniques, we created a
prototype tool framework for Impulse-C that implements
the techniques via instrumentation of HLL and HDL code.
It should be noted that we use instrumentation because we
are unable to modify the proprietary Impulse-C tool. All of
the techniques are fully automatable and ideally would be
directly integrated into an HLS tool.

6.1. Unoptimized Assertion Framework. To implement basic
in-circuit assertion functionality, the framework uses HLL
instrumentation to convert assert statements into HLS-
compliant code in three main stages. First, the C code for the
FPGA is parsed to find functions containing assertion state-
ments, converting any assertion statements to an equivalent if
statement. A false evaluation produces a message that will be
retrieved from the FPGA by the CPU, uniquely identifying
the assertion. Next, communication channels are generated
to transfer these messages from the FPGA to the CPU. Finally,
the assertion notification function is defined as a software
function executing on the CPU to receive, decode, and
display failed assertions using the ANSI-C output format. An
example of this automated code instrumentation is shown in
Figure 8.

To notify the user of an assertion failure, the framework
uses an error code that uniquely identifies the failed assertion
based on the line number and file name of the assertion.
Once the assertion notification function decodes the asser-
tion identifier, the user is notified by printing to the standard
error stream by the CPU for the current framework. The
framework could be extended to work without a CPU by
having the assertion identifier stored to memory, displayed
on an LCD, or even flashed as a sequence on an LED by
the FPGA. Alternatively, an FPGA could potentially use a
softcore processor.

Note that other changes are needed to route the stream
to the CPU, such as API calls to create and maintain the
stream. The stream must also be added as a parameter
to the function. The output of the framework is valid
Impulse-C code, allowing further modifications to the source
code with no other changes to the Impulse-C tool flow.
Once verification of the application is finished, the constant
NDEBUG can be used to disable all assertions and reduce
the FPGA resource overhead for the final application. An
additional nonstandard constant NABORT can be used to
allow the application to continue instead of aborting due to
an assertion failure.

6.2. Assertion Framework Optimizations. In order to evaluate
the optimizations presented in Section 3, a hybrid mix
of manual HLL and HDL instrumentation was used. To
enable assertion parallelization (Section 3.1), the framework
modifies the HLL code to move assertions into a separate
Impulse-C process. The framework introduces temporary
variables to extract data needed by the assertion. HDL
instrumentation then connects the temporary variables and
trigger conditions between processes. The results of this
optimization can be found in Section 7.2.
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int identifier = 17;
co stream write(stream name,

& identifier, sizeof(int32));

Source Code (hardware)

co stream read(stream name,
& identifier, sizeof(int32));

case 17:

assert(a[0] != 1); // line 17

Conversion (hardware)

Conversion (software)

if(!(a[0] != 1)){

}

switch(identifier) {

fprintf(stderr,“memtest hw.c:17:”
“Assertion ’a[0] != 1’ failed.\n”);

Figure 8: HLL assertion instrumentation.

Resource replication, described in Section 3.2, was per-
formed using manual HLL instrumentation. An extra array
was added to the source code that performed the same writes
as the original array but reads were only performed by the
assertion, as shown in Section 7.3.

The following manual hybrid instrumentation was used
to evaluate resource sharing as described in Section 3.3.
Although resource sharing could potentially be applied
to any shared resource, we evaluate the optimization for
shared communication channels, which are common to all
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Impulse-C applications. HLL instrumentation creates a
streaming communication channel per Impulse-C process
and sends the identifier of the assertion upon assertion
failure. Creating a streaming communication channel per
Impulse-C process can become expensive in terms of
resources if a large number of Impulse-C processes contain
assertions. To reduce the number of streams created for
each process, a single bit of the stream is used per assertion
to indicate if an assertion has failed. This technique allows
Impulse-C processes to more efficiently utilize the streaming
communication channels. When streaming communication
resources are shared, a separate process is created via HLL
instrumentation that can handle failure signals from up to
32 assertions per process if a 32-bit communication channel
is used. For example, if all 32 assertions fail simultaneously,
then all 32 bits of the communication channel will simul-
taneously be asserted. The failure signals are connected to
assertions using HDL instrumentation for efficiency. The
overhead reduction associated with using this technique is
explored in the case study that is presented in Section 7.4.

6.3. Timing-Analysis and Hang-Detection Extensions. Semi-
automatic hybrid instrumentation was used to support
timing functions presented in Section 4. Impulse-C does not
support ANSI-C library calls so the clock function calls must
be removed. A placeholder variable is declared and used
in place of the clock statement in the source code. After
hardware generation, a Perl script is used to instrument the
HDL. A counter is added in each hardware process that
contains a clock statement, which is set to zero upon reset. A
second signal is added to the process that latches the counter
signal upon transition of the state machine. The placeholder
variable, synthesized into a signal with a similar name in
HDL, is replaced with the latched counter signal.

Semiautomatic hybrid instrumentation was used for
hang detection in Section 5. For software hang detection, a
wrapper was added around each of the Impulse-C library API
calls which added the threaded hang detection. The modified
software API calls required extra parameters for access to the
hardware hang-detection registers. Automatic parsing of the
xhw file generated by Impulse-C allows states to be converted
to line numbers. For hardware hang detection, a hardware
process supporting register transfer to software is automat-
ically added to the source code. After Impulse-C generates
the HDL, the state machine signals of all other hardware
processes are automatically routed into the hang-detection
process. The hang-detection circuit is then manually added
by overwriting part of the register transfer process.

Although many of the steps for adding timing-analysis
and hang-detection instrumentation were manual, all of
the steps could be automated via Perl scripts. Ideally,
modification to the Impulse-C tool would be made instead
of instrumenting source and intermediate code. However,
because Impulse-C is proprietary, such modification was not
possible for this work.

6.4. HLS Tool and Platform. The framework currently
uses Impulse-C. Impulse-C is a high-level synthesis tool

to convert a program written in a subset of ANSI-C to
hardware in an FPGA. Impulse-C is primarily designed
for streaming applications based upon the communicating
sequential process model but also supports shared memory
communication [5]. Speedups can be achieved in Impulse-
C applications by running multiple sequential process in
parallel, pipelining loops, and adding custom HDL-coded
functions calls.

Quartus 9 was used for synthesis, and implementation of
the Impulse-C-generated circuits. The target platforms are
the XtremeData XD1000 [24] containing a dual-processor
motherboard with an Altera Stratix-II EP2S180 FPGA in
one of the Opteron sockets and the Novo-G supercomputer
[25] at University of Florida containing 48 GiDEL PROCStar
III [26] cards each with four Stratix-III EP3SE260. Impulse
C 3.3 is used for the XD1000 while Impulse-C 3.6 with
an in-house platform support package is used for Novo-G.
Although the XD1000 and Novo-G are high-performance
computing platforms, Impulse-C also supports embedded
PowerPC and MicroBlaze processors [5]. Furthermore,
Novo-G and the XD1000 are representative of FPGA-based
embedded systems that combine CPUs with one or more
FPGAs. The presented overhead results would likely be
similar for other embedded platforms, assuming similar
Impulse-C wrapper implementations.

Although we currently evaluate HLS assertions using
Impulse-C, the techniques are easily extended to support
other languages. For example, in Carte, Impulse-C’s stream-
ing transfers would be replaced with DMA transfers. The
software-based assertion notification function (see Figure 1)
would then need to monitor Carte’s FPGA function calls
for failed assertions as opposed to monitoring Impulse-C’s
FPGA processes.

7. Experimental Results

This section presents experimental results that evaluate the
utility and overhead of the presented assertion synthesis,
timing analysis and hang detection. Section 7.1 motivates
the need for in-circuit assertions by illustrating a case study
where assertions pass during simulation but fail during
FPGA execution. Section 7.2 illustrates the performance
and overhead improvements of the assertion parallelization
optimization. Section 7.3 evaluates performance benefits of
resource replication. Section 7.4 evaluates the scalability of
assertions in terms of resource and frequency overhead
by applying resource sharing optimizations to the com-
munication channels. Section 7.5 presents the overhead of
using assertions for timing analysis. Section 7.6 evaluates two
hang-detection methods used on an application that fails to
complete.

The designs used in the case studies occupy a relatively
small part of the FPGA (24% of logic used in Section 7.5).
Designs with higher resource utilization may lead to greater
performance degradation and resource overhead of asser-
tions due to increased difficulty in placement and, routing
for example. In addition, resource replication might not be
applicable for designs that are almost full.
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1 co unit64 c2, c1;
2 co int32 address, array[20], out;
3 c2 = 4294967286; c1 = 4294967296;
4 if (c2 > c1) address = c2 – c1;
5 else address = 0;
6 assert(address >= 0);
7 out = user(address);
8 assert((30 > out) && (out > 20));
9 array[address] = out;

Algorithm 1: In-circuit verification example.

7.1. Detecting Simulation Inconsistencies. In this section,
we illustrate how assertions can be used for in-circuit
verification and debugging to catch inconsistencies between
software simulation and FPGA execution of an application.
The code in Algorithm 1 shows how assertion statements
can be used for in-circuit verification by identifying bugs
not found using software simulation. The first assertion is
used to detect a translation mistake from source code to
hardware (it is possible for a translation mistake to also have
an effect on an assertion) . The assertion statement (line
6) never fails in simulation but fails when executed on the
XD1000 platform. Upon inspection of the generated HDL,
it is observed that Impulse-C performs an erroneous 5-bit
comparison of c2 and c1 (line 4). The 64-bit comparison
of 4294967286 > 4294967296 (which evaluates to false)
becomes a 5-bit comparison of 22 > 0 (which evaluates to
true), allowing the array address to become negative (line 4).
In contrast, the simulator executing the source code on the
CPU sets the address to zero (line 5). Impulse C will generate
a correct comparison when c1 and c2 are 32-bit variables.

The second assertion (line 8) is used to check the output
of an external HDL function (line 7), which is used to
gain extra performance over HLS generated HDL. When an
external HDL function is used, the developer must provide
a C source equivalent for software simulation. However, the
behavior and timing of the C source for simulation may
differ from the behavior of the external HDL function during
hardware execution, again demonstrating a need for in-
circuit verification.

For demonstration purposes, this example case is inten-
tionally simplistic and similar conclusions could be drawn
using a cycle-accurate HDL simulator. However, in practice,
inconsistencies caused by the timing of interaction between
the CPU and FPGA would be very difficult to model in a
cycle-accurate simulator.

7.2. Assertion Parallelization Optimization. This section
provides results for the parallelization optimization of
assertions. Section 7.2.1 shows improvements from opti-
mization for Triple-DES encryption. Section 7.2.2 shows
optimization improvements for edge-detection. While the
applications in the previous sections evaluate frequency
overhead, Section 7.2.3 evaluates state machine performance
overhead (in terms of additional cycles) and optimization
improvements.

Table 1: Triple-DES assertion overhead.

EP2S180 Original Assert Difference

Logic used 13677 13851 +174

(out of 143520) (9.53%) (9.65%) (+0.12%)

Comb. ALUT 7929 8025 +96

(out of 143520) (5.52%) (5.59%) (+0.07%)

Registers 10019 10055 +36

(out of 143520) (6.98%) (7.01%) (+0.03%)

Block RAM 222912 223488 +576

(9383040 bits) (2.37%) (2.38%) (+0.01%)

Block interconnect 24657 24878 +221

(out of 536440) (4.60%) (4.64%) (+0.04%)

Frequency (MHz) 145.7 142.0 −3.7 (−2.54%)

7.2.1. DES Case Study. The first application case study
shows the area and clock frequency overhead associated
with adding performance optimized assertion statements
to a Triple-DES [27] application provided by Impulse-C,
which sends encrypted text files to the FPGA to be decoded.
Two assertion statements were added in a performance
critical region of the application to verify that the decrypted
characters are within the normal bounds of an ASCII text
file. Table 1 shows all sources of overhead, including the
streaming communication channels generated by Impulse-C
for sending failed assertions back to the CPU. The overhead
numbers were found to be quite modest, with resource usage
increasing by at most 0.12% of the device and the maximum
clock frequency dropping by less than 4 MHz.

For this case study, the optimized assertions were checked
in a separate pipeline process to reduce the overhead
generated by the assertion comparison. Assertion failures
are sent by another process to ensure that assertions can
be checked each cycle. The state machine of the application
remained unchanged because the optimized assertions were
checked in a separate task working in parallel with the
application. Since the application’s state machine remained
the same, the only performance overhead comes from the
maximum clock frequency reduction. The resource overhead
for optimized assertions actually decreased as compared
to unoptimized assertions. The ALUT (Adaptive Look-Up
Table) and routing resources needed by Quartus to achieve
a maximum frequency of 144.7 MHz for unoptimized asser-
tions was 0.06% greater than the ALUT and routing resources
need for optimized assertions that achieved a maximum
frequency of 142 MHz.

7.2.2. Edge-Detection Case Study. The following case study
integrates performance optimized assertions into an edge-
detection application. The edge-detection application, pro-
vided by Impulse-C, reads a 16-bit grayscale bitmap file on
the microprocessor, processes it with pipelined 5 × 5 image
kernels on the FPGA, and streams the image containing edge-
detection information back. Since the FPGA is programmed
to process an image of a specific size, two assertions were
added to check that the image size (height and width)
received by the FPGA matches the hardware configuration.
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Table 2: Edge-detection assertion overhead.

EP2S180 Original Assert Difference

Logic used 12250 12273 +23

(out of 143520) (8.54%) (8.56%) (+0.02%)

Comb. ALUT 6726 6809 +83

(out of 143520) (4.69%) (4.75%) (+0.06%)

Registers 9371 9417 +46

(out of 143520) (6.53%) (6.56%) (+0.03%)

Block RAM 141120 141696 +576

(9383040 bits) (1.50%) (1.51%) (+0.01%)

Block interconnect 19904 19994 +90

(out of 536440) (3.71%) (3.73%) (+0.02%)

Frequency (MHz) 77.5 79.3 +1.8 (+2.32%)

The assertions were added in a region of the application
that was not performance critical. As shown in Table 2, the
overhead numbers for this case study were also modest, with
resource usage increasing by at most 0.06% on the EP2S180.

For the edge-detection case study, the optimized asser-
tions were checked in a separate process to reduce the
overhead generated by the assertion comparison. Since
the applications state machine remained the same, and
maximum clock frequency did not reduce, the application
did not incur any performance overhead due to the addition
of the assertions. The frequency increase is likely due to
randomness in placement and routing results of similar
designs. The performance optimization of the assertions
increased ALUT resource utilization from 0.03% to 0.06%
on the EP2S180.

7.2.3. State Machine Overhead Analysis. This section presents
a generalized analysis of performance overhead caused
by adding assertions with a single comparison and the
performance improvement via optimizations. The results
in this section present overhead in terms of cycles and
exclude changes to clock frequency, which was discussed
in the previous section. We evaluate single-comparison
assertions to determine a lower bound on the optimization
improvements. To measure the performance overhead of
adding assertions, we examine the state machines and
pipelines generated by Impulse-C. Impulse-C allows loops
(e.g., for loops or while loops) to be pipelined. Assertions
added to a pipeline can modify the pipeline’s characteristics.
Each pipeline generated by Impulse-C has a latency (time
in cycles for one iteration of a loop to complete) and rate
(time in cycles needed to finish the next loop iteration).
Assertions that are not in a pipelined loop will add latency
(i.e., one or more additional states) to the state machine
that preserves the control flow of the application. As stated
in Section 6.2, assertions can be optimized to reduce or
eliminate the overhead of assertions in terms of additional
clock cycles required to finish application execution. These
optimizations move the comparisons to a separate Impulse-
C process so that they can be checked in parallel with
the application. Any remaining clock cycle overhead after

Table 3: Single-comparison assertion.

Latency Overhead

Assertion data structure Unoptimized Optimized

Scalar variable 1 0

Array (non-consecutive) 1 0

Array (consecutive) 2 1

Table 4: Pipelined single-comparison assertion.

Overhead

Unoptimized Optimized

Assertion data structure Latency Rate Latency Rate

Scalar variable 1 1 0 0

Array 2 1 1 0

optimization comes from the data movement needed for
assertion checking.

Table 3 shows the latency overhead for nonpipelined,
single comparison assertions. In most cases, assertions with
these comparisons will increase latency by one cycle. With
optimizations, this latency overhead is reduced to zero since
extracting data in most cases will not add latency to the
application. In the case where an array is consecutively
accessed temporally by the application and an assertion,
an unoptimized assertion will have a latency overhead of
two cycles because of block RAM port limitations. With
optimizations, this latency overhead is reduced to one cycle
to extract data from the array or block RAM. For more
complex assertions, the latency will increase for unoptimized
assertions while the latency for optimized assertions will
remain the same, as seen when comparing Figures 3 and 4.
Even with the multiple array accesses in assert(( j <= 0 ||
a[0] == i)&&(b[0] == 2 || i > 0)), only one cycle is needed
to retrieve the array data.

Table 4 shows pipeline latency and rate overhead
observed for a single comparison. Adding an unoptimized
assertion using a scalar variable to a pipelined loop increased
the latency from 2 to 3, resulting in an overhead of one cycle,
and degraded the rate from 1 to 2 for the pipeline. Although
the rate overhead was a single cycle, this corresponds to a 2x
slowdown in performance because the throughput is reduced
to half of the original loop. This overhead comes from
adding a streaming communication call. For the optimized
assertion, the streaming communication call was moved to a
separate process that reduced the latency and rate overhead
to zero, resulting in a 2x speedup compared to the unop-
timized assertions. For assertions using arrays in pipelined
loops, adding an assertion caused a 2-cycle latency overhead
that increased the latency from 2 to 4. The assertion reduced
the rate from 2 to 3, which is a one cycle rate overhead that
corresponds to a 50% reduction in performance.

7.3. Resource Replication Optimization. As mentioned in
Section 7.2.3, Table 4 shows pipeline latency and rate over-
head observed for a single comparison. For assertions used
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in pipelined loops checking an array data structure, the
assertion overhead was reduced via resource replication by
adding an additional array to the process dedicated read
access to the assertion as described in Section 6.2. With a
duplicate array, only the latency increased from 2 to 3 and
the rate remained the same which corresponds to a 33%
rate improvement over the nonoptimized version. A similar
improvement could be gained for a nonpipelined assertion
that checks multiple indexes to the same array.

7.4. Resource Sharing Optimization. This section demon-
strates the improvement in scalability from resource sharing
optimization techniques. We evaluate scalability by measur-
ing the resource and clock frequency overhead incurred by
adding assertions to a large number of Impulse-C processes,
providing an extremely pessimistic scenario in terms of
overhead. A single assertion is added per process which
results in a separate streaming communication channel for
each process. A single greater than comparison is made
per process, generally requiring only minor changes to the
process state machine. In this study, the application consists
of a simple streaming loopback as shown in Figure 9. The
loopback also stores the value and retrieves the value at each
stage. Each process added to the application adds an extra
stage in the loopback (e.g., for 4 FPGA processes shown as L
in Figure 9, incoming data would be passed from the input
to the FPGA, passing through each of the processes before
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being returned to the CPU). The assertion in each process
ensures the number being passed is greater than zero. Each
process adds overhead in terms of an assertion shown as A in
Figure 9 and an extra Impulse-C streaming communication
channel shown as C in Figure 9 to notify the CPU of failed
assertions. For a 32-bit stream, up to 32 assertions can be
connected to the streaming communication channel before a
new streaming communication channel is needed.

Using the previously discussed straightforward conver-
sion of assert statements to if statements, the unoptimized
assertions with 128 processes (128 assertions) had a resource
overhead on the EP2S180 of 4.07% ALUTs (the highest
resource percentage overhead). However, the maximum
frequency decreased from 190 MHz for the 128-process
original application to 154 MHz or an 18.8% overhead as
shown in Figure 10 for the 128-process application with
unoptimized assertions.

By applying the resource sharing optimization only to
the communication channels so that only a single bit of
the stream is used per assertion as described in Section 6.2
(and not the assertion resources), the resource overhead
was decreased. The resource overhead on the EP2S180, as
shown in Figure 11, was reduced to 1.34% of ALUTs or
over a 3x improvement for the 128-process application with
assertions. Assertion optimizations increased the maximum
frequency for the 128-process application to 189 MHz, as
shown in Figure 10, which represents over an 18% improve-
ment. The frequency of the application with assertion
optimizations (189.3 MHz) was very close to the original
application’s frequency of 190.6 MHz. While the resource
usage increased consistently for all three tests (original,
unoptimized, and optimized) from 1 to 128 processes,
the maximum frequencies reported by Quartus did not
consistently decrease as the number processes increased until
32 processes were added. The frequency overhead decreased
from 32 to 128 processes with optimized assertions because
the application added one stream per process, while the
assertions only added one stream per 32 processes since 32-
bit streaming communication was used. This demonstrates
the benefits of the resource sharing optimization for stream-
ing communication channels.
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Figure 11: Optimized assertion resource scalability.

7.5. In-Circuit Timing Analysis. This section provides a
case study showing the utility and overhead of adding
assertions with timing statements to a backprojection appli-
cation. Backprojection is a DSP algorithm for tomographic
reconstruction of data via image transformation. For the
backprojection application, instrumentation was added into
a nested loop (see Algorithm 2). Two 32-bit timing calls
were added around the inner pipelined loop to measure
the time required for the pipelined loop to finish gen-
erating 512 pixels. After the timing calls, ten assertions
were added to find the maximum time required for the
pipelined loop to finish for all outer-loop iterations. Since
the inner loop has 512 iterations, a minimum of 512
cycles should be needed to complete the loop; however,
more cycles could be required for stalls and flushing of
the pipeline. To test these assumptions, ten assertions were
added to check the timing of the loop with exponentially
increasing maximum times and NABORT was defined to
stop the application from aborting. After execution, only
the first assertion passed evaluation, which means that the
maximum time for the inner loop is between 640 and 1023
cycles.

This technique allows the application designer to quickly
check timing in multiple regions of the application with
minimal disturbance to the application in terms of resource
and communication overhead. After evaluating the feedback
from the assertions, the application designer can modify
the application to stream back the exact timing values
for problematic regions of code. In addition, the assertion
feedback provided before modifying the application can be
used to make sure that the timing values streamed back are
valid. It is possible that the addition of large data transfers
could change the timing of the application.

The backprojection application runs on all four Stratix-
III EP3SE260 FPGAs on the GiDEL PROCStar III [26] card.
Overhead is only given for one FPGA since the image is
split between all four FPGAs. Ideally, a single assertion could
check an array of values in a loop for more compact code (see
Algorithm 3). However, that approach increases overhead
when synthesized with Impulse-C as shown in Table 6 as
compared to using individual assertions as shown in Table 5.

for(y=0;y<512;y++)
{

time1 =c1ock();
for(x=0;x<512;x++)
{//compute pixel
· · ·
}
time2=clock();
assert((time2-time1)<1024));
assert((time2-time1)<640));
assert((time2-time1)<576));
assert((time2-time1)<544));
assert((time2-time1)<528));
assert((time2-time1)<520));
assert((time2-time1)<516));
assert((time2-time1)<514));
assert((time2-time1)<513));
assert((time2-time1)<512));
· · ·

}

Algorithm 2: Adding timing assertions individually to backprojec-
tion.

int32 constraint[]={1024,640,576,544,528,520,516,514,
513,512};
· · ·
for(y=0;y<512;y++)
{

time1=clock();
for(x=0;x<512;x++)
{//compute pixel
· · ·
}
time2=clock();
for (i=0; i<10; i++){

assert(time2-time1< constraint[i]);
}
· · ·

}

Algorithm 3: Adding timing assertions in a loop to backprojec-
tion.

For individual assertions, no additional block RAM was used
since assertion failures were transferred via registers rather
than using streaming communication on the PROCStar
III. The logic overhead of 0.7% is the highest of all the
application case studies but is reasonable given that timing
calls and multiple assertions were used. The maximum
FPGA frequency stayed about the same with an insignificant
increase of 0.6 MHz. For a single assertion in a loop, the
overhead increased in all categories except for routing. The
additional overhead is likely caused by additional complexity
of the state machine and the usage of block RAM. The lower
routing overhead is probably due to only having to make
connections to a single assertion.
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Table 5: Individual backprojection timing assertion overhead.

EP3SE260 Original Assert Difference

Logic used 48285 49702 +1417

(out of 203520) (23.72%) (24.42%) (+0.70%)

Comb. ALUT 32962 33132 +170

(out of 203520) (16.20%) (16.28%) (+0.08%)

Registers 44098 44595 +497

(out of 203520) (21.67%) (21.91%) (+0.24%)

Block RAM 7114752 7114752 0

(15040512 bits) (47.30%) (47.30%) (0%)

Block interconnect 101317 102740 +1423

(out of 694728) (14.58%) (14.79%) (+0.20%)

Frequency (MHz) 131.9 132.5 +0.6 (+0.45%)

Table 6: Looped backprojection timing assertion overhead.

EP3SE260 Original Assert Difference

Logic used 48285 50169 +1884

(out of 203520) (23.72%) (24.65%) (+0.93%)

Comb. ALUT 32962 33459 +497

(out of 203520) (16.20%) (16.44%) (+0.24%)

Registers 44098 44657 +559

(out of 203520) (21.67%) (21.94%) (+0.27%)

Block RAM 7114752 7123968 9216

(15040512 bits) (47.30%) (47.37%) (0.07%)

Block interconnect 101317 102621 +1304

(out of 694728) (14.58%) (14.77%) (+0.19%)

Frequency (MHz) 131.9 131.3 −0.6 (−0.45%)

7.6. Hang Detection. This section shows how in-circuit
assertions can be used to detect when an application fails
to complete (i.e., hangs), even when software simulation
runs to completion. In an effort to speed up a decoder
and encoder version of the DES application described in
Section 7.2.1, modifications were made that caused the
application to complete in software simulation and yet hang
on the XD1000. Since Impulse-C does not support printf in
hardware, assertions were used to provide a heartbeat and
“trace” the execution of process on the FPGA. Although
this is not a common use of assertions in software, it can
be useful to use assertions as a positive indicator rather
than a negative indicator when an application is known to
crash or hang. Assert(0) statements were placed at important
points in the code for each FPGA process and NABORT
was defined to stop the application from aborting. The new
code with assertions added was executed via both software
simulation and execution on the target platform. After
comparing the line numbers of the failed assertions of both
runs, it was found that the hang occurred at a memory read,
which was causing the process to hang instead of exiting
a loop. By identifying the problematic line of code using
in-circuit assertions, we were able to debug the application
and determined that the memory read should have been
a memory write. This correction allowed the process to
complete execution.

Table 7: DES hang-detection overhead.

EP2S180 Original Assertion Difference

Logic used 21051 21739 +688

(out of 143520) (14.67%) (15.15%) (+0.48%)

Comb. ALUT 12986 13440 +454

(out of 143520) (9.05%) (9.36%) (+0.32%)

Registers 13884 14015 +121

(out of 143520) (9.67%) (9.77%) (+0.09%)

Block RAM 149184 149184 0

(9383040 bits) (1.59%) (1.59%) (0%)

Block interconnect 38924 40241 +1317

(out of 536440) (7.26%) (7.50%) (+0.25%)

Frequency (MHz) 78.8 77.0 −1.80 (−2.28%)

Next, automated hang detection was used on the same
problematic DES application. The software hang detector
was triggered by the timeout of a communication call. The
line number of the software API call was reported back along
with the line number (taken before the API call was made)
that the hardware process was currently executing. Although
hardware hang detection was working correctly in the FPGA,
the hardware hang detector was not able to notify the
application designer of the problematic line of code since the
software API call in conjunction with the erroneous line in
the hardware process caused all communication between the
CPU and FPGA to stop. To solve this problem, a sleep of one
second was place above the software API call that was notified
as being hung in previous run. The addition of the sleep
allowed the hardware hang detector to report back the exact
line number for the memory read that should have been a
memory write. The resource overhead of using automatic
hang detection on the Triple-DES application is shown in
Table 7. Hang detection had the highest, but still reasonable,
percentage of ALUT (0.32%) and routing (0.25%) overhead
because of the comparisons and connections made to the
state machine of the encoder and decoder hardware process.
The assertion pragma, #pragma assert FPGA watch dog, was
set to a timeout of a hundred million cycles which needed
a 30-bit timing register. When using a 64-bit register,
the frequency overhead increased to 5.7%. However, such
overhead is very pessimistic because even with a 10 GHz
clock speed, a 64-bit register supports a maximum timeout
of about 58 years. For more typical cases, the frequency
overhead should be less than 5.7%.

7.7. Assertion Limitations. The main limitation of in-circuit
assertions is that overhead is dependent on the complexity
of the assertion statements. For example, a designer could
potentially verify a signal processing filter using an assertion
statement that performs an FFT and then checks to see if a
particular frequency is below a predefined value. In this case,
the synthesized assertion would contain a circuit for an FFT,
which could have a large overhead. Note that such overhead
is not a limitation of the presented synthesis techniques, but
rather a fundamental limitation of in-circuit assertions.
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To minimize this overhead, we suggest certain coding
practices. Whenever possible, designers should use assertion
statements that compare precomputed values. Designers
should try to avoid consolidating assertions in loops with
comparison values stored in arrays because the unnecessary
usage of arrays and loops with assertions can increase
overhead as shown in Section 7.5. Designers should try to
avoid using many logical operators because these operators
can cause the HLS tool to create a large state machine to
check all combination possibilities of the assertion as shown
in Figure 3. By following these guidelines, the assertions
will require a minimum amount of resources. Assertion
parallelization optimization and resource replication opti-
mization can increase the resource overhead to reduce the
performance overhead. Accessing the same array multiple
times in an assertion (e.g., assert(a[i] > a[i − 1])) can be
costly either in terms of performance or resource depending
if resource replication optimization is used. Even accessing
an array only once in an assertion could be costly if the
application would normally be using the same array element
in the same clock cycle.

8. Conclusions

High-level synthesis tools often rely upon software simu-
lation for verification and debugging executing FPGA pro-
cesses as threads on the CPU. However, FPGA programming
bugs not exposed by software simulation become difficult
to remedy once the application is executing on the target
platform. Similarly, HLS tools often lack detailed timing-
analysis capabilities, making it difficult for an application
designer to determine which regions of an application
do not meet timing constraints during FPGA execution.
The assertion-based verification techniques presented in
this paper provide ANSI-C-style verification both for the
FPGA and CPU while in simulation and when executing
on the target platform. This approach allows assertions to
be seamlessly transferred from simulation to execution on
the FPGA without requiring the designer to understand
HDL or cycle-accurate simulators. The ability of assertions
to verify a portion of the application’s functionality and
debug errors not found during software simulation was
demonstrated. ANSI-C timing functions allowed assertions
to check application time constraints during execution.
Automated hang detection provided source information
indicating where software or hardware processes failed to
complete in a timely manner. Techniques were shown to
enable debugging of errors not found during software
simulation that incurred a small area overhead of 0.7%
or less and a maximum clock frequency overhead of less
than 3% for several application case studies on an EP2S180
and EP3SE260. The presented techniques were shown to be
highly scalable, reducing resource overhead of 128 assertions
by over 3x, requiring only 1.34% ALUT resources and
improving clock frequency by over 18%. The performance
overhead of optimized assertions was also demonstrated to
be low, with no performance impact observed in the edge-
detection case study in terms of frequency degradation or

increased cycle usage. A general analysis of performance for
single comparison assertions showed that the presented opti-
mizations resulted in a throughput increase ranging from
33% to 100%, when compared to unoptimized assertions,
potentially eliminating all throughput overhead. Future
work includes further exploration and automation of hang
detection.
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We presented a resource- and configuration-aware floorplacement framework, tailored for Xilinx Virtex 4 and 5 FPGAs, using
an objective function based on external wirelength. Our work aims at identifying groups of Reconfigurable Functional Units that
are likely to be configured in the same chip area, identifying these areas based on resource requirements, device capabilities,
and wirelength. Task graphs with few externally connected RRs lead to the biggest decrease, while external wirelength in task
graphs with many externally connected RRs show lower improvement. The proposed approach results, as also demonstrated in
the experimental results section, in a shorter external wirelength (an average reduction of 50%) with respect to purely area-driven
approaches and a highly increased probability of reuse of existing links (90% reduction can be obtained in the best case).

1. Introduction

Nowadays one of the most important design styles in VLSI
is represented by Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs).
The standard FPGA design flow starts from an RT-level
description of the circuit (e.g., provided by a HDL language)
and ends with a configuration file (bitstream) configuring
the desired circuit on the device. Much effort has been
already placed towards improving the different stages of the
design flow, from logic synthesis to placement and routing.
On one hand, these problems have been addressed directly by
the FPGA vendors [1] as much as by academic works [2]. On
the other hand, the floorplanning automation for FPGAs is
a current research topic, to face the new challenges provided
by FPGAs.

FPGAs particularly present two unique aspects with
respect to traditional VLSI designs: resource heterogeneity
and reconfigurability. FPGA devices are generally defined
using several kinds of resources (e.g., programmable logic
cells, memories, multipliers, DSPs, and so on). This requires
to take into consideration the resource heterogeneity, to
allow each architectural module to be placed in an area
region containing all the needed resources. On the other
hand, reconfiguration allows the possibility to change the
architecture or the application implemented on the FPGA

without requiring any physical action on the device. In par-
ticular, in partial dynamic reconfigurability, an architecture
may change at runtime (i.e., without having a disruption of
the provided functionality) a subset of its modules in order to
modify its own behavior. Reconfigurability introduces time
as a new variable within the floorplanning formulation.

A floorplanner taking into account both of these aspects
has to find, for each module (in this paper we use the
term module to address an architectural component after
technology mapping), an area assignment according to target
device’s capabilities considering that the modules can be
replaced later on due to the system needs using the reconfig-
uration capabilities of the target device. The term floorplacer
has been first introduced in the context of traditional
VLSI design [3, 4] to emphasize how recently developed
algorithms for VLSI design automation face placement and
floorplanning tasks concurrently. In a similar spirit, resource
management for partially and dynamically reconfigurable
FPGAs can benefit from this paradigm. In this paper, which is
an extended version of the work presented in [5], we propose
to develop a floorplacer for such a device, which will identify
groups of modules that are likely to be configured in the same
rectangular area and, consequently, identify these chip areas
according to the modules’ requirements, device capabilities
and design objectives. Particularly, in this work, we focus
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on optimizing the wirelength since the base floorplacement
framework.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
the problem and definitions of relevant concepts. Section 3
describes the related work. The target FPGA architecture
is described in Section 5, and the experimental results are
presented in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future work
are outlined in Section 7.

2. Related Works

The problem of resource-aware floorplanning tailored for
FPGAs has been addressed in literature [6, 7]. Montone
et al. [7] proposed a floorplanning method that is only aware
of resource requirements for the reconfigurable modules.
Feng and Mehta [6] proposed an approach, where each
architectural module has a list of required resources, hence
each module has to be placed in an area region containing all
the needed resources. This approach is based on a two steps
algorithm: first the execution of Parquet [8] floorplanner
with the following resource-aware cost function consisting of
a linear combination of Parquet’s objective function and the
amount of satisfied resource requirements. The result is then
refined solving a flow maximization with cost minimization
on a purposely built graph. While this approach is currently
the state of the art in resource-aware floorplanning for
FPGAs, in the majority of cases, the result is not compatible
with the FPGA reconfigurability process.

One of the earliest works dealing with reconfiguration-
aware floorplanning is [9]. An offline floorplanner is used
to decide whether a required functionality should be imple-
mented in hardware on a reconfigurable device or has to
be executed via software on a general purpose processor.
Different heuristics are proposed to minimize execution
time, while reducing implemented modules’ fragmentation
across the device area.

The first definition of temporal floorplanning has been
introduced in [10]. According to the author a temporal
floorplanning consists of two phases: (i) partitioning and
sequencing design modules into design configurations (also
called temporal partitioning or scheduling), and spatial
positioning of design modules and wiring within the recon-
figurable area, in the following named as reconfigurable
region, of each configuration.

One of the most important contributions in three-
dimensional floorplanning is presented in [11, 12]. They
introduce a full 3D floorplanner based on simulated
annealing using a three-dimensional transitive closure graph
(TCG) and T-trees. They just evaluate the time required
by each module to communicate with RAM chips outside
the FPGA in order to store results and read input, but
they do not evaluate if a found floorplan, particularly its
communication infrastructure, is feasible on a given device
or not. Furthermore, they do not consider other resources
than logic blocks.

A more recent work [13] faces the FPGA floorplanning
problem considering partial dynamic reconfiguration, in
terms of module reusability. They introduce a variation to
the sequence pair representation [14] in order to represent

the floorplan in different time frames. The aim if this work
is to reduce the quantity of device area reconfigured between
different time frames. Given two designs in two different time
instants, the authors present a simulated annealing-based
floorplanning able to reduce the reconfigured area between
the two instants by exploiting reuse of already configured
modules.

A brief comparison between previous works is provided
in Table 1. The most common limitations of prior work is in
their lack of control over the feasibility of the resulting com-
munication infrastructure. Furthermore, most of the related
work do not treat resource awareness as a primary goal.
However, this is of utmost importance for making module
allocation decisions for modern dynamically reconfigurable
systems, which contain a variety of heterogenous resources.
Our proposed floorplacement method aims to address both
of these two important problems, that is, enabling an
interconnect and resource-aware design framework.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no prior works
dealing with the minimization of wirelength between RFUs
and IOBs. The problem of minimizing internal wirelength
of RFUs is considered in the past [12], but this approach is
based on an estimation of the internal wirelength related to
RFUs’ aspect ratio and cannot be easily extended in order
to support external wirelength. Similarly, by applying the
approach introduced in [13], a reuse of links can be obtained,
but this approach aims only at re-using RFUs implementing
the same functionality, while our approach aims at re-using
links between different RFUs connected to the same set of
IOBs.

In the following section, we will introduce the basic
concepts and definitions related to our proposed floorplacer.

3. Problem Description and Basic Definitions

Given a set of Reconfigurable Functional Units (RFUs) the
resource- and configuration-aware floorplacement problem
consists of finding, for each RFU, a chip area where it can
be placed and routed offline and configured at runtime. The
entire process is subject to the constraint that each RFU must
be associated with an area containing all the required types of
resources for its functionality.

Let a RFU be a technologically mapped netlist imple-
menting a required functionality, and a Reconfigurable Region
(RR) be a rectangular FPGA area where two or more
RFUs are going to be placed and routed (at design time)
and configured (at runtime) according to the application
implemented in the reconfigurable system. The goals of the
floorplacer are to

(1) define the number of RRs and associate each RFU
with one and only one RR (partitioning task),

(2) find a position of RFUs inside the corresponding RRs
(Temporal Floorplacement inside Reconfigurable
Region),

(3) find an area constraint for all the RRs inside the FPGA
area (RR Floorplacement).
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Table 1: Comparison among previous works.

Authors
Comm

Infrastructure
Resources

Aware
Reconfigurability

Aware
Reusability

Aware
Algorithm

Feng and Mehta [6] No
Yes (high res.

usage)
No No

Sim. Annealing over seq. pairs + Flow
Max over Flow Graph

Montone et al. [7] No Yes Yes For logic only Sim. Annealing

Bazargan et al. [9] No No Yes No
Sim. Annealing over cubic modules (2d
spatial, 1d temporal)

Yuh et al. [11, 12]
Limited, w/High

Overhead
No Yes No

Sim. Annealing over cubic modules using
T-trees and TCG

Singhal and
Bozorgzadeh [13]

No No Yes Yes Sim. Annealing over seq. pairs

The set of input RFUs is represented by a scheduled task
graph. Such a task graph is divided into time intervals
named static snapshot. Each static snapshot is characterized
by having the same set of configured and running RFUs,
during its time interval. Given a RFU m, the function
TIME(m) returns the set of static snapshots containing m,
that is, static snapshots requiring that m is configured and
running. According to these definitions, the scheduled task
graph can be considered as a finite state automaton having
static snapshots as states and the reconfiguration process as
transitions.

Our framework is tailored for Xilinx Virtex 4 and 5
FPGAs [15] that provide access to the off-chip logic through
a set of FPGA pins dedicated for communication. The
connections between the FPGA’s internal logic and external
pins are managed through three-state buffers named Input
Output Blocks (IOBs).

Our proposed approach specifically deals with the
interconnection optimization. For FPGAs routing resources
are often the limiting resources, hence, achieving better
routability in a design may in fact determine the overall
feasibility of a design.

Our floorplacement framework manages an objective
function based on external wirelength, that is, the estimated
length of the nets connecting each RFU to the corresponding
IOBs. This framework can be used in two different scenarios.

(i) The designer is implementing an application on an
FPGA belonging to an existing board with previously
assigned IOBs. In this case the framework can help
the designer to define area constraints in order to
reduce external wirelength.

(ii) The designer has to assign the IOBs and build the
board from scratch. In this case the framework can
provide feedback to the designer in order to identify
or approximate the best IOBs assignment.

In order to formulate this objective function the distance
between RFUs and IOBs need to be estimated. Experimental
results proved that using the Manhattan distance between the
center of the RFU and the position of the IOB provides a
good approximation. This definition can be generalized as
the distance between one RFU and any location on the chip

area as follows:

d(RFU,P) :=
∣
∣
∣
∣Px −

(
1
2
· RFUw + RFUx

)∣
∣
∣
∣

+
∣
∣
∣
∣Py −

(
1
2
· RFUh + RFUy

)∣
∣
∣
∣,

(1)

where subscripts x, y, w, and h for RFUs stand for the x
coordinate, y coordinate, width and height, of the RFU.
RFUs have x and y coordinates corresponding to the
bottom-left most corner. Px and Py denote the x and y
coordinates of an arbitrary location on the FPGA. Similarly
the distance between one Reconfigurable Region and a
point can be defined. The rationale of the wirelength-
driven floorplacement is to constrain a group of RFUs
characterized by being connected to a set of IOBs within
the same area, thereby, creating a neighborhood. Hence,
RFUs communicating with IOBs that are near each other,
are kept together and constrained within the same area. This
approach results in a shorter external wirelength and a highly
increased probability of reuse of existing links. While the first
outcome is intuitive, the second requires some elaboration.
In a dynamically reconfigurable device a common approach
is to allocate two main partitions on the device: the static
part and the dynamically reconfigured part, where RFUs
will be allocated. The communication infrastructure serving
all dynamically inserted functionality is managed by the
static part of the design and all the communication, both
among RFUs and between RFUs and the static part, are
performed by the communication infrastructure exposed
through hardware macros. Also the communication between
RFUs and IOB has to be managed by the static part of the
design and similarly has to be exposed through hardware
macros. Let us consider N RFUs accessing an external device
through a set of M IOBs, in the worst case the static part
has to provide one set of M hardware macros for each RFU,
hence, M·N hardware macros. Instead, if the floorplacement
is aware of IOB positions, RFUs accessing to the same set
of IOBs could be constrained within the same area and
hardware macros may be reused by the different RFUs.
Consequently, the number of hardware macros that need to
be provided by the static part of the design can be drastically
lowered toward the theoretical limit of just one set of M
hardware macros, that is, just one for each IOB.
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Each RFU of the input scheduled task graph can be
annotated with information on the position of the IOBs. In
order to simplify the management of the IOBs, for each RFU
n connected to M IOBs we define a point C, named centroid,
whose coordinates are given by the arithmetic average of the
coordinates of the IOBs:

Cx(n) = 1
M(n)

M(n)
∑

m=1

IOBx(n,m), (2)

where Cx(n) is the x coordinate of RFU n, IOBx(m,n) is the x
coordinate of themth IOB of RFU n, and M(n) is the number
of IOBs of RFU n. The same holds for y coordinates. The
centroid represents the ideal position where an RFU should
be positioned in order to minimize the external wirelength,
that is, floorplacing the RFU such that its own geometrical
center coincides with the centroid will result in minimizing
the external wirelength. Only RFUs connected to the IOBs
have an associated centroid.

In the following section we will first give an overview
of the dynamic reconfiguration mechanism of our target
FPGA architecture. Next, in Section 5 we will describe our
floorplacer which can effectively manage the resources of this
reconfigurable architecture.

4. FPGA Reconfiguration and
Target Architecture

This section introduces the reconfiguration process from
the FPGA’s physical point of view. Section 4.1 presents
the physical limits of the reconfiguration process, while
Section 4.2 shows the design flow proposed by Xilinx for
reconfigurable architectures. Finally, Section 4.3 defines the
target architecture considered by this work.

4.1. Smallest Reconfigurable Region. The reconfiguration
process described here relates to the latest generation of
Xilinx FPGAs, that is, Virtex 5 devices. According to their
datasheets [16] all the devices of this family share a common
structure. The entire FPGA is made of programmable logic
(commonly referred to as CLBs for this FPGA family) and
periodically distributed Block RAMs (BRAMs), while all
the other resources (such as DSP blocks) are placed along
the vertical edges of the FPGA. User logic is implemented
combining all these resources and connecting them using
channels and switchboxes. The information about device
configuration is described in a binary configuration file
named bitstream: logical functions implemented by CLBs
(i.e., the content of the lookup tables implementing a logical
function with 6 inputs and 1 output), BRAMs content,
routing information (i.e., logical status of switches managing
the interconnections), and so on. The smallest reconfigurable
element is 1 row high and 1 CLB wide and is referred to as
frame, each frame is addressed by a row number (from 0 to
3) and column number (expressed in CLBs). The bitstream
follows the device topology, hence inside a configuration
bitstream one can easily identify data configuring a specific
frame.

As previously mentioned, the frame is the smallest FPGA
area that can be configured independently of the others.
Given a generic module hmodule rows high and wmodule

CLBs wide, the smallest area that can be involved in the
reconfiguration process is a rectangle with hsmall-area rows
height and wsmall-area CLBs width such that the following.

(i) The height in rows is the smallest integer greater than
the module’s height in rows

hsmall-area = �hmodule� [rows]. (3)

(ii) The width in CLBs is the smallest integer greater than
the module’s width in CLBs

wsmall-area = �wmodule� [CLBs]. (4)

For example, given a module requiring for its placement
1.5 rows height and 30 CLBs width, the smallest area that can
be assigned to this module, considering the reconfiguration
constraints, is a rectangle of height and width of 2 rows
and 30 CLBs, respectively. Configuration and reconfigura-
tion processes take place by writing the bitstream inside
the FPGA’s configuration memory. In the case of partial
reconfiguration the bitstream carries information addressing
the frames that are going to be replaced by the carried data.

4.2. Xilinx Partial Reconfiguration Design Flow. Due to the
fact that Xilinx FPGA Virtex families are the target devices
of this work, the Xilinx Partial Reconfiguration (PR) design
flow [17] will be briefly introduced here. This flow is com-
patible with dynamic reconfiguration. Let a Reconfigurable
Functional Unit (RFU) be a technologically mapped netlist
implementing a required functionality and a Reconfigurable
Region (RR) be a rectangular FPGA area where two or more
RFUs are going to be placed and routed (at design time)
and configured (at runtime) according to the application
implemented in the reconfigurable system. PR allows the
definition of a set of nonoverlapping RRs. All the static logic
(i.e., all logic that will always remain configured, including
the glue logic) is placed outside the reconfigurable regions,
while they are allowed to use routing resources intersecting
and even crossing RRs (the use of routing resources crossing
RRs is the most relevant case). Figure 1(a) provides an
example of a reconfigurable architecture developed with the
PR design flow. Note how the reconfigurable regions are
aligned to the grid defined by rows and CLBs according to
PR requirements.

According to the PR flow, hardware macros can be placed
on the boundaries of RRs in order to define pins where RFUs
can hook themselves. Such macros are made with pairs of
CLBs, one side of the CLB pair is connected to an RR signal,
while the other is connected to a static logic signal. Previous
design flows [18] required static logic being placed and also
routed outside RRs, while the PR relaxes this constraint.

4.3. Target Architecture. The target architecture considered in
this work is based on the PR design flow and has a static part
implementing the communication infrastructure providing
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Figure 1: Target Reconfigurable Architecture based on PR: (a) physical and (b) logical views.

a number of interfaces at least equal to the number of RRs
(each RR may provide more than one link to the commu-
nication infrastructure). Each RFU can communicate with
other configured modules or with the static part by just
hooking up to the hardware macros corresponding to the
communication infrastructure interfaces. The most general
view of the target architecture is given in Figure 1: from a
physical point of view RRs communicate with the static part
through to PR stand-alone static-logic nets routing, while
from a logical point of view the static logic is responsible
for managing intermodule communication implementing
different communication infrastructures (such as bus-based,
NoC-based, point to point, and so on). In conclusion, PR
allows a more scalable communication infrastructure for
partial dynamic reconfigurable architectures, since it allows
an RFU to communicate with static logic regardless of
the position of other RFUs. This approach simplifies the
communication infrastructure design, while the frame size
still needs to be considered during RRs floorplacement in
order to prevent the configuration of an RFU inside an RR
from interfering with other RFUs being executed on other
parts of the FPGAs.

5. The Floorplacement Framework

In this section, we introduce our proposed framework for
solving the floorplacement problem targeting the dynam-
ically reconfigurable architecture and the reconfiguration
technology described in the previous section.

The floorplacement framework accepts as input a sched-
uled task graph (TG) composed of a node for each RFU. A
task graph is a Directed Acyclic Graph whose nodes represent
a single task of a given application (or part of an application).
A TG representation of an application has been chosen
according to most of the related works [9–11, 13]. The TG
can be scheduled according to different requirements (e.g.,
timing requirements or target device). Dividing time into

time slots the concept of static snapshot can be defined as
the set of TG’s nodes (i.e., tasks) that must be configured
and must be running in a given time slot. A partial dynamic
reconfigurable system can be seen as a finite state automaton
according to the following definition.

(i) States. There is one state for each time slot (hence one
for each static snapshot).

(ii) Transitions. The transition is a reconfiguration pro-
cess.

After presenting the chosen scheduling technique, we
will describe three algorithms that comprise our framework
[5]. The floorplacement process starts with a Partitioning
step, where RFUs are first grouped into RRs according
to two criteria, wirelength for external routing to IOBs
and utilization of resources. In the second step, once the
partitions have been computed, the position of each RFU
inside the corresponding RR needs to be determined. This
is performed by the Temporal floorplacement step inside RRs.
Finally, the design is completed by placing the RRs on the
FPGA using the Reconfigurable Regions Floorplacement step.

5.1. Static Scheduling Phase. The heuristic used to compute
the scheduled task graph has been defined starting from the
Napoleon scheduler [19] and the ILP formulation proposed
in [20]. This heuristic is a reconfiguration-aware scheduler
for dynamically partially reconfigurable architectures that
exploits configuration prefetching, module reuse, and also
antifragmentation techniques.

In the following, nodes that have to be scheduled while
their ancestors have already been will be called available
nodes. The heuristic performs a list-based scheduling using as
priority function the ALAP value of the tasks. This function
has been slightly changed: an available task can be scheduled
if (i) it has an ALAP value greater than the minimum
ALAP value of the available nodes, (ii) if the possibility of
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sLength← 0
t ← 1
g ← readGraph()
setALAP(g)
RNs← getRootNodes(g)
while ∃ not scheduled tasks do

Control possibility of reuse for available tasks in RNs
if ∃ not scheduled tasks then

avTask← getFirstALAPAvailableNode(RNs)
endT← findEndTime(avTask,t)
while all the available nodes in RNs have been observed do

if ∃ a position on the FPGA for avTask then
avTask.terminationTime← endT
avTask.schedulingTime← t
avTask.setScheduled← true
if sLength < endT then

sLength← endT
end if
for all avTask child nodes chTask do

if All chTask parents have been scheduled then
RNs← RNs + chTask

end if
end for
Control possibility of reuse for available tasks in RNs
avTask← getNextALAPAvailableNode(RNs)

end if
end while

end if
t ← nextControlStep

end while

Algorithm 1: Heuristic pseudocode.

scheduling for all the available tasks with an ALAP value less
than its own has been verified and (iii) if there is also enough
space onto the FPGA.

Two antifragmentation techniques have been designed.

(i) Farthest Placement. When a module needs to be
reconfigured, it will be placed in the farthest position
with respect to the center of the FPGA. We have to do
this because when a large module (a module which
is demanding many hardware resources) has to be
placed, maintaining the emptiness of the center of
the FPGA could increase the probability of placing
large modules quickly. The same concept is applied to
those tasks exploiting module reuse: when more than
one module is available to be used on the FPGA, the
farthest one with respect to the center of the FPGA is
selected.

(ii) Limited Deconfiguration. The deconfiguration policy
leaves on the FPGA all modules that are not involved
directly in the cleaning process (the creation of
enough contiguous space for a new task, increasing
the possibility of reuse of those modules).

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of the proposed algo-
rithm.

The most important functions used in Algorithm 1 are as
follows.

(i) ∃ a Position on the FPGA for avTask. This function
involves the placer that, using antifragmentation
techniques, tries to place the current task avTask. This
function takes into account also that if a module
is being reconfigured, no other modules can be
reconfigured onto the FPGA, and in this case it
returns false. This function has not to be confused
with a later phase of the proposed framework. In the
scheduling phase this function is used to make the
scheduler aware of the resource, while in the next
phase the it will be used to properly manage the RFUs
into the RRs.

(ii) Control the Possibility of Reuse for Available Tasks in
Root Nodes (RN). The pseudocode of this function is
presented in Algorithm 2, and it simply considers all
the available tasks in ALAP order and verifies for each
one if there is a module available to be reused.

(iii) nextControlStep. This function returns the next time
assignable to a task. This is done to reduce the
complexity of the algorithm by reducing the number
of iterations in the external while cycle. Not all the
time instants are available to assign a task:
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avTask← getFirstALAPAvailableNode(RNs)
while ∃ an available task not yet considered do

endT← findEndTimeReusedTask(avTask,t)
if ∃ a module usable by avTask then

avTask.terminationTime← endT
avTask.schedulingTime← t
avTask.setScheduled← true
if sLength < endT then

sLength← endT
end if
for all avTask child nodes chTask do

if All chTask parents have been scheduled then
RNs← RNs + chTask

end if
end for

end if
avTask← getNextALAPAvailableNode(RNs)

end while

Algorithm 2: Reuse function pseudocode.

(a) when a task is being reconfigured, the scheduler
cannot reconfigure any other task;

(b) when there is not enough available area on the
FPGA to place any task, the scheduler has to
wait for the termination of at least one running
task;

(c) when a module exploits the module reuse
concept and there are no available modules of
the same type on the FPGA, the scheduler has
to wait for the termination of at least one of
those modules to schedule the selected tasks.
For this reason nextControlStep assigns to the
current time t a value given by 1 plus the
minimum time between the last time in which
the reconfiguration device is used and the first
termination time of the tasks running on the
FPGA.

In the worst case, the algorithm assigns only one task
per time instant so the external while is executed O(n) times
where n is the number of tasks in the task graph, the control
for reused tasks takes O( fo) time, where fo is the maximum
fanout of the nodes of the task graph, the internal while is
executed O( fo). The functions that return the tasks in ALAP
order can be designed by implementing the binomial search
in O(1) time, but in this case the process of inserting a new
available node into RNs will take O(log fo). Also the for used
to verify the availability of the children nodes of avTask is
executed O( fo) times. Hence the complexity of the algorithm
in the worst case is O(n f 2

o log fo).

5.2. Partitioning into RRs. Given N RRs, the N-RRs par-
titioning problem consists of finding a surjective binding
cm,n of RFUs into RRs (i.e., each RFU has to be bound to
one and only one RR and each RR has to contain at least
one RFU). Algorithm 3 firstly aims at grouping together

Buckets B;
For all Externally connected RFU r do

B.add(r);
end for
Wirelength-driven-partition(B);
Fix-existing-associations(B);
for all Remaining RFU q do

B.add(q);
end for
Resource-driven-partition(B);

Algorithm 3: Partitioning into RRs.

externally connected RFUs (i.e., RFUS that are connected
to IOBs) having nearest centroids and keeping RFUs with
distant centroids in different RRs. We refer to this as the
(wirelength-driven partitioning).

Secondly, the remaining RFUs are partitioned to min-
imize the variance of RRs’ resource requirements along
different static snapshots. In other words, for a given RR, the
algorithm tries to keep the amount of resources needed by
the RFUs configured and running inside the considered RR
constant as much as possible across different static snapshots.
We refer to this as the resource-driven partitioning.

The problem of wirelength aware partitioning of RFUs
into RRs, can be reduced to the problem of clustering the
corresponding centroids in a two-dimensional space (i.e.,
chip area). Each identified cluster is associated with one and
only one RR and the RFUs are partitioned into RRs according
to the association between their corresponding centroids
and clusters (a partition belongs to an RR if and only if its
centroid belongs to the cluster associated with the RR). Once
the wirelength-driven partitioning has been performed, the
created partition is used as an initial solution by the resource-
driven partitioner to further partition the RFUs that are not
externally connected. This means that the surjective binding
cm,n is no longer modified for externally connected RFUs.

While data-mining algorithms provide several tools to
solve the clustering problem (like the well-known k-means or
fuzzy-k-means algorithm), they are primarily geared towards
very large datasets. For our purposes, real life task graphs
consist of fewer than a hundred RFUs and only a few of
them are connected to IOBs. Hence, we adopted a simulated
annealing-based approach.

Data Structure. Let us consider a bucket data structure
having a set of buckets Bn for each Reconfigurable Region n.
A given RFU m belongs to a bucket Bn (and only to that one)
if and only if m is going to be placed in the Reconfigurable
Region n at TIME(m).

Annealer’s Moves. Let the simulated annealer’s moves be the
following.

(i) Randomly Move One RFU. Move one module
between two buckets: randomly pick up a module
m ∈ Bn and move to a bucket Bn′ where n /=n′. This
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move can be performed if and only if Bn contains
another module m′ /=m.

(ii) Swap Two RFUs. Swap modules belonging to different
buckets: randomly pick up two modules m and m′,
respectively, m ∈ Bn and m′ ∈ Bn′ such that Bn /=Bn′ .
The move consists in swapping modules’ buckets
such that m ∈ Bm′ and m′ ∈ Bm.

Once the partitions have been computed, the position of each
RFU inside the corresponding RR needs to be determined.

5.3. Temporal Floorplacement inside Reconfigurable Regions.
The aim of the Temporal Floorplacement inside Reconfig-
urable Regions (TFiRR) is to compute, for each RR, a set
of height-width pairs describing rectangular areas where all
RFUs bound to this RR can be successfully floorplaced. In
this phase the final on-chip position of the rectangular area
is not considered. For a target FPGA device that is divided by
up to k rows for reconfiguration, the goal of this algorithm is
to determine for each RR n a set of pairs

Ω =
{〈

n1
h,n1

w

〉

,
〈

n2
h,n2

w

〉

, . . . ,
〈

nkh,nkw
〉

, . . .
}

(5)

such that an eventual actual placement of this RR on
the device given as An = 〈nx ,ny ,nih,niw〉 for all nx ,ny , i,
results in a feasible floorplacement independently of the final
position nx and ny decided for this RR. Here, h, w, x, and
y stand, respectively, for the height, width, and the two
coordinates of the bottom-leftmost corner of the rectangular
area.

Consequently, for each RR n, the set of height-width pairs
Ω can be described by providing just four elements (due
to technological constraints related to Xilinx Virtex 4 and 5
FPGAs that are divided in 4 rows)

Ω = {〈1,n1
w

〉

,
〈

2,n2
w

〉

,
〈

3,n3
w

〉

,
〈

4,n4
w

〉}

, (6)

where n1
w is the smallest width that RR n, floorplaced in 1

row, should have in order to feasibly host all the associated
RFUs, n2

w is the smallest width that RR n (floorplaced
in 2 rows) should have in order to feasibly host all the
associated RFUs, n3

w and n4
w are the smallest widths that RR

n, floorplaced in 3 and 4 rows, respectively, should have in
order to feasibly host all the associated RFUs.

The core of the TFiRR step is the computation of the pairs
〈i,niw〉. In order to find, for a given height i, the minimum
feasible width niw , the algorithm has to check that every RFU
can be successfully floorplaced inside the area described by
the pair 〈i,niw〉, that is, for each RFU the algorithm has to
provide a height, width, and a position within the RR n.

Such a problem is itself three-dimensional (i.e., two
spatial dimensions and a temporal one). In order to simplify
the problem the following assumption is introduced: all
RFUs’ heights are equal to RRs’ heights. Fixing the height
dimension of the RFUs, the problem is reduced to a
bidimensional packing problem such that the static snapshot
and the width are the only two considered coordinates.
Given a RFU m, and a height i, the smallest position-
independent width required by the RFU in order to be

hosted inside an area of height equal to i rows, can be
easily computed by taking into account the FPGA’s resources
periodic distribution. The TFiRR algorithm works as follows.

For each RR n and each possible height i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}
(1) consider RFU m such that cm,n = 1 (i.e., RFUs

belonging to RR n), let RFUs’ height be equal to RR’s
height, then, compute the minimum feasible width of
RFUs m;

(2) pack all the RFUs inside the RR in order to minimize
the maximum width of RR n.

The packing of the RFUs can be performed with a zero
temperature simulated annealing (ZT-SA) algorithm. For
each static snapshot p an ordered list of RFUs m, such that
p ∈ TIME(m), is kept. The RFUs are ordered from the
leftmost to the rightmost with respect to the RR’s area. The
following moves are applied.

(1) Randomly Move an RFU. Randomly pick an RFU and
move to an integer position belonging to the interval
[0, width], where width is the current width of the
RR.

(2) Randomly Swap Two Concurrent RFUs. Randomly
pick two RFUs m′ and m′′, being concurrently
configured and running in at least one static snapshot
and swap their position inside RR.

In order to keep the floorplacement compact, each
step of the annealer is followed by a compression function
that computes, for each RFU, the leftmost feasible solution
preventing overlaps between RFUs. The computation of
the objective function is the most expensive operation,
requiring in the worst case Θ(R · P) time (where R is
the number of RFUs), but experimental data on randomly
generated partitions indicate that in practice such complexity
is asymptotic O(R · logR). From a memory complexity point
of view the algorithm requires only the management of a list
for each static snapshot, hence the memory requirements are
Θ(R).

The quality of this algorithm at first seems to be strictly
related to the quality of the partition provided by the
previous step. Our experiments showed that TFiRR applied
on nonpartitioned task graphs can reach the results of TFiRR
applied to a partitioned task graph by increasing the number
of iterations by at least two orders of magnitude. On the other
hand, the difference between the objective functions remains
fairly low. We observed degradations ranging between 1–5%.

At the end of this second step, each resulting RR is
annotated with a centroid whose coordinates are given by the
arithmetic average of the corresponding coordinates of the
RFUs associated with the considered RR. This identifies the
ideal position where each RR should be placed in order to
globally minimize the external wirelength of the associated
RFUs. This particular formula for computing the centroid
places more emphasis on the most heavily utilized IOBs.
For example, if three RFUs are connected only to the USB
interface, then all of them will have the same centroid CUSB

that will occur three times in the set of centroids associated
with the RR. In the third and final step, the centroids of the
RRs will be used during the final floorplacement of RRs.
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5.4. Reconfigurable Regions Floorplacement. The aim of this
step is to define, for each RR n, an area

An =
〈

nx ,ny ,nh,nw
〉

. (7)

The algorithm has to choose one 〈nw ,nh〉 couple, for each RR
n, out of the set provided by the TFiRR step. Furthermore,
it has to determine the specific x and y positions on the
FPGA area. According to classical floorplanning this task
can be performed through simulated annealing. The RR
Floorplacement algorithm is divided in two steps: the first
one floorplacing the RRs connected to IOBs (wirelength-
driven RRs floorplacement) and the second one floorplacing
the remaining RRs (area-driven RRs floorplacement).

Data Structure. To represent the floorplacement, a Horizon-
tal Constraint List (HCL) is used for each row of the device.
The HCL for row r is a list containing all the RRs occupying
row r and ordered by increasing nx .

Objective Functions. The first step is characterized by an
objective function that must take directly into account the
wirelength:

Γ =
⎛

⎝
∑

r∈RR

d(r,C(r)) · #{RFU ∈ r}
⎞

⎠

f

, (8)

where d(r,C(r)) represents the distance of the RR from its
ideal position (centroid), #{RFU ∈ r} is the number of
RFUs connected to IOBs belonging to the rth RFU, while
f is a positive number. If f is small, this indicates that the
floorplacement is feasible and if it is large the floorplacement
is not feasible. The goal of the floorplacement is to minimize
Γ. Note that the objective function is weighted by the
number of externally connected RFUs. This means that
RRs containing more RFUs connected to the external world
would benefit from a partitioning in the neighborhood of the
centroid. Once the wirelength-driven RR floorplacement has
been performed, the remaining RRs can be floorplaced by
a purely area-driven algorithm. This second step is guided
by an objective function involving free area and feasibility of
the final floorplacement. Given an RRs’ floorplacement, the
following quantities are defined: Negative area slack (N), that
is, the area of the floorplan crossing target device boundaries,
and positive area slack (P), that is, the greatest contiguous free
area starting from the right-top most corner of the device
and with nonincreasing width going bottom-ward. Figure 2
shows an example of such slacks. Given such slacks, the
RR Floorplacement objective function is defined as follows
(where M ∈ N and greater than the number of frames on the
target FPGA area):

Θ = P −M ·N. (9)

This objective function Θ is positive if the floorplacement
is feasible (i.e., N = 0), otherwise it is negative (because
P < N). The aim of the annealer is to maximize Θ, conse-
quently, to provide a feasible floorplacement maximizing the
contiguous FPGA area left free for static logic.

Annealers’ Moves. Given the HCL data structure, the follow-
ing moves are defined.

(1) Randomly Swap Two RRs. Randomly choose two RRs
and swap their positions.

(2) Move an RR to a Randomly Chosen Position. Ran-
domly pick an RR n and two coordinates 〈x, y〉
belonging to the device area.

(3) Span a Randomly Chosen RR over Rows. Randomly
choose an RFU, having height less than number of
ROWS, and increase its height by 1 row.

(4) Unspan a Randomly Chosen RR. Randomly choose an
RFU, having height greater than 1, and decrease its
height by 1 row. It is the inverse of the span move.

It can be noticed how the floorplacement of a large num-
ber of small functional units is easier than the floorplacement
of a small number of large functional units, as shown in
Figure 3. A bad choice of floorplacement of a large functional
unit during the early stages of the floorplacement is difficult
to correct in the later steps, particularly when temperature
decreases rapidly and each correcting move is likely to be
rejected because it results in a worse objective function.

5.5. Identifying Optimal Number of Partitions. The three
steps described above comprise our floorplacement frame-
work. The overall framework relies on the concept of
partitioning, hence, some final remarks on how we control
the granularity of these partitions will be useful. In order
to identify the most suitable number of partitions let us
consider the maximum number of concurrently configured
CC RFUs, that is, how many RFUs are present at most in one
static snapshot in any partition. We define this quantity as
follows:

CC = max
{

np,b | #
{

RFU r | p ∈ TIME(r)∧ r ∈ Bb
}}

,

(10)

where B1, . . . ,B#partitions represent the different output par-
titions. CC can be considered as a good metric to describe
the complexity of the entire partition. Let Γ be defined as
the global normalized variance in resource requirements,
used to represent the heterogeneity of the partitions. We
have observed experimentally that the number of partitions
minimizing the product of Γ and CC provides (in resource-
driven partitioning algorithm) a good tradeoff between
partition complexity and intra-partition variance.

6. Experimental Results

Our proposed approach for the wirelength and resource
management has been validated both on randomly generated
task graphs and real-world applications from the domain of
data processing for biomedical applications (i.e., collecting
data from sensors, performing some preprocessing like FIR
filtering, computing error detection codes, and sending
data through a network). General consideration about the
performance in finding the optimal results can be found
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Figure 3: Limits of the floorplacement of big modules.

in [21]. The results introduced by this new approach are
application dependent, therefore we will describe three
different metrics used to evaluate the results. For each metric,
we will provide the description of the task graphs. (Table 2
shows a summary of the metrics and a summary of our
comparison with an existing floorplacement method that is
only resource aware, but does not consider the wirelength
implications of resource management [7].)

Our results confirm that introducing the wirelength
awareness indeed improves the interconnect cost signifi-
cantly. We observed a reduction of 90% in external wire-
length in the best case and an average reduction of 50%. Task
graphs with few externally connected RRs lead to the biggest
wirelength reduction. On the other hand, the reduction
for external wirelength in task graphs with many externally
connected RRs with near centroids is less. In such task graphs
only few RRs can be placed near their centroids and the other
RRs have to be placed far away. The number of hardware
macros provided by the static part can be reduced by 90% in
the best case. Task graphs containing several RFUs accessing
(in different static snapshots) the same set of IOBs (e.g.,
RFUs connected to the same external interface like USB)
would particularly benefit from our approach, while task

Table 2: Quality metrics and the summary of the variation in these
metrics compared with existing work [7].

Metric Variation/Value

External
wirelength

Reduction in external wirelength ranging between
(90, 30)% compared to existing area-driven
method

Links
Reduction in number of links required ranging
between (90, 0)% compared to existing
area-driven approach

Blank Area (5, 35)% of the final floorplacement

graphs having all the RFUs connected to a distinct sets of
IOBs would not benefit from links reduction (this is the 0%
reduction case referred in Table 2).

Figure 4 shows how our proposed approach drastically
reduces the number of required links.

In this figure we also observe one weakness of our
approach. The most relevant drawback of our approach is
referred to as the blank area problem (i.e., the amount of area
being surrounded by RRs but not assigned to any RR). Let us
consider a set of RRs, each one being externally connected
and apply our approach several times, each time increasing
the percentage of RRs that are considered (by the floorplacer)
as attached to IOBs. During the first iteration no RR is
considered as attached to IOBs, while during the last iteration
all RRs are considered as attached to IOBs. Figure 5 plots
the percentage of the final floorplacement that remains as
blank area with respect to the percentage of RRs considered
as attached to IOBs as a result of this experiment.

When no RR is considered as externally connected a
5% blank area is obtained (same as the purely area-driven
approach). The peak is obtained when half of the RRs are
managed by the wirelength-driven algorithm and the other
half by the area driven, in such a case the blank area may
reach 30–35% of the final floorplacement. On the other
hand, the blank area is generally divided in no more than
three or four areas that are wide enough to be used by
the static part of the design according to the PR design
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Figure 4: Comparison of the area and wirelength metrics among
the area-driven and wirelength-driven approaches (normalized
w.r.t. area-driven approach).

flow. Figure 5 shows also how the first externally connected
RRs obtain a great wirelength improvement, while the latest
one cannot obtain such improvement due to the previously
introduced nonoverlapping constraints.

Therefore, we observe that our approach can yield
significant improvements in the cost of the communica-
tion infrastructure by tradingoff a reasonable amount of
blank area. Using our framework, the designer can chose
between (a) considering more RRs as externally connected,
thereby, decreasing external wirelength or (b) considering
that beyond a certain point blank area overcomes benefits
provided by the wirelength-driven approach. Hence, the
designer may decide to floorplace in a wirelength-driven
way only for the most relevant RRs leaving the others to
be floorplaced by an area-minimizing approach. Finally, we
observe that the blank area problem is not an issue for
task graphs requiring most of the resources of the target
FPGA (because the feasibility of the floorplacement requires
as much area as possible to be used, hence blank area is
reduced as a consequence) and for task graphs having few
RFUs connected to IOBs (or many of them connected to the
same IOBs).

7. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented a resource- and configuration-
aware floorplacement framework, tailored for Xilinx Virtex 4
and 5 FPGAs, using an objective function based on external
wirelength. The proposed approach has achieved a shorter
external wirelength and a highly increased probability of
reuse of existing communication links. The reduction in
wirelength ranges from 30% to 90% in comparison to a
purely area-minimizing approach. Task graphs with few

100806040200
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Blank area (% of whole floorplacement)
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Figure 5: Example of wirelength reduction (normalized) and
blank area left (percentage of the final floorplacement) for the
floorplacement of only externally connected RRs plotted with
respect to the percentage of RRs that are considered as externally
connected by the algorithm.

externally connected RRs lead to the biggest decrease, while
external wirelength in task graphs with many externally
connected RRs show lower improvement. Future improve-
ment for the work presented in this paper can be done in
considering a hybrid approach between the area and the wire
length solution. Furthermore we aim at directly addressing
the blank area problem by modifying the objective function
or floorplacing all the RRs, not connected to the IOBs,
around the RRs connected to IOBs, trying to keep the RRs
as close as possible in order to further reduce the blank area.
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Operating systems traditionally handle the task scheduling of one or more application instances on processor-like hardware
architectures. RAMPSoC, a novel runtime adaptive multiprocessor System-on-Chip, exploits the dynamic reconfiguration on
FPGAs to generate, start and terminate hardware and software tasks. The hardware tasks have to be transferred to the reconfigurable
hardware via a configuration access port. The software tasks can be loaded into the local memory of the respective IP core either
via the configuration access port or via the on-chip communication infrastructure (e.g. a Network-on-Chip). Recent-series of
Xilinx FPGAs, such as Virtex-5, provide two Internal Configuration Access Ports, which cannot be accessed simultaneously.
To prevent conflicts, the access to these ports as well as the hardware resource management needs to be controlled, e.g. by a
special-purpose operating system running on an embedded processor. For that purpose and to handle the relations between
temporally and spatially scheduled operations, the novel approach of an operating system is of high importance. This special
purpose operating system, called CAP-OS (Configuration Access Port-Operating System), which will be presented in this paper,
supports the clients using the configuration port with the services of priority-based access scheduling, hardware task mapping and
resource management.

1. Introduction

Scheduling of tasks within a given time frame and with
respect to a required deadline due to real-time aspects is
well known in computer science from operating systems
(OSes), especially in real-time operating systems (RTOSes).
Scheduling strategies of conventional OSes vary between
pre-emptive and non-pre-emptive scheduling. They can
be further classified into static and dynamic scheduling,
where static scheduling occurs at design time and dynamic
scheduling at runtime. Therefore, dynamic scheduling is
more suitable for runtime adaptive systems. Well-known
dynamic scheduling algorithms are earliest deadline first
(EDF) or rate monotonic algorithm (RMA) (see [1] for
detailed descriptions). The classical scheduling and task
mapping process of software-based systems with a traditional
OS has its counterpart in novel runtime reconfigurable hard-
ware systems. Within these systems, tasks can be presented

additionally to the traditional software representation, as
physical hardware realization, for example, on an FPGA.
That means that an additional degree of freedom for task
mapping on hardware resources is available for the OS layer.
For example, compared to a task in a traditional software-
based system that was mapped and executed on a resource
as a software thread, the hardware reconfigurable variant
of such a system would also allow running this task as a
hardware block realized with logic resources on an FPGA.
This difference and the new degree of freedom in task
representation require the consideration of a novel concept
for hardware task scheduling and mapping. In order to
handle this process, a detailed analysis of the consequences,
for example, due to data dependencies, priority, and real-
time aspects, has to be investigated and formalized into
a feasible algorithm for an efficient, special-purpose OS.
Furthermore, the underlying hardware resources, including
the internal configuration access port (ICAP), have to be
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characterized in terms of timing, determinism, behavior in
termination cases, and so forth. Also, these results have
to be accounted for in the special-purpose OS approach
by a cost function. The described investigation and the
results can be exploited efficiently in the runtime adap-
tive multiprocessor system-on-chip (RAMPSoC) approach
as described in [2]. In this approach, several processors,
coprocessors, and hardware accelerators are available for
concurrent task realization on an FPGA. The approach
presented in this paper allows scheduling tasks of a control
dataflow graph (CDG) and mapping these tasks either in
hardware or in software on a reconfigurable multicore system
on the FPGA. The algorithm, therefore, considers data
dependencies; physical constraints from the configuration
interface and the reconfigurable resources; the capability
of the parallel data processing hardware of the RAMPSoC
approach.

The paper is organized as follows: related work is pre-
sented in Section 2. Section 3 describes briefly the RAMPSoC
approach and its features. In Section 4, the concept and
the features of CAP-OS (configuration access port-operating
system) are described. Section 5 presents how CAP-OS
is integrated into the RAMPSoC hardware architecture.
The implemented system and first results are presented in
Section 6. A case study with an image-processing application
is shown in Section 7. Finally, the paper is closed by
presenting the conclusions and an outlook in Section 8.

2. Related Work

Scheduling for a hardware reconfigurable architecture is
used in approaches reported in various publications. The
selected publications discussed in this paper are only a subset
of the numerous approaches developed in academic and
industrial environment. However, the selected papers reflect
the significant aspects in respect to the presented approach
and allow an objective comparison of the benefits achieved
in the proposed solution of the special-purpose OS named
CAP-OS.

Garcia et al. [3] give an overview of the requirements
for runtime- and operating systems for reconfigurable
hardware-based systems. The authors especially point out the
fact that physical constraints, such as the availability of hard-
ware resources (in terms of area) and the configuration time,
limited by the bandwidth of the configuration memory and
interface, have to be taken into account for the scheduling.
Especially, these are the challenges which have to be taken
into account when reconfigurable hardware aware operating
systems are introduced or developed.

Dittmann and Frank [4] describe a scheduling approach
for a single processor and several accelerators, which can be
configured at runtime. The solution provides a pre-emptive
reconfiguration, which is important if a task with a higher
priority has to substitute the configuration process of a task
with lower priority. The scheduling strategy is based on a
deadline monotonic (DM) algorithm with some extensions
related to the fact that a hardware/software reconfigurable
system is targeted. The approach has some restrictions due

to the fact that only homogeneously shaped reconfigurable
areas are supported. Because of this, only a fixed time
frame for reconfiguration of the hardware is considered in
the algorithms. In real systems, especially, when different
hardware IPs have to be reconfigured, this time can vary
significantly. A further restriction is that data dependencies
between the tasks are not considered within the scheduling
algorithm. The CAP-OS approach incorporates this into the
metrics for the scheduling in order to achieve a beneficial
scheduling of the hardware tasks. Furthermore, the approach
requires drivers supporting the physical reconfiguration of
the FPGA. This certainly could be a standard ICAP driver
with the related IP cores.

Ullmann et al. [5] also target a single-processor solution
with reconfigurable accelerators in a homogeneous shape
and size, similar to the previously described approach. The
scheduling is priority based and non-pre-emptive due to
the fact that this approach was developed for automotive
applications where pre-emption of a certain task is not
allowed. The reported runtime system in the paper includes
the hardware drivers for the configuration access port. The
runtime system included some features, such as context load
and save, which allows the resumption of tasks in hardware
or software, or even a migration of the tasks from hardware
to software or vice versa. The restrictions of this approach
are mainly in the high overhead if a different application
scenario needs to be realized. A time-consuming and hand
crafted adaptation of the runtime system needs to be done.
Furthermore, the fact that this approach was developed for
the automotive domain limits the reuse in other application
domains, such as image processing, where a more flexible
scheduling is required.

ReconOS [6] uses an eCos (embedded configurable
operating system) real-time operating system as basis for
the scheduling approach. Also, here a single processor with
loosely coupled reconfigurable accelerators is the target hard-
ware architecture. In comparison to the previously described
approach, the authors use a fixed priority scheduling
approach. For synchronization purposes, a communication
method for the software and hardware threads over the eCOS
RTOS was developed. An interesting result is that a task
graph with dependent and independent tasks is used as the
input description for the scheduler. However, the limitation
of using a single processor to perform the applications differs
the ReconOS approach from CAP-OS. In CAP-OS, a variety
of processors and accelerators can be handled.

In [7], the authors describe a concept for a quality
of service- (QoS-) based operating system for multimedia
applications on hand-held computers (e.g., PDA) with
a reconfigurable accelerator. The paper includes also the
strategy to abstract from the hardware layer in order
to hide the complexity of the heterogeneous architecture
consisting of a network-on-chip (NoC) and the processing
elements from the developer. In relation to the RAMPSoC
approach, the solution does not include a heterogeneous
and adaptive communication infrastructure and processors
and does not include the design flow for generating the
required sources. The paper describes a definitely pioneering
work in the area of operating systems for reconfigurable
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hardware and can be seen as the root for the evolution in this
domain.

Based on the reported approaches, it is obvious that a
novel OS approach for a runtime reconfigurable multipro-
cessor systems, such as RAMPSoC, has to be developed and
introduced. One simple example for this necessity is the fact
that the reconfigurable regions are no longer homogeneous
in their footprint and, therefore, the configuration times vary
between the different tasks, which may have to be allocated to
the hardware. This and other parameters have to be handled
with the novel approach of the CAP-OS.

3. The RAMPSoC Approach

The CAP-OS is used for runtime scheduling, task mapping,
and resource management on a runtime reconfigurable mul-
tiprocessor system, such as RAMPSoC [2]. Figure 1 shows
an example for a RAMPSoC architecture at one point in
time. RAMPSoC is a heterogeneous multiprocessor system-
on-chip (MPSoC) with distributed memory. It consists of a
number of different processors connected over a commu-
nication infrastructure, which is a heterogeneous network-
on-chip (NoC) called star-wheels NoC [8] in this example.
Between others, the advantages of the star-wheels NoC are
that it supports runtime adaptation and that it does not
need to be implemented completely. Therefore, if additional
switches are demanded, they can be added at runtime.
Furthermore, different clock domains are supported, which
is important, to achieve a good performance per watt ratio
for multiprocessor systems. Additionally, a high throughput
and therefore a low latency are supported, which is important
for, for example, image-processing applications. Depending
on the application requirements and the number of needed
processors, also other communication infrastructures, such
as point-to-point connections, buses, or other NoCs are

supported and can be selected from a library at design
time.

Each processor can be extended with one or several
hardware accelerators to increase their performance for
special-purpose instructions. Also, a finite-state machine
(FSM) together with a hardware function can be used
instead of a processor. The FSM is required to support the
communication protocol over the NoC for communicating
with the other processing elements.

Different processors can be chosen from a library (e.g.,
Xilinx MicroBlaze [9], Leon Sparc [10], etc.), and also a small
library for image-processing hardware accelerators exists.

Dynamic and partial reconfiguration [11] is used to
adapt the RAMPSoC hardware architecture at runtime.
The software executables for the processors can be loaded
at runtime either also by exploiting dynamic and partial
reconfiguration (similar to the approach described by Sander
et al. [12]) or by transferring the software executables via the
communication infrastructure (e.g., the NoC). Furthermore,
the clock frequency of the different processing elements can
also be adapted at runtime. Like for the software executables,
also here two possibilities exist: either by reconfiguring
the appropriate digital clock manager (DCM) [13] or by
switching to a different clock domain. In summary, the
following runtime adaptations are supported by RAMPSoC:

(i) number and characteristics of processors,

(ii) communication infrastructure (e.g., size, bandwidth,
and topology),

(iii) number and functionality of hardware accelerators,

(iv) software executables of the processors,

(v) clock frequency of the processing elements and
network domains.
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A well balance between performance, power consump-
tion, and area requirements can be achieved through runtime
adaptation of the hardware architecture in respect to the
requirements of the applications. More details about the
hardware architecture of the RAMPSoC and its benefits can
be found in [2].

For an efficient programming of such a flexible hardware
architecture, an easy-to-use design methodology is required,
which guides the user in application partitioning and in gen-
erating the appropriate hardware architecture at design time.
As a result of the different analysis and partitioning steps,
a task graph is generated for each partitioned application.
The design suite also generates the partial bitstreams for the
several hardware modules (e.g., processors, accelerators) as
well as the software executables for the different processors.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the current status of the design
flow, which can be used for normal C/C++ applications
or C/C++ applications using the message passing interface
(MPI) [14]. MPI is a standard parallel programming model,
which is used for supercomputing applications and especially
to program multiprocessor systems with distributed mem-
ory. As the processors have only local memory, they exchange
information by sending messages using the MPI standard

protocol. RAMPSoC has its own MPI implementation layer,
which translates the MPI standard protocol commands into
the appropriate communication protocol required by the
star-wheels NoC. The support for further possible commu-
nication infrastructures is currently under development as
well as the improvement of the design methodology. A more
detailed description of the functionality of the different tools
within the design methodology can be found in [15].

The partial bitstreams, the software executables, and the
task graphs of the applications are required by the CAP-
OS, which will be presented in detail in the next section.
The CAP-OS is responsible for the runtime scheduling of
the configurations of the different tasks, allocating the tasks
to the processing elements and for resource management.
Furthermore, the CAP-OS needs to respond to runtime
demands of the application, such as one or several processors
requesting additional or different accelerators.

4. Concept of the CAP-OS

For an adaptive MPSoC, such as RAMPSoC, a flexible
RTOS is required, which schedules the reconfiguration of the
tasks and their runtime allocation to a specific processing
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element. Furthermore, this RTOS has to assure that the
different applications meet their real-time requirements and
that the utilization of the hardware resources and therefore
the power consumption is kept low. Figure 3 shows how
the CAP-OS manages the underlying RAMPSoC hardware
architecture to fulfill the real-time requirements of the user
applications. The CAP-OS further hides the complexity of
the underlying dynamic RAMPSoC architecture from the
user.

Physical resource allocation at runtime is done by
performing partial and dynamic reconfiguration using the
ICAP. Software task can be loaded either using the ICAP
or using the interprocessor communication architecture.
Therefore, the scheduling algorithm has to consider the
time required for reconfiguring/loading a module, which
depends on the data throughput of the ICAP interface or
the communication infrastructure and certainly on the size
of the module. This time frame is not negligible since the
data amount for hardware modules can be very small, but
also several hundred kilobytes. The software modules are
normally smaller than 250 Kbytes, due to the restricted on-
chip memory, while the hardware modules can be bigger.
For each task, two different implementation options exist.
A task can either be executed in software on a processor or
in hardware as a hardware accelerator. The hardware task is
normally a codesign, where parts of the task are executed
in software on the processor and the compute intensive
part is executed in hardware with the closely coupled
accelerator. The choice to implement a task in software
or in hardware depends normally on different parameters
such as varying allocated hardware area, performance, and

reconfiguration/loading time. The scheduling algorithm has
to choose the appropriate type of realization to fulfill the
real-time constraints. Moreover, the presented scheduling
approach tries to reuse existing resources, which were already
configured onto the chip in a previous point of time, with
the goal to reduce the overall reconfiguration overhead.
Furthermore, the scheduling algorithm has to support pre-
emptive reconfiguration, because while reconfiguring one
task, it can happen that a request for the reconfiguration of
another task with higher priority occurs. As only one ICAP
is available, the reconfiguration of the previous task has to
be terminated and the new task needs to be reconfigured.
After this procedure, the reconfiguration of the interrupted
task has to restart, because a continuation of the terminated
reconfiguration is not supported by the FPGA vendor. In
contrary to this, the loading of an SW task via the com-
munication infrastructure can be preempted and resumed.
Here, a restart as for the ICAP interface is not required.
The communication infrastructure allows the loading of
more than one software task simultaneously, but then the
bandwidth will be divided between the tasks. Therefore, it
is more beneficially to load one task after the other based on
the priorities of the tasks.

The scheduling approach presented in this paper can
handle both independent and dependent tasks. A group of
interrelated tasks is called a task graph (TG). Each TG must
fulfill the following requirements:

(i) the TG is a directed acyclic graph (DAG),

(ii) each task runs on processors/hardware accelerators,

(iii) each task has an identity (ID)
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Figure 4: Example task graph with global deadline, interrelation,
and communication costs.

(iv) each task has the following information:

(1) neighborhood relation (predecessor/successor),
(2) algorithm type or hardware constraints (Algo-

ID),
(3) execution time, reconfiguration/loading time,
(4) communication costs,
(5) name of the corresponding partial bitfile or

software executable,

(v) the TG has a global deadline (D),

(vi) the TG has either hard or soft real-time constraints,
which are inherited by the tasks belonging to the TG.

For the configuration of a task, the following three rules
apply:

(i) it can be terminated;

(ii) it can be interrupted (only for SW tasks loaded over
the communication infrastructure);

(iii) it is only feasible, after all predecessor tasks are
completely reconfigured/loaded.

Figure 4 illustrates an example of such a TG including the
global deadline, the interrelation, and the communication
costs.

Within the CAP-OS, each task within a TG has a life cycle
as shown in Figure 5.

Table 1 describes each of the states, which are traversed
by a task during its life cycle, in detail.

Important here is that if the configuration of a task
is interrupted, the task returns into the Ready state, the
configuration data is lost and has to start all over again.
The loading of a software task via the communication
infrastructure on the other hand can be resumed if it has

been interrupted. The address of the last word, which has
been transferred via the communication infrastructure to the
target processor, is stored, so that CAP-OS can later resume
loading the software executable. Exceptions are

(i) the interrupted software will be remapped to a
different processor;

(ii) the software had been interrupted by another soft-
ware task, which will be loaded on the same pro-
cessor. After the task has finished executing, the
interrupted software will be loaded again on this
processor.

In both cases, the loading of the interrupted software task
has to restart from the beginning.

For simplicity, in the following section, the terms
configuration and configuration time will be used for both
configuration via ICAP and loading via the communication
infrastructure. Loading via the communication infrastruc-
ture will only be used when explicitly requested.

As already mentioned in the previous section, the multi-
processor model used for the scheduling is a heterogeneous
runtime adaptive MPSoC that uses a message passing
communication scheme. The runtime scheduling algorithm
is only performed for tasks, which are in state Ready. The
novel runtime scheduling approach is described in detail in
the next subsection.

4.1. The Novel Runtime Scheduling Approach. The novel
runtime scheduling algorithm is divided into two main steps.
First, a static scheduling algorithm is used to roughly assign
priorities to the tasks of each TG using the information
given by the TG description. The TG description has
been received together with the bitstreams and software
executables from the RAMPSoC design methodology. The
TG description is written using the XML standard format
and includes the following information: list of all tasks
and detailed information for each task. For each task,
these files contain the ID, the algo type, the successor
tasks, the communication costs, the name of the bitstream
file or/and software executable, the reconfiguration/loading
time, and the execution time. Furthermore, for each task
graph, the global deadline is given. Finally, this file also
includes a list of possible processors, their configurations
(e.g., pipeline length, memory size, specialized instructions,
etc.), and the name of the corresponding bitfile. CAP-OS
parses this XML file and updates its internal tables for
the tasks and the processors. Also it stores the bitstreams
and software executables, which have been received by the
user, for example, via a Compact Flash card or an Ethernet
connection, in the external memory.

For the priority-based static scheduling, the list schedul-
ing algorithm is used, because it respects resource con-
straints. The available resources are the single ICAP, the
communication infrastructure, and the maximum number
of possible processors, which depends on the size of the
chosen FPGA. First conservative estimates for the ASAP
(as soon as possible) and the ALAP (as late as possible)
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Table 1: Description of the life cycle states of a task.

Configuration
and execution

Description

Not ready This task is not ready for reconfiguration, because its predecessors are not completely reconfigured.

Ready
This task is ready for reconfiguration and competes with the other Ready task for the access to the ICAP. Only
tasks without predecessors, or whose predecessors have already been reconfigured, can enter this state.

Config

The task is under configuration/loading via the ICAP/the communication infrastructure onto the RAMPSoC. If
a task with higher priority becomes Ready, the reconfiguration/loading process is terminated/interrupted, and
the task returns into the Ready state and waits for a new possibility to access the ICAP/communication
infrastructure.

Exec
After successful configuration/loading, the task starts execution and enters this state. An execution cannot be
interrupted.

Exit After the execution, the task enters this state. The allocated processing element is now free for the next task.

Not ready Ready Configuration Execution Exit

Figure 5: Life cycle states of a task.

start times for each task of a TG, consisting of m tasks, are
calculated using the following formulas:

ASAP(Tx) =
∑

T∈pre(Tx)

(tcon(T) + texe(T)),

pre(Tx) : Predecessor of task Tx,

tcon(T) : Configuration time of task ,

texe(T) : Execution time of task T ,

(1)

ALAP(Tx) = D −
∑

T∈succ(Tx)

(tcon(T) + texe(T)),

succ(Tx) : Successor of task Tx,

D : Global deadline of the task graph,

(2)

μ(Tx) = ALAP(Tx)− ASAP(Tx),

μ(Tx) : Mobility of task Tx.
(3)

The task loading via the communication infrastructure
is the default procedure for software task to keep the ICAP
interface available for the hardware task, because they do not
have an alternative data path. Only when the communication
infrastructure is blocked with a high-priority task, and
another high-priority software task needs to be loaded as
well, then the ICAP interface will be used to load the second
software task. At this moment, it is not known, if an already
configured processor can be reused for the software task.
Therefore, tcon is the time required to reconfigure a new
processor together with the software required for this task.
This results in the worst case ALAP and ASAP start time.

Based on the ASAP and ALAP start time of each task,
a priority can be assigned to each task in the TG using the
urgency or the mobility of each task. The urgency depends on
the maximum number of successors of a task. The mobility

of a task (see Formula (3)) is the difference between its ALAP
and ASAP start time and favors the tasks along the critical
path. The TG in Figure 6 has, for example, the following
critical path: T1→ T2→ T4→ T5→ T6. Because of this,
the mobility is used here to assign the priorities to the tasks.
The smaller the mobility, the higher is the priority of the task.

At runtime, only the Ready tasks are scheduled for
configuration according to their priorities, which have been
calculated with the list scheduling algorithm. Figure 6 shows
such a TG which is processed by the CAP-OS for the purpose
of scheduling the configuration of the different tasks. In the
current time step shown in Figure 6, T1 has already been
configured, and therefore T2 and T3 are now in the Ready
state. Normally, the task with the highest priority will be
configured first. If there are two or more Ready tasks and
the difference between the mobility of the two tasks with the
highest priority is smaller than the configuration time of the
task with the lower priority (see Formula (4)), a dynamic
cost function K(Tx,Ty) (Formula (5)) is used to reassign the
priorities of these two tasks.

K(Tx,Ty) considers the ratio between the mobility of the
two tasks K1(Tx,Ty) (Formula (6)) and the ratio between the
number of successors of the two tasks K2(Tx,Ty) (Formula
(7)). K(Tx,Ty) is computed using Formulas (5) to (7), and it
is only computed for the current two tasks with the highest
priority to be scheduled. K1 gets a greater weight in the cost
function compared to K2, because for real-time applications
the execution time is the most important factor. Therefore,
the default values were set to 0.6 for ω1 and 0.4 for ω2.
These weights can be modified by the user depending on the
requirements of the application. Additionally, multiple TGs
can be scheduled at runtime. If some of these TGs have hard
real-time and others only soft real-time requirements, then
all tasks of the TGs with the soft real-time constraints will be
delayed. They will be configured after the tasks with the hard
real-time constraints, even though they might have a higher
priority according to the list scheduling algorithm. This is
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important, to assure that the hard real-time TGs meet their
constraints.
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N(Tx) : Number of successors of task x.
(7)

Finally, an additional feature is supported by CAP-OS.
This feature allows for increasing the clock frequency of
a processing element at runtime. This can be done by
either reconfiguring the corresponding digital clock manager
(DCM) [16] or by using clock multiplexers to switch to
a different clock frequency. Both approaches have been
described in [17]. The reconfiguration of a DCM takes
more time than the use of clock multiplexers. However, the
DCM reconfiguration provides a greater variety of possible
clock frequencies than the clock multiplexers, because only
a limited number of clock multiplexers are available on the
FPGA. Both approaches are supported here. Therefore, in the
following, DCM reconfiguration stands for both approaches.
The user has to select at design time the approach, which is
more appropriate for the target application.

DCM reconfiguration is used to speed up the execution
time of a task. Hereby, it is assumed that the execution time
stays in strong relation to the clock frequency. This DCM
reconfiguration is used if a task cannot complete within its
ALAP time or if another task urgently requires the same
processor.

Therefore, the single steps of the CAP-OS scheduling
algorithm can be summarized as follows:

Current

scheduling step

Tx

Tx

Tx

T1

T2 T3

T4

T5

T6

Task x is in state Exec

Task x is in state Ready

Task x is in state Not ready

Figure 6: Task graph to illustrate the functionality of the schedul-
ing.

(1) calculate ASAP and ALAP start time for each task in
the task graph,

(2) calculate the mobility of each task and schedule their
priorities using a list scheduling algorithm,

(3) select the Ready tasks, and schedule them dynami-
cally:

(a) delay tasks with soft real-time constraints,
(b) reassign priorities using the cost function if

necessary,
(c) reconfigure the DCM, if necessary,
(d) terminate the current configuration if a task

with a higher priority occurs.

This results in a pre-emptive scheduling approach, which
allows the termination of a configuration. Furthermore, it
uses a combination of static list scheduling and a novel
dynamic scheduling approach. It considers resource con-
straints, such as a single ICAP, the communication infras-
tructure, or the maximal number of possible processors.
Furthermore, it is used to schedule both hardware and
software tasks. Moreover, the clock frequency of processing
elements can be increased at runtime, if necessary, and
the configuration times as well as the communication costs
between tasks are considered. Another degree of freedom is
that, while a hardware task is loaded via the ICAP interface,
a software task can be loaded simultaneously via the on-chip
communication infrastructure.

4.2. Resource Allocation of the CAP-OS. After the scheduling,
the CAP-OS tries to allocate a resource for the Ready task
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Figure 7: Decision tree for resource allocation for an SW task.

with the highest priority. For the resource allocation, the
decision is made as shown in Figure 7.

First CAP-OS analyzes if a processor is present and
available on the reconfigurable hardware. If no processor is
present, a new one is configured and reserved for the new
task. If processors are present in the system, it searches for
one, which is not blocked by another task. If all existing
processors are blocked, it is checked if one of them will
finish its execution soon. This is important, because the
reconfiguration and allocation takes time. If an existing
processor finishes in a shorter amount of time than the
reconfiguration time of a new processor, the reuse of this
existing processor is preferred. This also has the benefit to
reduce the area utilization and therefore to reduce the overall
power consumption. If none of the existing processors
will finish soon, it is analyzed if the maximal number of
processors is reached or if there is still space to reconfigure
a new processor. If there is space on the reconfigurable
hardware, a new processor is reconfigured and allocated for
the new task. If not, the new task has to wait until one of the
processors becomes available.

The same procedure is done for a codesign task, because
this task is a combination of an SW task and a hardware
accelerator. Here, the available processor is extended with an
accelerator, while the software part of the codesign task is
loaded into the chosen processor.

Pure hardware tasks also exist. These are requests from
existing RAMPSoC processors, which either need an accel-
erator to increase performance or which want to exchange
the existing accelerator against a different one due to requests
from the environment. Such exchange requests could be, for
example, the exchange of an image-processing filter due to
a change in the incoming frame of the image. In that case,
no decision tree is required, and the requesting processor is
extended by configuring the requested hardware accelerator
via the ICAP interface.

4.3. Configuration Management. After the Ready task with
the highest priority has been successfully assigned to a pro-
cessor, this task is assigned to the configuration management.
The configuration management is responsible for handling
the configuration of the tasks via the ICAP and also for
loading software tasks into already existing processors over
the communication infrastructure. It is also responsible for
pre-empting a current configuration if another task with
a higher priority needs to be configured. As mentioned
before, a terminated configuration has to restart again
from the beginning, because Xilinx FPGAs do not support
the continuation of a terminated configuration so far. On
the other side, software tasks, under configuration via the
communication infrastructure, can be interrupted if a task
with higher priority occurs. Afterwards, the terminated
configuration can be resumed. Furthermore, it is possible to
configure a hardware and a software task or two software
tasks simultaneously by using the configuration via the
communication infrastructure for one of the software tasks,
while the other tasks are configured via the ICAP interface.
Therefore, the configuration management of the CAP-OS
distinguishes between three types of configurations as shown
in Table 2.

The term soft and medium means an interruptible and
hard means a noninterruptible configuration. Soft configura-
tions are new software tasks that get loaded via the commu-
nication infrastructure into an existing processor. As they can
be pre-empted and continued easily, they can be interrupted
any time if a task with high priority occurs. Medium
configuration types are, for example, the configuration over
the ICAP interface of software tasks or hardware accelerators
for existing processors. As soon as 80% of the corresponding
bitstream of a medium configuration type is configured,
this element changes to be a hard configuration type. The
reason is to prevent the termination of a nearly finished
configuration, because the already configured data would
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Table 2: Configuration types.

Configuration type Features Elements

Soft (communication infrastructure) Interruptible Software

Medium (ICAP) Interruptible until 80% of the bitstream are reconfigured Software, accelerator

Hard (ICAP) Not interruptible Processor, DCM

Table 3: Performance of the currently supported different inter-
faces in RAMPSoC.

Interface
Performance (100 MHz,

Virtex-4)

FSL-ICAP [18] 28,28 MB/s

Point-to-point via FSLs (Fast Simplex
Links) [19]

13,09 MB/s

be lost. 80% is a default parameter and can be changed by
the user, depending on the application requirements. Other
examples of hard configuration types are the configuration of
the DCMs and of the processors, because the configuration
of a DCM is urgent and fast, and the processor is far less task
specific than an accelerator.

The decision to configure a software task via the ICAP
interface or via the communication infrastructure depends
on the mobility of the task, the availability of the interfaces,
and the loading speed of the interface, which depends on
the target platform and the chosen interface. Table 3 gives
an overview about possible interfaces and how is their
performance.

It is possible to increase the throughput of these inter-
faces by connecting them directly to the external memory
instead of using the processor to load the data from external
memory. An example is the PLB-ICAP from Claus et al.
[20], which achieves a throughput of 400 MB/s. It is therefore
planned to provide a direct memory access also to the FSL-
ICAP to further increase its performance. The performance
of communication infrastructure can be increased in a
similar fashion.

4.4. Communication Establishment between Tasks. After suc-
cessfully configuring a task, the CAP-OS tries to establish a
communication with this task and to transfer information
about the IDs of the communication partners to it. Figure 8
illustrates the required steps, to successfully establish a
communication between the different tasks at runtime.

The five runtime communication establishment steps
required after a task has been mapped onto a processor x are

(1) CAP-OS sends sync word to processor x;

(2) processor x responds with the same sync word to
ensure a correct communication;

(3) CAP-OS sends task info (Task ID, number of pre-
decessor/successor tasks, and their IDs) to processor
x. This task info is required by the task to find its
communication partners at runtime;

(4) processor x sends its Task ID to all other processors,
and it checks each of its communication links for

x z

y

CAP-OS

1 3

3

1 2

2 5

5

4

4

4

Sync

Task info

Task ID

End

ProcessorProcessor

Processor

Figure 8: Runtime communication establishment steps between
different tasks.

the Task ID of its communication partners. It has to
send its Task ID to all other processors, because it
could happen that a predecessor and a successor will
be mapped onto the same processor. An example for
such a case will be given in Section 6;

(5) after execution, processor x informs CAP-OS that it
is now free for a new task.

5. Integration of CAP-OS on RAMPSoC

CAP-OS software is integrated into an RAMPSoC on one
of the available microprocessors. On the selected micropro-
cessor, a state-of-the-art RTOS with multithreading capa-
bilities is implemented. On top of this RTOS, the CAP-
OS is implemented using different threads for the different
functionalities. As shown in Figure 9, this microprocessor
is directly connected with the Xilinx ICAP primitive via an
FSL connection. Furthermore, the processor has access to an
external memory, in which the partial bitstreams of the tasks
are stored.

The microprocessor is connected with the other pro-
cessors in this example over the star-wheels NoC. A point-
to-point connection with each of the other partners or a
connection over a different NoC or a bus is also supported.
Several possible choices for an on-chip microprocessor exist.
The IBM PowerPC 405 (PPC405) [21] was chosen for
running CAP-OS. It is available on Xilinx Virtex-4FX FPGAs
as a hard IP core. The main reasons for choosing the PPC405
are the support of high frequencies up to 450 MHz and
the availability on the Virtex-4FX100 FPGA on the used
target FPGA board from Alpha-Data [22]. High frequencies
are important to execute the CAP-OS with a low latency
to support and enable the real-time requirements. Other
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Figure 9: Integration of the CAP-OS on the RAMPSoC.

possible microprocessors would be soft IP cores, such as
Xilinx MicroBlaze or Leon SPARC, but they lack with the
support of such high frequencies. As the new Xilinx FPGAs,
such as Virtex-6, does not provide the PowerPC anymore, an
alternative version of CAP-OS for the MicroBlaze processor
was also realized and implemented.

After selecting the processor, an appropriate RTOS was
chosen. The demands for the RTOS are

(i) proven support of PPC405 and MicroBlaze,

(ii) multithreading capabilities,

(iii) small memory footprint.

Several different RTOSes exist, but due to the reasons
above, the Xilkernel [23] from Xilinx was selected. The CAP-
OS is programmed in C, and its functionalities are imple-
mented in several different threads, which are executed in
Xilkernel using multithreading. For scheduling the different
threads, Xilkernel offers two scheduling policies: round robin
or priority-based scheduling. Priority-based scheduling was
chosen to execute the different CAP-OS threads according to
their priorities.

Furthermore, the processor is directly connected to
the ICAP primitive and to an external memory (DDR2
SDRAM), in which the bitstreams are stored. The CAP-
OS and Xilkernel are executed using on-chip memory for
maximum performance. In the following subsection, the
implementation of the different CAP-OS threads is described
in detail.

5.1. Implementation of the CAP-OS. The CAP-OS is pro-
grammed using six threads as shown in Table 4.

The priorities are sorted with increasing numbers start-
ing with the highest priority from 0. Test main is the startup
thread and has a fixed priority. The priorities of the other five
threads can change at runtime depending on the demands
of the applications. The three threads with priority level 3
(Schedule, Configure, and Contr Exit Task) compete against
each other, after the first three threads with higher priority
have finished executing. While the other threads only execute
in the beginning once, these three concurring threads execute
until the last task finishes executing.

6. Implementation and First Results

The functionality of the CAP-OS as specified was evaluated
by implementing an RAMPSoC system on the target Alpha-
Data FPGA board. The CAP-OS was implemented using
one of the available PPC405s and the Xilkernel RTOS. The
maximum number of reconfigurable processors was set to
four, to be artificially below the number of tasks within
our evaluation task graphs. As the target Virtex-4FX 100
FPGA provides a large number of reconfigurable resources,
a higher number of processors could be used, if necessary.
As reconfigurable processor, the Xilinx MicroBlaze (μBlaze)
[9] was chosen due to its small area footprint and the
compatibility to the PPC405. As shown in Figure 10, the
Fast Simplex Links (FSLs) [19] are utilized for the com-
munication between the processors. The decision for these
communication infrastructures has its basis in the fact that
FSLs offer an FIFO-based unidirectional communication and
that for the limited number of processors, an NoC would
create a high overhead in terms of utilized area. The PPC405
can be connected via FSL to 32 data sinks and sources, while
each μBlaze could be connected to 16.
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Table 4: Realized threads of the CAP-OS.

Thread Priority Description

Test main 0 Initial thread. Launches the other five threads.

Init proc 1 Generates a list containing all possible processors and their attributes. Executes only once.

Task graph 2
Initialization of the tasks and generation of the task graphs. Calculation of ALAP and ASAP start
time and the mobility of each task. Matching of tasks with equal requirements (HW constraints,
same algorithm)

Schedule 3 Scheduling of the Ready tasks and processor allocation.

Configure 3
Configuration management for the scheduled and allocated task and communication
establishment between the new configured task and its neighbors.

Contr Exit Task 3 Controls the executing tasks. If a task finishes execution, the occupied processing element is freed.

Additionally, the FSL-ICAP IP core from Xilinx together
with an external DDR2 SDRAM is connected to the PPC405.
The user interface to the CAP-OS is realized through an
RS232 port. For the preliminary tests, the dynamic and
partial reconfiguration was not deployed, because the scope
was to verify the CAP-OS and not the FSL-ICAP primitive.
Instead of sending the partial bitstreams to the ICAP core,
a counter within the Configure thread was used, to simulate
artificially the reconfiguration times of the different tasks.
For reconfiguring a whole processor via the ICAP interface
5 ms, and for loading a software task onto an existing
processor via the FSL communication infrastructure, 2 ms
were assumed. These times are-worst case scenarios, and
certainly the reconfiguration time and the loading time vary
in real scenarios depending on the size of the bitstream/the
software executable. Table 5 shows the estimated reconfigu-
ration times for an average size MicroBlaze and for the size
of a typical image processing application software.

At system startup, it is assumed that only the static part
is present and the other processors will be “reconfigured”
on demand. Physically, the system shown in Figure 10 was

Table 5: Reconfiguration/loading times for the chosen interfaces:
FSL-ICAP and FSL point-to-point links.

Type Size
Reconfiguration/loading
time

Reconfiguring a
MicroBlaze

ca. 120 KB 4,24 ms

Loading a software 16 KB 1,22 ms

present from the beginning, and after the artificial simulation
of the reconfiguration time is finished, the corresponding
processor is activated. For the verification of the CAP-OS
functionality and to measure the timing overhead of the
current CAP-OS implementation, TG1 shown in Figure 11
was used. TG1 has hard real-time constraints. This could be
for example, an image-processing application, which receives
the images from a camera and has to provide the results of
an image-processing algorithm to the user via a monitor in
real time. Therefore, the global deadline (D1) of TG1 is 40 ms
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Task graph 1:
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0
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T1, T5

T2, T3, T4

Figure 11: Task graph used for the CAP-OS evaluation: D1 = 40 ms.

Table 6: Timing overhead of CAP-OS for processing TG1.

Thread Average number of clock cycles per call

Init proc 2118

Task graph 9022

Schedule 650

Contr Exit Task 227

using a camera with a frame rate of 25 Hz. If this deadline is
missed, frames will be lost.

To measure the timing overhead, the CAP-OS was
executed on the FPGA using TG1. To proof, if the CAP-
OS correctly reuses existing resources, the two tasks T1 and
T5 were set to have the same algorithm (same Algo-ID) as
shown in Figure 11. During the execution on the FPGA, the
number of clock cycles, required per call by each thread, were
measured. The results for the timing overhead provided by
the CAP-OS are shown in Table 6.

The clock cycles of the Configure thread depend on
the size of the bitstream and on the speed of the ICAP
primitive. Therefore, they are not explicitly presented here.
Test main only launches the other five threads, but itself
does not produce timing overhead and is therefore also not
mentioned here. Of course, Init proc depends on the number
of processors (here four), and Task graph depend on the TG
(here TG1 with five tasks). Therefore, these numbers are just
an example for the given TG. The clock cycles required for the
Schedule thread depends on the complexity of the scheduling.
For example, they increase slightly if the cost function needs
to be evaluated for two tasks. Contr Exit Task is very stable.

With this example, it can be shown that CAP-OS worked
correctly as specified and assigned the tasks of TG1 without
violating the global deadline. Also, the resource reuse worked
correctly. T5 was allocated onto the same processor as T1,
because they have the same algorithm, and this way the
reconfiguration time could be saved.

Task graph 2: hard real time

T1

T2 T3 T4

T5

T6

D1 = 40 ms

Figure 12: Task graph TG2 of an image-processing application,
which detects template-based and point-like objects within an
image.

7. Case Study with Image-Processing Scenario

Finally, a case study using an image-processing application
for object recognition was designed. Figure 12 illustrates the
task graph of the application. Task 1 is a pure software task
and receives an input image via PCI bus. It then forwards the
complete image to task 2. After partitioning the image into
two overlapping tiles, it forwards the upper half of the image
to task 3 and the lower half to task 4. Task 2 equalizes the
histogram of the image. As this is a very compute intensive
task, parts of the algorithm are outsourced in an accelerator.
Therefore, task 2 requires both a processor for the software
part of the algorithm and a closely coupled accelerator for
the compute intensive part of the algorithm. Task 2 sends
its results to task 5. Task 5 tries to find objects within
the equalized image by comparing a predefined template
with the input image using the SAD (sum of absolute
differences) algorithm. It is implemented in software and
forwards its results to task 6. Task 3 and task 4 execute both
the hotspot detector algorithm in software on different parts
of the image. The hotspot detector algorithm is an image-
processing algorithm, which searches inside an image for
bright point-like objects. The results of task 3 and task 4
are then forwarded as well to task 6, which is responsible for
collecting all results and forwarding them to the Host PC via
the PCI connection. Like task 1, task 6 is also implemented
as a software task, and both require a processor with a PCI
connection.

To measure the execution times of each task separately,
each task was implemented on a single MicroBlaze processor
running at 100 MHz on the target FPGA platform. For the
measurement, an input image with the size of 64× 64 pixels
was used. An exception is task 2. The execution time of this
task was measured using a single MicroBlaze connected via
FSL with the hardware accelerator. The size of the software
executable file for each algorithm is received using the GCC
compiler within the Xilinx Platform Studio [24]. This size
is important for calculating the loading time via the FSL
communication infrastructure into the local memory of a
processor on the FPGA.
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Figure 13: Theoretical results of CAP-OS for the image-processing applications and respecting heterogeneous configuration times.

For each design, the place and route report was used
to extract the values for the utilized area, this means the
required number of CLBs, block RAM (BRAM), and DSPs
for the MicroBlaze processor. For task 2, the amount of
resources for the accelerator was also taken into account.

The smallest addressable segment of a Virtex-4 FPGA
configuration memory space is called a frame and covers a
height of 16 CLBs or 4 BRAMs or 8 DSPs. It has a length
of 1312 bits [25]. 22 frames are needed to reconfigure a
column of 16 CLBs. To reconfigure 4 BRAMs, 64 frames
are needed for the BRAM content, and 20 frames for the
BRAM interconnect. To reconfigure 8 DSPs, also 21 frames
are needed. Therefore, the number of frames required for
the partial bitstream is calculated as shown in the following
Formula:

#Frames >
⌈

#CLBs
16

⌉

∗ 22 +
⌈

#DSPs
8

⌉

∗ 21

+
⌈

#BRAMs
4

⌉

∗ (64 + 20).

(8)

The reconfiguration time is then calculated by using this
Formula:

Reconfiguration Time = #Frames∗ Framelength
8∗ Throughput FSL ICAP

.

(9)

In Table 7, a detailed description for each task of TG2
together with the measured execution times and the esti-
mated reconfiguration times are presented. The reconfigura-
tion times are worst-case reconfiguration times. This means
that for each task the reconfiguration of a new processor has
been assumed. These reconfiguration times are the input for
the static list scheduling algorithm of the CAP-OS described
in Section 4. The static list scheduling algorithm is used to
assign each task to a priority, based on the mobility of the
task. The mobility of a task is the subtraction of its ASAP
start time from its ALAP start time as shown in Formula (3).
Table 7 shows the resulting priorities for TG2.

Furthermore, the last column in Table 7 shows the Algo-
ID of each task. The Algo-ID is used by the dynamic

scheduling decision of CAP-OS to decide which task may
reuse an existing processor. T3 and T4 have the same Algo
ID, because they execute the same software algorithm on
a different data set. T1 and T6, which both execute a
different algorithm, have the same Algo-ID, because they
have a common hardware restriction, as they require both
a processor with a connection to the PCI interface.

Figure 13 shows the calculated results of CAP-OS for
the TG2. As can be seen, four processors P0 to P3 were
used. Figure 10 shows how the final implemented system
would look like, where P0 is the only processor with a
PCI connection. Due to this, that processor is reused by
task 6 after task 1 has finished. Task 3 and task 4 are
mapped onto different processors even though they have
the same Algo-ID, because otherwise the global deadline
would be violated. Also, the benefit of using the FSL
communication infrastructure for loading software into an
existing processors and therefore keeping the ICAP interface
available for the hardware reconfiguration can be seen. For
example, processor P3 is being reconfigured via the ICAP
interface while simultaneously the software executable of task
4 is loaded over the FSL communication infrastructure to
processor P1.

Table 8 shows the estimated execution times for mapping
the application sequentially on one processor in the first row,
parallelizing it using for each task a processor in the second
row and the solution proposed by CAP-OS, which uses four
processors in the last row. Furthermore, Table 8 shows the
part of the execution time, which is spent for reconfiguring
the hardware and for loading the software.

As can be seen, both the uni-processor design and
the 6-processor designs are static and do not require any
reconfiguration time.

The uni-processor design is the slowest solution and
violates the global deadline of the application, because it can
only execute the complete application sequentially.

The 6-processor design is the fastest solution, but also has
the highest resource requirements and therefore the highest
power consumption. Furthermore, some of the processors
are idle (e.g., processor with task 6), while others are
executing (e.g., task 3, 4, and 5). This results in a bad
workload balancing.
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Table 7: Detailed information about each task of the TG 2 at 100 MHz.

Task Description Rec. time in ms Exe. time in ms Priority Algo ID

T1 SW Task: Read from PCI 4,24 1 1 1

T2 SW Task + Accelerator: Histogram equalization 4,5 2,25 2 2

T3, T4 SW Task: Hotspot detector 4,24 14,5 4,5 3

T5 SW Task: SAD (sum of absolute differences) 4,24 17,25 3 4

T6 SW Task: Send to PCI 4,24 1 6 1

Table 8: Estimated execution times for the TG2.

System
Estimated execution

time in ms

Time spent for HW
reconfiguration/SW
loading time

UniProcessor 50,5 0

6 Processors 17,25 0

CAP-OS (4
Processors)

31,72 17,22/2,44

CAP-OS with its four processors provides a meet-in-the
middle solution by reusing existing processors. It therefore
achieves a good balance between performance and power
consumption. It is faster than the uni-processor design and
fulfils the global deadline of the application. Moreover, it
requires fewer processors than the 6-processor solution and
therefore has lower power consumption. Also, as can be seen
in Figure 13, the workload between the processors is well
balanced. It can be further seen that as soon as a processor
finishes its current task, it is allocated for executing the next
task of the application.

It has to be mentioned here that the execution times
of the different tasks, for example, T1, are longer in this
figure than the ones given in Table 7. The reason for this is
the consideration of the communication between the tasks.
For example, task 1 has to wait until all its successors are
reconfigured, before it can finish its execution.

8. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper, the concept and the features of a special-
purpose OS called CAP-OS were presented. The CAP-OS is
responsible for the scheduling, the resource allocation, and
reconfiguration and for managing the access to the configu-
ration access port. The CAP-OS has been integrated into the
RAMPSoC approach to handle the runtime organization for
the adaptive RAMPSoC hardware architecture. The CAP-OS
was implemented using six threads on the Xilkernel RTOS
running on a PPC405 and on a MicroBlaze processor. The
correct functionality and the timing overheads of the CAP-
OS were measured on the FPGA using an example task graph.
The benefits of the CAP-OS were shown using a case study
with a task graph from an image-processing application and
comparing the results against both a uni-processor design
and a complete parallel design.

Future work will be the extension of the CAP-OS to
support the reconfiguration of the communication infras-
tructure. Furthermore, it will be extended to handle not

only the demands of the user, but also the reconfiguration
demands of the other processors within the RAMPSoC.
These demands are mainly the reconfiguration of the
accelerators if at runtime, for example, a different accelerator
is required depending on the currently processed data.
Furthermore, the CAP-OS will be further evaluated and will
be also tested using real dynamic and partial reconfiguration.
The implementation of a partial reconfigurable design of
the presented case study is currently under development to
evaluate that the calculated results are equal to the statically
measured ones. Additional extensions of CAP-OS will be
the support of merging several bitstreams and supporting
bitstream relocation. Bitstream relocation is important to
reduce the amount of required external memory for storing
each bitstream for each possible location.
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